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PREFACE
"
I 'HIS volume of Tables of the Motion of the Moon is the sequel to my theory
J. printed in the Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society during the years

1901-8. The fundamental constants which have to be determined from observation

are based mainly on the Greenwich meridian observations and the papers containing
the discussions which lead to the values finally adopted are contained in the

Monthly Notices of the same Society issued during the years 1913-15.

The first Tables of the Moon, founded on the law of gravitation, were published

by Clairaut in 1752. During the succeeding century several volumes of the same
nature appeared, but the Tables de la Lune of Hansen, bearing the date 1857, were
the first which permitted the position of the moon to be computed from theory with

an accuracy comparable with that of observation. Their general excellence is

sufficiently confirmed by the fact that they have been used for obtaining the

ephemeris of the moon up to the present time* in most of the national almanacs

and also for almost all researches which demand a knowledge of the moon's place.

The only other set of tables which can be compared with them are those founded on

Delaunay's theory, appearing in 1911 under the final direction of Radau; these have

been used for the ephemeris of the moon in the Connaissance des Temps since their

publication.

The appearance of Hansen 's work constitutes an epoch in the history of

astronomical tables. Based on his own theory, which itself had an unusual and

complicated form, it includes some three hundred periodic terms and contains

devices for tabulation which abbreviate the work of the computer very considerably.
The fundamental constants were determined from observation with a high degree
of accuracy considering the data which Hansen had at his disposal and there are

few constants obtainable from theory whose observed values are used. It is true

that there are errors in both the theory and the tables, but these are sufficiently

infrequent as to permit of correction. The portions of the theory due to solar action

have required but little correction. The least satisfactory part is the set of pertur-
bations produced by planetary action ; the terms given are few in number and some
of them are quite erroneous. Nevertheless, with one or two corrections supplied by
Newcomb, Hansen 's Tables have fulfilled the needs of navigation and astronomy for

over half a century.
The large number of periodic terms in the expressions for the moon's position

in terms of the time practically requires that tables of double-entry be used. In

the ordinary form such tables demand a double interpolation and the labour of

performing this detracts very greatly from their apparent efficiency. Hansen
devised a plan by which the double interpolations with two variable arguments
could be avoided or rendered quite simple: in fact, in actual use his double-entry

The ephemeris computed from the tables in the present volume will be inserted for the first

time in the Almanacs for 1923.
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tables are but little more troublesome than those of single entry and with some
alterations they can be made quite as simple. Like most of the Tables for the

motions of the bodies in the solar system they are adapted for the calculation of

an ephemeris at equidistant intervals.

The work of forming Tables based on the theory of Delaunay suffered from

several difficulties. Although the theory in its extent and form is perhaps the most

remarkable of all those which have dealt with the moon's motion and has formed

a standard of comparison for all later work, its greatest value does not appear in a

reduction to tabular form. It is algebraic throughout and the series representing

many of the coefficients converge so slowly that the required degree of numerical

accuracy is lacking. In some cases coefficients had to be estimated and in others to

be taken bodily from later theories. Moreover the planetary terms had not been

computed at Delaunay's death, so that these had to be supplied. The Tables them-

selves are so formed that the computation of an ephemeris requires nearly the same
amount of work as that of as many separate positions. Arguments which do not

vary uniformly with the time are used and there are some triple-entry tables.

The calculation and publication of new tables can not be justified unless

they shall possess a theoretical and practical accuracy greater than that of

those previously in existence. Further, their form and content should be such that

the labour of computing from them shall not be excessive. Every effort has there-

fore been made to satisfy these desiderata. The theory itself has been extended so

as to include the effects of every known force which acts on the moon, and such

tests as have been made on the accuracy of the work by the author and others have

so far given satisfactory results. The formation and calculation of the Tables have

been performed under favourable circumstances. We have been able by various

devices to include every known sensible term and also many that separately must

be classed as insensible in comparison with modern observations, but which in the

aggregate will occasionally show themselves. Although nearly 1500 terms are

included nearly five times as many as are contained in Hansen's Tables the tune

needed to obtain the annual ephemeris is certainly not greater than, and is probably
less than, that which the use of Hansen's Tables demands. Finally, the tests per-

formed after the Tables were in proof give evidence of the very high accuracy of

the work of Dr Hedrick and those who have also assisted in the calculations. My
own part in the latter has been a minor one in general, but I have differenced all

the proofs and tested each table to see that it corresponds to the terms it is supposed
to contain. That some errors should have remained up to this stage in dealing

with such large numbers of terms, many of which required two or three transfor-

mations before calculation was begun, is inevitable. But the fact that in these final

searching tests, only three cases of wrong terms inserted were discovered and these

so small as to be only worth mentioning as a matter of record, gives reason to hope
that the tables are practically free from sensible errors.

The work of planning the Tables was begun in 1908 immediately after the

completion of the theory. Arrangements had previously been made by which Yale
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University undertook the cost of calculation, printing and publication. The first

strp required was a transformation of the latitude into a form which would diminish

very considerably the number of tables and arguments. In the autumn of 1909
the general plans for the Tables had been outlined and calculation was started by
Dr Hedrick who came to reside in New Haven shortly afterwards. Since that

time to the summer of the present year the work has proceeded continuously with

from one to four computers rmglgfifl according to the needs of the work. One

portion, the final steps in the calculation of certain of the remainder tables from

1800-1900, is still in Dr Hedrick 's hands; all the remainder tables for this period,

not being needed for future ephemeris calculations, will be published separately
at a later date.

When the Tables were started it was the intention to use the results of Cowell's

extensive investigations into the comparison between observation and theory.

A careful study of his work, however, showed that changes were needed if the high-

est degree of accuracy was to be obtained. His'papers were completed some years
befoie the new theory was finished and therefore his comparisons were mainly
based on Hansen's Tables, with such corrections as were available at the time.

Hence a new investigation was started. The differences between Hansen's theory,

as used in his Tables, and the new theory were tabulated and applied to Cowell's

results. Examination was also made of systematic errors in the observations. On
the whole the earlier investigation was found to give values for the constants which

differed very little from the corrected values. The final results were summarized

in a paper to which reference is made in Chapter I, Section I. This explains how
the three sets of constants which are involved in the work arose. The first set was

used in reducing the theory to numerical form ; the second set, to which the theory
was transformed, was used in computing most of the tables; the third set, finally

adopted, is that to which the Tables were reduced. The difference between the second

and third sets is very small and all the necessary changes could be made through

slight changes in the added constants. Hence the Tables, with their precepts,

represent the theory with the finally adopted set of constants.

As stated above, the chief effort has been directed towards making the Tables

convenient for the computation of the annual ephemeris, rather than for that of

a single place. The latter is rarely required now, unless it be at the time of an

eclipse or occultation, records of which have come down to us from the past. Hence

uniformly changing arguments with values tabulated successively at the intervals

chosen for the computation of the ephemeris are used throughout unless some

considerable advantage could be gained by a variable argument. The rules and

precepts to be followed by the ephemeris computer are all collected in Chapter V
of the Introduction so that it is unnecessary for him to refer to any other part of

Section I for information. In the following Chapter the few additional precepts

necessary for the computation of a single place are given. In finding an ancient

position of the moon a much lower degree of accuracy for purposes of comparison
with observation can be adopted ;

this permits of a considerable abbreviation of

the work. Precepts for such a case with an example are given in Chapter VI
;
these

6
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also are intended to be complete in themselves in order that reference to Chapter V
or to other parts of the Introduction for information may be avoided.

A full account of the methods used in the formation of the Tables is given in

Section I so that it is unnecessary to describe them here in any detail. Certain

features may, however, call for some notice, more particularly in a comparison
with Hansen's Tables which necessarily form a standard. His device for utilizing

double-entry tables has been adopted with only minor changes. Hansen printed
the values for successive half-days in a line so that the formation of the differences

for interpolation would be easy. Here they are printed in column and the differ-

ences, or rather the variations per unit change of the argument, are also printed:
these changes materially assist in avoiding mistakes. Less space is used for a given
division of the argument, since the values for the incervening quarter-days which

Hansen prints are omitted here : their sole use was to diminish the maximum factor

for the final interpolation from -5 to -25, and since second differences are sufficient

and must be used in either case, there is little or no advantage in retaining
this feature of Hansen's work. The use of the synodic instead of the anomalistic

month is rather more efficient in permitting a larger number of terms to be

placed in each double-entry table and thus in diminishing the number of such

tables.

The method used for the tabulation of the larger terms in single-entry tables is

quite different from that adopted by Hansen. He used the anomalistic month as

a basis and the arguments have to be calculated for the beginning of each month;
the tabulation has to extend over a period equal to the anomalistic month plus
the period of the term without any use being made of the resulting subdivision of

the argument. He also uses a decimal division of the argument where the interval

of twelve hours is too great for convenient interpolation. The single-entry tables

as constructed below have really no beginning or end; they are completely re-

entrant, so that wherever the start be made, the values for the half-day intervals

can be continued indefinitely without recomputation of the argument or change of

the interpolating factor. This is achieved by finding a suitable convergent to the

ratio of half a day to the period of the term. The numerator of the fraction is the

number of divisions of the half-day required for easy interpolation and replaces

the decimal division of Hansen. The denominator is the number of values of the

term actually tabulated. It is true that since a convergent can not completely

represent the actual ratio, there is a gradual deviation of the argument from its

true value ; nevertheless, the change in all cases is so slow that it is a simple matter

to account for it. In the few cases where this change has been sensible in the course

of a year, the secular variations of the argument are also sensible and the two have

been combined so that there is no additional work for the computer.
Two other new forms of tables are used. One is a table of double entry which

requires only the same interpolation as a single-entry table and is also so constructed

as to be completely re-entrant. The second is a device by which a number of terms of

very short period are summed only at long intervals, the values at half-day intervals
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being obtained by an auxiliary table which requires no interpolation. These are

fully described in Chapter II.

The use of several different forms of tables is objectionable when it is necessary

to pass frequently from one form of table to another. The objection disappears

when the computer can continuously enter all the tables of one form for a whole

year or for a series of years, as is the case here. The time taken in learning how

to use the table is soon saved by the rapidity with which the work can be done when

it is once started. It is not necessary either that one computer should do the whole

of the work. It has been so arranged that the greater part of it is in blocks inde-

pendent of one another and several of these blocks are separately tested by
differences.

In Chapter I of the Introduction, the expressions for the coordinates of the

moon in their final numerical form are given with some small corrections and

additions which have been required since the theory was published. Every term

placed in the Tables is given a reference number and the table in which it occurs

is also indicated. In Chapter IV the terms are again listed under the table in which

they occur and the reference numbers are also given, so that it is possible to trace

any term without difficulty to its final destination, or conversely. Chapters II

and III contain the methods of construction of the different kinds of tables and the

general plans adopted so that all sensible terms might be included. Chapters V
and VI contain the precepts with examples for the computation of the annual

ephemeris and of a single place, including the abbreviated form useful for an

ancient observation. Chapter VII contains the explanation of a new method for

the transformation from longitude and latitude to right ascension and declination ;

it also includes precepts for the use of those tables in Section VI which have been

constructed to simplify this computation. Dr Hedrick's method for interpolation

to hours with explanations of the use of the corresponding tables in Section VI is

given in Chapter VIII.

One of the most difficult problems has been that of the inclusion of large

numbers of small terms which could not be conveniently placed in tables of single

or double entry. These, which we have called 'remainder terms', would have

required an amount of space in this volume and computation for the ephemeris

quite out of proportion to their importance if they had been made part of the

general plan. The solution of the problem which is explained in Chapter IX depends

mainly on two methods of treatment. The great majority of the terms are of short

period, and each of them is expressed in the form a cos A + b sin A, where A is

of short period and is common to a large number of terms, while a, b are of com-

paratively long period and different for each term. All the terms a, b which are

attached in this way to a given argument A are summed at xo-day (in one case

14-day) intervals from the year 1800 to 2050 and the results placed in tables. The

sums thus obtained are incorporated in the ephemeris in different ways explained

in Chapter V. This, unlike the other tables, is a limited tabulation and will there-

fore require extension after the year 2050. Lists for this purpose and precepts for

b2
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using them are given in Chapter IX; these are arranged either for computation

during a series of years after 2050 and before 1800, or for finding a single

place.

While many efforts have been made in the past to represent the motion of

the moon by gravitational theory alone, it is now admitted that this cannot be

done completely. When we attempt to represent ancient and modern observations

by the same set of constants, it is found that, whatever adjustments be made,
there is some disagreement with theory. The same is true of the modern observa-

tions. There are oscillating differences which do not correspond to any theoretical

gravitational terms, and they are large enough to exclude the possibility of being
due to errors either in the theory or in the observations.

The former of these differences is principally concerned with the value which

shall be attached to the secular acceleration of the moon's mean motion. While

many doubts have been raised as to the trustworthiness of ancient records, the

general concensus of opinion leads to a real difference of at least 2" per century,
this being about 30 per cent, of the theoretical value. Some decision was necessary
as to which value should be used. For the ephemeris during the next century it is

not important since the mean motion a constant determined by observation-

can always be so adjusted as to satisfy the modern data, thus giving the same

numerical values for some time to come whatever be the value of the acceleration

adopted. Cowell has shown that there is also good evidence for a difference between

theory and observation in the secular acceleration of the moon's node or in that

of the earth's motion round the sun : it is the difference between these two angles

for which a value is furnished by ancient observations. His results have been con-

firmed by Fotheringham. The cause or causes of these differences, if they have a

real existence, are matters of conjecture. My object has been to retain only the

results of known forces so far as this was possible and it was therefore decided that

the theoretical values of the secular variations should be used, the mean motion

being so adjusted as to satisfy modern observations as closely as possible.

To some extent involved in this question are the oscillating differences between

theory and observation. Newcomb represented the principal portion of these by
a term in the mean longitude with a coefficient of some 12" and a period of about

270 years. The neglect of this makes so considerable a difference that in spite of its

empirical nature, for no explanation of it has yet been accepted, its retention

seemed necessary. I have, however, changed its coefficient and period so as to

conform with the adopted values of the mean motion and secular acceleration

when comparison is made with the observations of the last 150 years. Still more

puzzling are certain oscillations with smaller amplitudes and shorter periods.

Harmonic analyses of past observations, seemingly successful in representing them

by two or three harmonic terms, have failed in prediction in the last few years.

Lately the difference from the mean has mounted to about 7". Since prediction

of their future course has now little foundation, they have necessarily been left

aside. All that can be done is to make an estimate of their magnitude from the

observations of the past few years whenever it is desirable to predict the position
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of the moon with high accuracy, as in the case of an eclipse of the sun, and alter

the values obtained from the Tables accordingly.

The theoretical and observed values of the mean motions of the perigee and node

do not quite agree. But here the differences are very close to the limits of accuracy

of both theory and observation. Slight changes in certain constants, particularly

in those connected with the figures of the earth and moon, will produce complete

accordance, and these changes are within the range of doubt concerning the values

of those constants. Hence the observed values have been used in the sense that

the observational constants involved have received the values which will cause

agreement. The number, 1/294-0, thus resulting for the earth's figure, also produces

agreement between the theoretical and observed values of the moon's mean

distance, and does not interfere with the inequality in latitude produced by the

earth's figure. This number is larger than that, 1/298, determined by other methods

and is outside the probable error of the latter. In spite of this disagreement and

because of the consistency it brings to the portions involved in the moon's motion,

it has been adopted.
The last word has not been yet said on the values of these constants and of

others in which the differences do not call for special mention here. I have therefore

in Chapter X given the data by means of which any probable changes in the adopted
constants can be easily made, either in the computation of the ephemeris or in that

of a single place. In particular it is hoped that this Chapter may be found useful

to those who wish to test various hypotheses in the representation of the moon's

place at the time of an ancient eclipse.

It is a pleasant duty to acknowledge the assistance which has been rendered

by all those who have been connected with the preparation of the Tables. Much
the heaviest part of the arrangement and performance of the calculations has been

borne by Dr Henry B. Hedrick, whose services were secured at the outset and who
has spent his whole time on the work for nearly nine years. Every part of it has

passed through his hand?. He has prepared and tested all calculations which were

performed by others. Many of the devices which have been employed to simplify

the use of the Tables are due to him, and no decisions have been made without

frequent discussions in which his suggestions have given valuable aid. His famili-

arity with known methods of computation and ability to devise new ones have

contributed in no small degree to such novel and useful features as the Tables

may be found to possess. The method for interpolation to hours, already referred

to, is, with the corresponding tables of Section VI, wholly contributed by
him.

Mr George F. Murray was for four years engaged on the work of summing the

numerous small terms placed in the planetary and 'remainder' tables of Section VI.

His accuracy, faithfulness and ability to carry on his work with but little supervision

lightened our task very materially. Miss M. Gundersen has from time to time

carried out with accuracy and speed large masses of computations. In occasional

calculations, particularly in those requiring something more than a knowledge of
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routine computation, we have been fortunate in securing the services of Mrs H. F. M.
Hedrick.

During his residence in New Haven, Professor K. Hirayama of the Observatory
of Tokio volunteered his assistance at a time when serious delays seemed probable

owing to pressure of work for which computers were not available. My thanks are

due to him for his very substantial contribution towards the formation of the tables

of Section II and also for assistance in the computation of an ephemeris.
The reading of the proof has been almost entirely directed to the detection of

errors in the manuscript. That this has been possible is due to the remarkable record

of the Cambridge University Press which in setting up over five hundred quarto

pages of numerical tables has allowed less than a dozen printer's errors to pass its

proof-readers and has, in addition, frequently queried our own mistakes. Few
sheets have required a second proof and in the actual use of the Tables, as finally

printed, for the calculation of the ephemeris for two years, no error of any kind

has been detected. It is interesting to notice that although manuscript has been

continuously sent across the Atlantic during the war, no part of it has failed to reach

the printer and in only one case have returning proofs been lost.

Finally, I wish to express my appreciation of the co-operation of the Corporation
and Administrative Officers of Yale University and of their willingness to prevent
material difficulties from interfering with the plan to complete the work as

thoroughly and rapidly as possible. No financial or other considerations have

been allowed to prevent its continuation in the nine years during which it has

been in progress.

This volume brings to a close the work started thirty years ago with a study
of Hill's papers made at the suggestion of my former teacher and friend, George
Darwin. The undertaking of a complete recalculation of the moon's motions and
later of tables which should make the theory available for practical and scientific

use was no ambitious plan formed at the beginning but grew naturally out of the

desire to continue the work as each stage in it was reached. Some part of it has

always been in progress and there have been long periods during which it has been

my sole occupation outside of the duties connected with an academic position and of

the hours given to recreation. The word 'finis' brings with it some feeling of regret.

The time spent in actual calculation was often a relief from attempts to solve

more difficult problems in other lines. To what extent it has been worth while as

a contribution to the subject must be left to the future and to others for judgment.

My hope is that it will give some aid in unravelling the tangled skein of problems
which our nearest celestial neighbour has never failed to present, and that the

satisfaction to myself in seeing the work finally brought to a conclusion will be

shared by those who have been interested in watching its progress.

ERNEST W. BROWN.

1918 November 29.
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ERRATUM
Correction to Table P 44, Section VI.

Add to the values given in the table the following:

Years Addition Years Addition

1900-1915 +2 1966-1995 -2

1916-1932 +i 1996-2015 -3
1933-1948 o 2016-2045 -2

1949-1965 - 1 2046-2050 - 1
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EXPLANATION OF THE TABLES





CHAPTER I

THE EXPRESSIONS FOR THE POSITION OF THE MOON
IN TERMS OF THE TIME

The expressions for the Longitude and Sine Parallax of the Moon referred to

the Earth's centre and to the mean ecliptic of the date are taken from the Memoirs

of the Royal Astronomical Society, the solar parts from vol. LVII, pp. 109-145,
and the planetary and other parts from vol. LIX, pp. 94-103. The solar part of

the Latitude is taken from the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society,

vol. LXXI, pp. 656-660, this being a transformation from the expression for the

latitude given in the memoir first quoted. Before setting down the complete values

of the coordinates which are given in Lists io \6 below, a number of changes and

additions have been made to the previously published expressions. In particular,

certain of the fundamental constants have been altered. Three sets of values of

these constants are to be distinguished. The first set is that used in working out

the theory in the memoirs quoted above; the second set is that used in Lists ia \9

of this chapter and therefore that used in the construction of the tables; the third

set is that finally adopted, the changes necessary for the adoption of these final

constants being incorporated in the precepts for the use of the tables (Chap. V).

The changes and additions referred to above are the following.

To the solar portions:
A few small terms in longitude depending on the characteristics e*, e*e', e*e'y*

have been added.

Terms in parallax with coefficients less than o-"ooo2 have been omitted.

The caption 'Parallax' on p. 142 of vol. LVII, Mem. R. A. S., is changed to

'Sine Parallax' (correction of error).

The lunar eccentricity is changed to correspond to the coefficient 22639*500 of

the principal elliptic term in longitude (see p. 6).

The lunar inclination is changed to correspond to the coefficient 18461*350 of

the principal term in latitude when the latter is expressed as a sum of harmonic

terms (see p. 6).

The value 3422*700 of the constant term in the sine of the moon's equatorial

horizontal parallax is retained unchanged in the expression for the sine parallax.

The parameter a,
= (E - M) a -=- (E -I- M) a' (Mem. R. A. S. vol. LVII, p. 109)

is changed from 0-00250532 to 0-00251273 to correspond to the finally adopted

values, E/M = 81-5300, the solar parallax
= 8*80549*. an^ the constant term in

the sine of the moon's equatorial horizontal parallax = 3422*540.

Intended to be 878o6oo. The tables involving a, had been computed before the new values

were obtained; the difference is much smaller than the probable error of this constant and therefore

the tables were not changed.
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The solar eccentricity has been brought up to the epoch 1900.
The portion S of the latitude (I.e. p. 660) contains a number of very small

terms whose arguments contain 2,F and it is desired to diminish the errors caused

by their omission from the tables as much as possible. A small term a sin (zF + a)

in S, where a is a multiple of /, /', D, gives rise to terms

2ya cos F sin (zF + a)
= ya sin (F + a) + ya sin ($F + a)

in the latitude. The term ya sin (F + a) gives rise to terms J a sin a in S and

\a cos a in C which may be combined with terms having the same arguments
already present in S, C. The term ya sin ($F + a) is not inserted in the tables.

The error hi latitude so produced has a maximum value only one-half of that which
would have been produced by the neglect of the original term in S. The terms which
have been treated in this manner are marked by a star following the table number
in List i/?.

To the planetary parts :

The notations L, w, 8 are respectively substituted for wlt w% , wa + i ?
44.

The coefficients of the terms with argument wa + i ?
44, depending on the

earth's ellipticity, have been changed to correspond to the value 1/294 f r this

constant (I.e. p. 96).

The sign of the term + o"84O sin (w3 + 276-2) in Stn has been changed (correction
of error on I.e. p. 96).

The portion '+ the ten periodic terms...' in 8ro has been changed to '2-5
times the ten periodic terms...' (correction of error on I.e. p. 96) and these terms

have been listed as far as they are sensible.

To 8 a has been added
'

4- -75 times the ten periodic terms in 8Z, whose arguments
are independent of L, w, a

'

(correction of error on I.e. p. 96) and these terms have
been listed as far as they are sensible.

A number of planetary terms in parallax are inserted (addition not previously

published).
The empirical term + io"7i sin {i4o

?o (te 18-5) + 170^7} is inserted (see

Monthly Notices R. A. S. vol. LXXV, p. 510).

The arguments of all the planetary terms are given for the epoch at which they
were computed, namely, 1850-0.

The notations for the arguments are as follows :

L,w, a, the geocentric mean longitudes of the Moon, of its perigee and of its node;

L', m', the geocentric mean longitudes of the Sun and of its perigee;

T, V, J, M, Q, Sn ,
the heliocentric mean longitudes of the Earth, Venus, Jupiter,

Mars, Mercury, Saturn, with the origin at the Sun ;

D = L-L', l = L-w, l' = L'-m, F=L-a, T = L'+i8o.

The values of L, w, a are taken from the Monthly Notices R. A. S. vol. LXXV,

p. 510, and those of the other arguments from the tables for the respective bodies

published hi the Washington Astronomical Papers for the use of the American

Ephemeris. To these values must be added the periodic additions to the elements

given in List iij below.
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In the lists which follow, the composition of each argument which is not printed

fully, is shown by the multiples of the fundamental arguments present in it.

Every term which has been included in the tables receives a reference number
in italic type ; terms with no reference number are not included.

The table or tables which include each term are exhibited in the final columns.

In the lists of solar terms, the principal characteristic, 'prin. char.,' shows the

highest powers of the solar and lunar eccentricities (e't e), of the lunar inclination

(2 sin- 1
y) and, except in the latitude, of the ratio of the parallaxes (a,) contained

in the coefficients when the latter are expressed in a literal form.

LIST ia. Solar terms in the true longitude. The table numbers are those of

Section III except when prefixed by the letter P which indicates tables in Section VI.

LIST i Solar terms in the latitude. The latitude is expressed in the form

(i + C) (y, sin S + y, sin 38 + y, sin 58 + N).

The angle S is the sum of F and the periodic terms listed ; in F are included the

terms additive to L, a shown in List iij.

The table numbers are those of Sect. IV, except when followed by the number
III, when they are those of Sect. Ill, or prefixed by the letter P, when they are

those of Sect. VI. The portions taken over from Sect. Ill can be seen by reference

to Chap. V.

The stars attached to the table numbers of certain terms in S are explained
above.

LIST iy. Solar terms in sine parallax. The table numbers refer to the tables of

Sect. V.

LIST i8. Planetary and other perturbations additive to the true longitude. The
terms are expressed in the respective forms

a sin {$ + JT + i (T-V) + }, a sin {9 + jj + i (J
-

T) + },

a sin (8 + JM + i (M -
T) + a}, a sin (0 + ;S. + i (S.

-
T) + a},

the multiples of the angles present in any argument being shown under the respec-
tive headings ; in the last eight terms the angles are independent of the planetary

arguments.
In seven cases the number III after the table number indicates tables of Sect. Ill

;

otherwise, as shown by the letter P, they belong to Sect. VI.

Terms, or differences between terms in the list and those inserted in the tables,

which have coefficients less than O-*OO3 are not indicated.

LIST ic. Planetary and other perturbations additive to the latitude. The notations

are the same as in List i8, the tables of Sect. IV being indicated by the number IV.

The terms which have been taken into the latitude through the presence of

planetary terms in the portion of S taken from the longitude are denoted by the

signification (S) after the table number ; to show these clearly it has in some cases

been necessary to divide a coefficient into two parts but all differences of this kind

less than o-"oo3 are not shown.
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LIST i. Planetary and other perturbations in sine parallax. All terms which
have reference numbers have been included by taking over from the longitude the

sums of certain tables multiplied by suitable constants. As with List ie, it was

necessary to divide certain coefficients into two parts in order to indicate the portions
included in the tables, but differences of this kind and terms with coefficients less

than o"ooo3 are not indicated.

LIST 117. Terms additive to the elements. These are divided into two classes.

The first contains the terms of very long period which are tabulated with the

secular portions of the arguments in Sect. II; those affected to a sensible degree

by these terms and included are shown. The second class contains the remainder

of the terms additive to the elements. Those additive to the mean longitude L are

also additive to the true longitude and the tables which take account of this direct

effect are given in the third column of the list. The last column gives the reference

numbers of the periodic terms in the true longitude which are sensibly affected by
the additions to the elements and the tables through which these effects are

included. The effects on the latitude, produced by carrying over into S certain

portions of the longitude and with them some of these planetary terms, are not

noted ; the tables thus carried over are shown in the scheme of Chap. V.

But the terms which are directly additive to S through the presence in its secular

part F of the mean longitude L are indicated. Finally the effects in parallax are

not noted although included to a higher degree of accuracy than is necessary by
the devices explained in Chap. III.

To this list should be added the effects of the secular change of the solar

eccentricity. This is accounted for by multiplying all terms containing the multiple
* of I' by {i -00248 (tc 19)} |

i
|

;
it is, however, sufficiently accurate to take i equal

to unity in all terms whose arguments contain /'. But the presence of e'
z in the

coefficients of the terms in longitude which have the arguments 2D, 2D I, requires

the addition to the true longitude of the terms

(- 2-2) (+ -00496) (tc
-

19) sin 2D + (- i"6) (+ -00496) (te
-

19) sin (zD
-

I).

These terms are included by certain instructions given in the precepts for the use

of the tables (Chap. V).

LIST 10. The fundamental arguments and constants. The arguments are ex-

pressed in Julian centuries of 36525 days (/), the epoch being 1900-0 except
in the last block where the perihelia and nodes of the planets have the values

for 1850-0.

The lunar eccentricity corresponds to a coefficient 22639*550 of the principal

elliptic term in longitude and is computed by using the purely elliptic expression

for the coefficient of that term. The value used in computing the tables corresponds

to a coefficient of 22639*500; the method for changing to the final value will be

explained in Chap. IV.

The value of y is the sine of half the lunar inclination when the purely elliptic

value is used in the principal latitude term with a coefficient of i846i-'4OO, the
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latitude being expressed as a sum of harmonic terms. The value used in computing
the tables corresponds to a coefficient of 18461*350; the method for changing to

the final value will be explained in Chap. IV.

The mean distance of the moon used in computing the tables of the parallax

corresponds to a value 3422^7000 of the constant term in the sine parallax ; the

method for changing to the final value 3422^5400 will be explained in Chap. IV.

For the purpose of carrying the computations to more places of decimals than

those given, zeros have been added to the fundamental values of the arguments
wherever necessary.
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LIST ia. Solar terms in the true longitude.

Prin.

Char.



SOLAR TERMS IN LONGITUDE

LIST \a (cent.).

Ifin Multiple* of

Ctac. \irPD
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LIST ia (cent.).

Prin.
Char.



SOLAR TERMS IN LONGITUDE ii

LIST ia (conct.).

1-nn
Char
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LiSTijS. Solar terms in Latitude. Terms in S.

Prin.
Char.



SOLAR TERMS IN LATITUDE

LIST i/5 (am*.). Terms in S (COM*.).

MB,
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LIST ij8 (cont.). Terms in S (cont.).

Prin.

Char.



SOLAR TERMS IN LATITUDE

LIST i/J (con/.). Terms in y,C.

Pnn. MultipiMot i Coef. of Kef.
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LIST i(3 (cont.). Terms in yxC (concl.). Terms in N. Principal terms.

Prin.

Char.



SOLAR TERMS IN PARALLAX

LIST iy. Solar terms in sine Parallax.

ML
Char.
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LIST iy (cond.).

Prin.
Char.



PLANETARY TERMS IN LONGITUDE

LIST IS. Planetary terms in the true longitude.
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LIST i8 (cont.).

Multiples of

T T-V



PLANETARY TERMS IN LONGITUDE 21

LOT iS (con/.)-

Multiple* of
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LIST IS (cont.).

Multiples of

J J-T



PLANETARY TERMS IN LONGITUDE

LIST i& (coiit.).

Multiple* of

jtf V - r
Coef of Kef.

No.

-i -

-a

330
3*7
306-3
*43
M3
44

*93
*77

t - / (cowl.)

0:009
008

074
017
ooj

:s
003

:,
003

/o*4-
xoJf
TOM

No.

P6.P9

:
-

/o*9

1091
/OOJ

1094
T

-3 -4
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LIST i8 (concl.).



PLANETARY TERMS IN LATITUDE

LIST u (concl.).

Multiple* of Coef. of Rl
T T-K . *ta N
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LIST i Planetary terms in sine Parallax.

Term

+ O.*OOO3 COS (27 -2V)
+ -0005COS(/-27+2F)
+ -ooi2cos(/-7 + F + i8o)

+ -0012 cos (/ + 7- V)

+ -0003 cos (/ + 27 -2V + 180)

+ -OOII COS (/+37-3F +180)

+ -0003 cos (/ -47 +3^+268)

0003 cos (20 -77 + 7F)

0003 cos (2O -67+6F)
0004 cos (2O - 37 + 3V + 180)

0003 cos (2O - 7 + V + 180)
0008 cos (2O - 7 + V + 180)
ooio cos (2O +7 -F)

0017 cos (2O +27 - 2F + 180)

0003 cos (2O +37-2^+271)
0004 cos (20 +47 -3F +271)

+ -0003 cos (2O +7 -i

+ -0003 cos (2D -57 + 3F +342)
+ -0004 cos(2O -/-<

+ -0008 cos (2O -/- 1

+ -0006 cos (20 -/-;
+ -0012 COS (2D-J-27 + 2F)
+ '0005 cos (2O -/ + 7 -F)
+ ooo6cos(2O-/+27-2F + i8o

+ -0003 cos (aO -/-67+5F+209 )

+ -ooo3cos(2O-/-57 +4F+89)
+ -0003 cos (2O -/- 37 + 2 F +268)

-0003COS(2O+/+27-2F + l8o)

Ref.



TERMS ADDITIVE TO THE ELEMENTS

LIST itj (con/.).

Terms included in the Tables of Sect*. Ill VI.

TknM additive to L

-l*o (I, -18-3) 4 131*1 1

No
Tabto

No.

* 14:17 ain {/4l67-

- 10:71 all

4 7*261 ata a

4

4

+ -003 ata(F -1437-40 +67')
< oo3ata(aZ>-/ + 37-4fl4 113*)

* -137 ain (137 -8K + 313:9)

P4

Paa

f

f

'J79

-nK)
-ia6ain(*D -/ + ii7-ioK +273*0)

-054 ^n (if -

oi3^a(/> + tar -

-013 M(X) +837-131' -I- 190*)

f a>3*)

- 4T+3IO*)

-ooa(A/ -57 + 30$*)

oo6in(n.W -67 + 33J*)

-77 + 19*)

1391

*39*

*J93

1394

PS

P39

-004 in (17*1 -97+63*)

'396

*397

*39

'399

ubU* io hkb
n iaclwtod

7. *5 ia Pa6: j in Pa9: 4 in P3a; /. 3*. 39. 33 In P40.

P4i; /6, 51 la P4t. P<3: 6. 9. 99 la P46. P47; 595 ihroujb

Alt. 33

7. *3 la P a; : j In P 30 ; in P 33

7, 5 la Pas; j ia Pa8; 4 ia P3t; J9 la P40, P4i; /6 ia

P4a. P 43; v in P 39; 6 in P 46. ?47; 31. 99. 704. 77* in

49 ni ; 595 in 19 iv ; in S thioojh P 34.

7. * in P 40. P 41 ; j in P 4a; to S throoh P 34. P 35

7 in P 40.

7 in P 40.

7 in P^o; in P^o. P4i; j in

7 in P 40.

7 in P 40.

7 in P 40; in P 40.

Tenni additive to cr

!/ + i67-i8K-i.o(l, -

1:076 BQ B 747

74

to ata {119*0 (I, -18-3)4152*)

-063 tta (13* -87 +43*)

Tana* additive to a

0:17 d 7406

413:38 Bin ;a-i?3(l,

- i .'86 a! a -0:9 ((,-18-3)4- 290:1;

1408

*49

7toPi6;inPj2.
j7 in P23 ; in P 3 i; 39 to P4O. P 4 i; 6 to P46. P47 ; 99.
( 104. 707 to 49 HI; 595, 597, 600 to 29 iv.

7. 4 in P 40. P 41; 595 in 39 nr.

7 to P 40.

7 to P4o; 4 in P40. P 4 i.

/-
in P^o; in P40, P4i.

in S through P 44

j

5 to P 48. P49; 57 to 49 in. P 42. P 43; 99. 704-. 77* to 49 m;
5* to P 39; 70J to P 40. P 4 1 ; 705 to P 46. P 47 ; 595 to 29 rv.

P44. P43! 597. *oo to 9l*. 607. 603, 604 to P 44. P 43;
to S through ?34.

|50toP48.
P 49; 57. 90. 704- to 49 m ; 5* to P}9; 705 to P46.

p 47. 595. 597. ooo to a9rr; 607. 603. 604 to P 44. P 45;

(.
in S through P 34. P 33.

57 to 49 m; 595 to 29 nr; to S through P 34. P 35.
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Terms additive to T and /'

0:27 sin {ii9?o(<c
-

1-89 sin (i3r-8F+3i3?9)
-20 sin (i5Af -8r + 2i6)

Ref.

No.

Terms additive to y

4.'3i8cos a

698cos{S-2?3(<(.-i8-5)+276?2|

-083 cos {8 -o?9(<c
-

18-5) +290?!}

LIST iij (concl.).

Periodic terms affected and tables in which effects

are included

1410 3 in P42; 8 in P 40, P4I.

1411 3 in P 42 ; * in P 40, P 41 ; 595 in P 44, P 45.

1412 SinP4

13 in P43; 8 in P4O, P4i; 50 in P 48, P 49; 31 in 49 ui, P42, P43; 52 in P 39;

1413 - 103 in P40, P4i; 105 in P46, P 47; 595 in 29 iv, P44, P 45; 597, 600 in 29 rv;

601, 603, 604 in P 44, P 45; in C through P 36; 99, 104, 176 in 49 HI.

(50 in P 48, P 49; 51, 99, 104 in 49 in; 52 in P 39; 705 in P 46. P 47; 595, 597, 600

I

1414
in 29 rv; 601, 603, 604 in P 44, P 45; in C through P 36, P 37.

1415 51 in 49 in; 595 in 29 rv; in C through P 36, P 37.

LIST id. The fundamental arguments and constants.

Epoch 1900-0.

L =270" 26' u."7i + I336
r
307 53' 26:06*,. + 7:141* +o:'oo68le

3
.

w 334 19' 46.'40+ Ii r
i09o2'o2:52<,. -37:17*0* -oro45/c

s
.

3 =259 10' 59:79 - 5
r 1 34 08' 3 1:23*,. + T'^St," + o."oo8*,..

L'- 279 41 '48:04+ ioor o46' 8:13*,+ il'ogo*,.
2

.

nr' = 28i 13' 15:04 + i43' 9:03*,. + 1:6301*.

F = 34246' 1:39+ 162' 199 I2'42."88*,..

7 = 238 3' o."88+ 8ri56i8'n:52<(
..

M = 29344'5i*36 + 53
r 6i4i'57 :62<c .

S_ = 26634' 2:76+ 3
r
i433o'47?33'c-

6 = 178 10' 44:68+ 415' 74 4' 14:80*,.

r=L' + i8o.

Whence

D = 350 44' 23:67 +1236' 307 07' 17:93*,.+ 6:o5<c +o."oo68<c
a

.

/ = 296 06' 25:3 1 +1325' I98 5i'23."54<c +44.'3i<<.+o:o5i8<c .

/'=358 28' 33 ."00+ 99r 359 2'59:io<,.- 0:54^ -o."oi2O<c .

F= 11 15' 11:92 + 1342' 82 i' 57:29*,.- o:34/c
! -o."ooi2/c .

= 054900489; 7 = -044886967 ; const, term in sine parallax = 3422:5400; E-i-M =81-53

t> = -0,675104 -000041**,; solar parallax =8:80549; .=

Elements of the planets, epoch 1850-0.



CHAPTER II

METHODS OF TABULATION AND FORMS OF TABLES

Tke tabulation oj harmonic functions of the time.

The value of a periodic term at any date is obtained by finding the value of

its angle or argument on that date and then referring to the table in which the

values of the term for different values of the argument are given. Any units may
be used to express the argument provided they are the same in both cases. Since

the main object of this work is to obtain the ephemeris of the moon at intervals

half a day apart, the most convenient unit is, in general, the day.

A term having an argument which is a simple linear function of the time has

a period which is measured by the constant number of days after the lapse of which

all values of the term are repeated; this number is inversely proportional to the

coefficient of the time in the argument. The expression of an argument in days
consists in giving the number of days since the argument was zero. This form of

expression can be transferred to degree measure by dividing by the period and

multiplying by 360; the term can thus be tabulated by means of ordinary sine-

tables according to the values of the argument expressed in days. Whenever the

number of days in the argument exceeds the period, the latter is to be subtracted.

The principal reason for extensive tabulation of the arguments is to avoid the

subtraction of many periods when the required dates are distant from the epoch.

When the argument is not a linear function of the time but contains t*, t
3

, the

period is not constant. If the function has been tabulated for a certain constant

period, the divisions will cease to correspond to half-days but will correspond to

intervals of time which vary with the date. Fortunately the additional terms in

the adopted arguments of the lunar theory are always small and by adding to the

argument the fraction of the day which corresponds to the advance (or retardation)

of the argument which these terms cause, we can always find from the table giving

the term, the correct value of the latter corresponding to the argument at the given

date. This additional portion of the argument is called the 'secular variation.'

It was assumed above that the period chosen for the tabulation of the term was

that found by using the coefficient of / in th? argument at some epoch usually

that from which all the angles are reckoned. But it is obvious that we can transfer

the argument to any other epoch and use the new coefficient of / for the determina-

tion of the period. The same result can be obtained by using any period whatever

and adding to the secular variation a term (with the proper coefficient) proportional

to the time. This latter point of view is more convenient and will be adopted.

The period chosen will be taken sufficiently near the period at the adopted epoch
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so that the additional term in the secular variation proportional to t shall have a

very small coefficient. The choice will be made in such a way as to simplify the

use of the tables.

This plan is used for all tables containing a single argument. For those con-

taining two arguments, it is necessarily modified, as will be seen below, but its

essential features are retained.

Tables of single entry.

A single entry table is one which gives at suitable intervals the values of the

Fourier series

a + aj cos A + aa cos zA + ... + 6j sin A + bz sin 2A + ...,

the coefficients being constants and the argument A being approximately of the

form a + ajt. It is desired to tabulate this function in such a manner that the

values for consecutive half-days shall follow one another and that the argument
A shall not exceed 360. The coefficients are in many cases so large and the period
so short that interpolation between successive half-days would demand much
labour. A further division of the argument is necessary. Usually this division is

made by giving the values of the function for intermediate decimal fractions of a

day. The plan adopted here has the same character but replaces the decimal

fractions of a day by other divisions which can assist in simplifying the work for

the ephemeris computer.
The number of parts into which the half-day is divided for the purpose of easy

interpolation is so chosen that the adopted period of the argument contains an integral

number of these same parts. (The method of finding this number of parts will be

explained below.) Thus the 360 which includes the required range of values of

any argument is divided into an integral number of parts and another integral

number of the same parts is equivalent to that portion of the argument which is

described in half a day. The rest is a matter of arrangement. Suppose, as in

Arg. 40, that there are 311 parts in the half-day and 8463 parts in the period; the

latter is equivalent to 13^5 + 66 parts. Suppose also that the function has been

tabulated for every one of the 8463 parts. Beginning with the value for o?o we
choose the values for o, 311, 622, ..., 8397 parts and place them in column opposite

the arguments o?o, 0*5, ..., 13^5, with the number o at the head. The argument
for the next half-day is 8708 8463 = 245 and for the succeeding half-days 556,

867, .... These are placed in column opposite the arguments o?o, 0-5, ..., 13^0
with the number 245 at the head. The process is continued until 311 columns are

formed when all the values have been placed. Columns which have at their head

a number greater than 66 will end with 13^0 since 13^5 + parts greater than 66

would exceed the period.

For interpolation, we obviously use columns with consecutive numbers at the

head, for their values on the same line in consecutive columns differ only by one

part. In order to facilitate interpolation, columns with consecutive part-numbers
should follow one another in the table; this also has the advantage of permitting
the differences to be economically printed, for one column of differences will serve
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for several columns of the function. In order to avoid the computation of the new

argument every time the end of the period is reached an extra line is added

showing the number of the next column to be followed when the end of one column

is reached ; the word
'

succession
'

(succ.) is used to denote this. Thus at the foot

of column o in Table 40, Sect. Ill, the succession number 245 is found; at the end

of column 245, the number 490 - 311 179; at the end of column 179 the number

179 + 245 - 311 113; and so on. We finally get to the column 311 which is

equivalent to column o when the whole process can be repeated.

Hence for a table arranged in this manner the argument is most conveniently

given in two parts, one an integral number of half-days and the other a number

of parts which will be always less than the number of parts in a half-day. The

argument for the beginning of any year will therefore consist of an integral number

of half-days, an integral number of parts and a fraction of a part. Since the period

and the half-day contain integral numbers of parts it is evident that the fraction,

i.e. the interpolating factor, will remain constant as long as the secular variation

from the beginning of the year is insensible. In general, the number of parts has

been so chosen that there is no sensible error in maintaining the same fraction for

a run of a year. The cases of exception are considered below.

In a few cases no division of the half-day is given. A near integral multiple

of the number of half-days in the period is then chosen as the period and interpola-

tion is carried out between successive half-days with a decimal division of the day.

In the great majority of the tables only one or two places of decimals are

necessary in the interpolating factors, and in no table more than three places.

For the last, certain variable parts are added to the factors before interpolation

and the latter is done as a step separate from the extraction of the function from

the table.

In the majority of cases, the Fourier series for any table is confined to terms

which can be expressed in the form

ac + a, cos A + a, cos 2A +
The property cost (360

- A) = casiA then enables us to give two arguments
to each value of the function. The second set of arguments will be found at the

right and foot of the table and the values for successive half-days are then read

up instead of down; the succession number in these cases appears at the top.

This is the case with the argument 245 in the example just given. The columns of

differences have signs for reading up opposite to those printed.

In the case of Table 30, Sect. Ill, the function is

0] sin A + a, sin 2A + ....

and the property sin iA = - sin (360
- A) permits a similar abbreviation, the

sign of the function being changed for the lower and right-hand arguments.

In the case of Table 33, Sect. IV, the function is

f^ sin A + a, sin ^A + a, sin $A,

and the two properties, sin i (360 A) sin iA, sin t (180
- A) sin iA for

odd, permit of four arguments for each value, with a change of sign.
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A certain number of the tables in Sect. VI have their values tabulated for

specific dates. Tables P 23, P 26, P 29, P 32 have the argument of the Great Venus

term, the period of which is 270-95 years, while tables P 24, P 27, P 30, P 33 have

that of the empirical term, the period of which is 257-14 years. In each case the

tabulation is made annually through the period of the argument for a run of years
which includes the epoch date 1900-0. For other years it is a simple matter to

subtract the necessary multiples of the period so that the given date shall correspond
to one of those for which the function is tabulated.

The tables P 39 P 45 give the values of the sums of a number of periodic

terms at intervals of 10 days for each year from 1900 to 2050. For convenience

in use, each 'year' begins at the tune when /' is zero near the beginning of that

year. These values are entered (with values from other similar tables) opposite

the half-days of the year nearest to the dates when I' = o", 10'*, ..., and then

interpolations to twentieths give the values for the intervening half-days.

Tables of dottble entry.

A double-entry table is one designed for the tabulation of an expression of the

form
,, t a^ f cos (iA + jB + a), where i, j = o, i, 2, .... In general such

tables demand two interpolations, one for each argument. The labour of performing
such double interpolations is avoided in the plan used by Hansen in his Tables de

la Lune. The values from a number of such tables are to be added together; all

of them have the common argument A but B differs in each case. The plan consists

in extracting from the tables with a tabular value of A, interpolation being made
for B alone. After the sums have been obtained, interpolation for A is made on

the sums only. Since it is intended to extract values at intervals of o?5 only, this

plan demands that the variations of the sums during o?5 shall not be so great

that the latter interpolation is difficult. Hence the terms in such tables, if of short

period, must have small coefficients. The advantage consists in the large number

of terms which may be included in one such table as compared with the number

in a single-entry table.

Four kinds of double-entry tables are used here. In the first of them the common

argument is D, whose period is the synodic month ;
in these the values are tabulated

at intervals of half a day. In the second, the common argument is /', the solar

mean anomaly, and these are tabulated at intervals of ten days. In the third, the

second argument is so far divided that no interpolation for it is necessary; inter-

polation for the first argument, when necessary, is made within its common interval

of division, namely 0^5. In the fourth class, the values are extracted without

interpolation at intervals of ten days or fourteen days, the values for the inter-

mediate times being obtained by simple rules and by auxiliary tables which demand

no interpolation.

Double-entry tables of the first form with D as the common argument.

The function is tabulated for the values - 15*5,
-

15*0, . . ., + 15^0, + 15*5

of D, the series of values going somewhat over the period 29*53 of D in order to

furnish the second differences needed in the interpolation for this argument. The
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360 through which the second argument may run is divided into an integral

number of parts sufficient to permit of easy interpolation. The function would

naturally be tabulated for each of these values of the second argument with each

value of D, but as it is desired to avoid changing the second argument every half-day

(since it also progresses while D is changing) a different plan is adopted. Starting

with any one of the given values of the second argument, the function is tabulated

at intervals of hall a day from D - o forward to D - 15*5 and backward to

D -
15*5, thus giving a range of values of the function for 63 consecutive

half-days. This computation is made for each value of the second argument. The

latter is thus denned by its value at the time when D - o. If we needed its value

at any other time (which we do not), it would be necessary to add its change

during that time to its value when D o. If the values of the function corre-

sponding to successive starting values of the second argument be placed in succeeding

columns, interpolation for that argument must be made between successive numbers

in the same line; the interpolating factor will be the same as at the time when
D o, since the change in the second argument from the time when D o is

independent of its starting value. Hence, when we know the value of the second

argument at the tune when D - o and the number of days from this time, the

value of the function can be easily found.

As numerous negative arguments are troublesome, the plan is slightly modified

by adding 15' to D so that the argument actually used is not D but D = D + 15*0;

these 15' must of course be also added in the tabulation of the argument itself

in Sect. II. The only difference is that the tabular value of the second argument

corresponds to the value 15*0 of D and that it is used for the fifteen and a half

days preceding and following the value D =
15*0, i.e., from D = o's to

D 30*5. When D progresses beyond the latter value its period must be sub-

tracted and then the tabular value of the second argument changes per salium,

the change being the amount of its motion during a period of D. The tables of

the function are accordingly arranged so that a single column gives its values

from D = 0*5 to D = 30*5 for each tabular value of the second argument.
When all the values from the group of tables have been added, the sums are

for times when D has the values mentioned. These sums are then interpolated

so as to furnish the values of the functions on the required dates when D is not,

in general, an integral multiple of a half-day. The interpolating factor remains

constant through one period of D. If Bessel's formula be used, third differences

are never necessary in carrying out this interpolation. There are, in general, one

or two overlapping values as we go from one period of D to the next and the

comparison of these constitutes a useful test of the work.

To assist those familiar with Hansen's tables, some differences of arrangement

may be noted. Hanson uses the mean anomaly of the moon as the common argument
instead of the synodic month; the new tables therefore contain four half-days in

each 'month* more than Hansen's, but on the average about one less 'month' in

a year. The values for the intermediate quarter-days given by Hansen are omitted

here; their sole use is to diminish the maximum interpolating factor for the

B.I
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common argument from 0-50 to 0-25, and as second differences have to be used in

any case, no sufficient advantage is gained by the resultant doubling of the space
to be occupied by these tables. The space thus saved has been utilized in order

to render the computer's work easier by printing the differences or, more exactly,
the variations per unit change of the second argument, in all cases. Finally the

consecutive half-daily values are printed in column instead of in line, so that the

'vertical argument' of these tables corresponds to the 'horizontal argument' of

Hansen's and vice versa. : it is less difficult to avoid the error of accidentally moving
to an adjoining column than of moving to an adjoining line and the printing of

the variations does away with the necessity for Hansen's arrangement in which

the differences have to be found.

In the majority of the tables the change 30' D for D and 180 B for B
leaves the function unaltered so that they may be diminished to half the extent

they would otherwise have by printing a double set of arguments. Further, by
changing the signs throughout when necessary, one column of variations will

serve for two columns of the function.

The number of parts into which the second argument is to be divided has

been taken large enough in each case to render interpolation easy, the exact

number being so chosen that the addition to it in changing from one
' month '

to the

next need not be taken to more places, for the sake of avoiding accumulated

error during a year, than the number adopted in the tabulated value; this result

was obtained by choosing the proper convergent of the ratio of the period of D
to that of the second argument. There is an exception to this in the case of

Argument I, but here the small difference in the last unit between the values in

successive years can easily be distributed through the year by inspection. In other

cases where such a difference is noticeable the error in the function may be neg-

lected, but the difference in the argument can always be distributed in the same

manner, if the computer prefers to do it.

Double-entry tables of the second form with I' as the common argument.

The tables at ten-day intervals, P I P 21, Sect. VI, with /' as the common

argument, are constructed on the same plan. Two slight differences are to be

noted. No addition is made to /' similar to the 15* added to D, the tabulated values

of the second argument corresponding to /' = o and being taken from I' = o" to

/' = 370'*. For epochs near the twentieth century /' is zero very near the beginning

of each year, and to avoid changing the second argument during the year we

define it by its value not at the time when /' was last zero but by its value when

/' is zero near the beginning of the year considered. This is indicated in Table 3,

Sect. II, where a negative value of I' obviously denotes that /' is zero after the

beginning of the year and that the second argument corresponds to this particular

year. The differences in the ten-day tables are not printed and they have to be

formed between two consecutive numbers on the same line, but only 38 values

* The year was actually divided into 36-5 parts, the small difference of a quarter of a day being

insensible when applied to these tables.
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have to be extracted from each table for a year's ephemera and few values extend

beyond three digits. Each of the three second arguments 79, 80, 81 is divided

into 73 parts, a number which considerably simplified the work of tabulation.

In other respects the procedure is the same as with the tables of the first form.

It is, however, unnecessary to interpolate for the common argument in the previous

manner. The half-days of the year nearest to the tabulated values of /' are chosen

and, as stated above, the interpolations are to twentieths to obtain the values for

consecutive half-days.

Double-entry tables of the third form, requiring interpolation for one

argument only.

The Tables 48, 49 of Sct. Ill and 29, 30, 31, 32 of Sect. IV are in reality double-

entry tables used on a single-entry plan. In fact, in the actual use made of them,

the two arguments nearly correspond to the two parts of the arguments of the

single-entry tables. There is no interpolation for the second argument and only

a simple one, performed when the values are extracted, for the first argument.
A cycle is chosen which, as nearly as necessary, contains integral multiples of

the periods of both arguments; it is chosen large enough for interpolation of the

values for the second argument to be unnecessary. The cycle is also to contain

an integral number of half-days. The first condition is obtained by finding a

suitable convergent to the ratio of the period of the first argument to that of the

second; and the second condition by taking the nearest integral number of half-

days in the cycle. The values of the function are then tabulated for every half-day

through the latter period.

It remains to so arrange the values that no tabular argument shall exceed its

period. In the convergent obtained, the numerator is the number of parts into

which the second argument is divided and the denominator is the addition to the

second argument whenever we proceed to the following period of the first argument.

If the first argument contained an integral number of half-days, the tables would

be arranged like the tables with common argument D; the difference being that

on reaching the foot of any column a succession number could be given showing
the next column to be followed, since the second argument and its addition are

always integral; in this respect it is like the single-entry tables. But since the

first argument is not an integral number of half-days in any of the tables, some

modification of the plan is necessary. The manner of arrangement is best illus-

trated by an example. In Table 48, Sect. Ill, the second argument is divided into

159 parts and its 'addition' for a period of the first argument is 4 parts. The

period of the first argument is 27*555. Suppose we start with Arg. 30-0 and

Arg. 48 = o. On reaching the foot of column o after running from the start for

27*5, the next value required is that for 28*0 which gives a value 0*445 (0*45)

for Arg. 30 and a value 4 for Arg. 48. These are found at the top of col. 4 where

the first (vertical) argument has the value 0*45 instead of the value o'o and the

succeeding values progress by 0*5 from this value. At the foot of the column 4,

Arg. 30 has the value 27-445 ; the succeeding value is 27-945
- 27-555 - -39 and
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the column number is 4 + 4 = 8. We can thus proceed through the whole table.

In starting with any other values, say Arg. 30 = 12*61, Arg. 48 = 12, we note

that in column 12 the nearest tabular argument to that given for Arg. 30 is 12^84,
hence we must interpolate for this argument with the factor 2 (12-61 12-84)
= -

-46, which gives the value 23 to the function. It will be noticed that we get
the value 24 if we use Arg. 48 = 13 with the factor 2 (12-61 12-70) = -18:

a unit change in the second argument does not change the function as much as a

unit in most cases. Since the values for successive half-days follow one another

throughout the table, the interpolating factor remains constant as long as we
follow the succession numbers in regular order, and no new argument need be

computed except for testing purposes. The errors caused by using the integral
instead of the exact periods are not sensible through a run of a year.

In other respects these tables are similar to those of the first form. The tabular

second argument corresponds to a definite value of the first argument and it

remains constant through a given column in the same manner.

Double-entry tables of the fourth form requiring auxiliary tables only.

The Tables P 46, P 47, P 48, P 49, Sect. VI, are designed to include a large
number of small terms of approximately 10, 10, 7, 7 day periods respectively.
It was desired to tabulate these for 250 years. If the necessary interval of 0*5
had been adopted, the space required would have been out of all proportion to

the importance of the terms. The following scheme was devised and adopted.
Consider a term a sin B' where B' has a period of approximately ten days and

express it in the form

a sin B cos A + a cos B sin A, B' = B + A,

where A is an argument having a period of exactly ten days, and consequently
B is of long period. Tabulate a sin B at intervals of ten days, so choosing the

constant part of A that A is zero at the beginning of each interval. Consider any
two consecutive values of a sin B and denote them by/j, /2 . If second differences

in the series of values of a sin B can be neglected, the intermediate values of

a sin B cos A are given by the formula

{/i + TV * (A -A)} cos i . 18, i = i, 2, .... 19.

For * = 10 this becomes \ (/i + /2)
which can therefore be obtained immedi-

ately from the ten-day values.

Consider next the values given by * = I, 2, 3, 4, 5. Suppose that, in forming
these it is possible to neglect the portions containing the factor /2 /i . The errors

caused by this neglect are found to be

(ft -A) ('48 .

' 81 .

' 88 ' <o62 '00
)

respectively, or a maximum error of -fV (/2 /i). If such an error may be neglected,

the five values are given by the expression f cos i . 18 where i = I, 2, 3, 4, 5.
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For i 6, 7, ..., 15, we may write the formula

-
(i (/ +/i) - A (10

-
(/. -/i)} cos (180*

-
. 18-0},

and we see that the same maximum error will be caused by the neglect of/, -fl .

The formula is then -
} (/, + /^ cos (10

- 18.
For - 16, 17, 18, 19 we get in the same manner /, cos (20

-
) 18, with the

same maximum error.

If then we tabulate a sin B at intervals of ten days and supply an additional

table giving the values of /cos 18, /cos 36, /cos 54, /cos 72, for all needed

values of/, the four half-day values on either side of any ten-day or intermediate

five-da)* value can be immediately read off. A glance at the Table P 46 shows that

the neglected fraction of the difference will never produce an error of more than

a unit in the last place given.
In order to avoid negative quantities, a constant C has been added to each

tabular value. The intermediate five-day values are therefore given by

C - I (ft + /) - * -
* (C + /,)

-
i (C + /,).

that is, by twice the constant of the table less the mean of the two values.

The auxiliary Table P 46 a gives the values of

C - C cos t . 18 -f (/+ C) cos . 18

for - -
4,
-

3,
-

2, -i. o (Arg.), i, 2, 3, 4.

For economy of arrangement, the date is given in two parts. The argument A
is zero at 1900-0 and is therefore zero at 1901 + 5", and so on depending on the

number of days in the year.

The tabulation of a cos B sin A = a cos B cos (A 90) is made in the same

manner, but A 90 is zero 2*5 after the argument A
; the same Table P 460

can be used for the intermediate half-day values when the ten-day values have

been found from Table P 47.

In Tables P 48, P 49, the period of A is 7 days. The intermediate 3's-values
are again $(/, + /i) and the errors caused in the half-day values by the neglect

of/,
-

/i are (/,
-

/,) (-064, -089, -047), giving again a maximum error of ^ (/, -/,)
which can be neglected. The auxiliary Table P 480 gives the values of

C - C cos^ . 360 + (/+ C) cos T^ . 360,

for - -
3,
-

2,
-

i, o (Arg.), i, 2. 3.

For Table P 49, the epoch of A -
90 is 1*75 later than that of A. This is

printed 2" with sufficient accuracy. But we must form Table P 49 a from the formula

last given with - -
2-5,

--
1-5,

-
0-5, + 0-5, + 1-5, + 2-5, using the values for

0-5 as the argument without sensible error.

It was found sufficient to tabulate the values in Tables P 48, P 49 at intervals

of 14 days; the intermediate 7-day values are obviously obtained by interpolation

to halves, when the procedure outlined above can be applied.
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Continuation of the Tables P 39 P 49.

These have been computed for the years 1900 to 2050*. For their continuation

before 1800 or after 2050, the necessary materials and the methods by which the

computations can be carried out, whether the object be to find them for a series

of years or for a single place, are given in Chap. IX. The problem is simply that

of the summation of a number of harmonic terms of different periods. Hence the

necessary data are the periods and epoch values of the arguments and the co-

efficients. But these are supplemented by tabulation of each term and by certain

other devices for the simplification of the work.

* The greater part of the computations for the years 1800 to 1900 has been completed and will

be published separately.



CHAPTER III

ON THE MANNER OF TABULATION OF THE EXPRESSIONS IN CHAPTER I

Tabulation of the True Longitude.

The terms with large coefficients or terms with moderately large coefficients

but of very short period are placed in single-entry tables. The great majority of

the solar terms in longitude, latitude and parallax are placed in double-entry
tables of the first form with D as the common argument. The planetary terms

in longitude which depend on T and on one of the three arguments V, J, M only,

are placed in double-entry tables (P i, P 2, P 3, Sect. VI) of the second form with

common argument /'. But there is still a large number of terms, chiefly in the

planetary parts of the true longitude, which it is desirable to include. The great

majority of them depend on T, on one of the three arguments V. J, M, and also

on one of the three arguments /, 2D, 2D 1. In order to reduce the large number
of double-entry tables which would have been required for these the following

plan was adopted.
Consider a term a sin (/ + A) in longitude. Here a is a small coefficient (except

in one case, less than i") and A is an argument composed of /', one of the three

arguments V, J, M, and a constant. This term may be written in the form

a sin A . cos / + a cos A. sin I.

Now we have a single-entry table in longitude containing the term 22639^5 sin /.

The above term may therefore be included if we multiply the tabular value in

this table by i + a cos A ~
22639-5 and add to the argument a sin A + 22639-5,

expressed in the proper units, since 8 . sin / = &/ . cos /.

All terms of the form a sin A may be combined in double-entry tables with

/' as common argument and one of the three, V, J, M as second argument. The

terms of the form a cos A may be similarly treated.

In the same manner, terms of the form a sin (zD + A) may be attached to

Table 31, III, containing the term 2369^ sin 2D, and those of the form

a sin (2D I + A) to the Table 32, III, containing the term 4586-*4 sin (2D /).

The coefficients a are given in seconds of arc. To find the same coefficients

for addition to the arguments, divide by the coefficients of the terms with

arguments /, 2D, 2D -
I, respectively, multiply by the number of parts into which

the respective arguments are divided, and divide by 2*. The six factors are as

follows :

Arg.

/ (arg. 30)

2D (arg. 31)

2D - I (arg. 32)

Cod

12639:5
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The tables for the factor parts are expressed in units of io- 7
, io~

6
, io- 6

, respec-

tively, and the tables for the additions to the arguments are expressed in units

of o'ooi, o'oi, o'oi, where the letter c denotes a part or column number of the

respective Arguments 30, 31, 32. These 18 tables are numbered P 4 P 21, Sect. VI.

Table 30, III, also contains the term 769^0 sin 2,1 and it is found that the

planetary terms with argument 2/ + A are included through the inclusion of those

with arguments 1+ A. This is a natural consequence of the theory.
There are several solar terms in longitude depending on the arguments /, 2F

which have been placed in a double-entry table of the third form. (Table 48,

Sect. III.)

The terms additive to the elements (List ii?, Chap. I) have to be considered.

Three of them with periods of many hundred years are directly added to the

arguments and to L, - - 8
,
w in the tabulation of these quantities in Sect. II

whenever they could produce sensible changes in the coordinates; they are thus

completely accounted for.

In general, the terms additive to the mean longitude are also additive to the

true longitude and therefore fall in with the plans for this coordinate. These

terms additive to the arguments /, 2D, 2D I are left in that form so that after

tabulation they may be added to the values from the double-entry tables for

additions to Args. 30, 31, 32 just considered; their coefficients, being given in seconds

of arc, must be multiplied by the respective factors 18186, 8682, 21314 and divided

by 1296000.
The effects of the presence of the Great Venus term, the empirical term and

the terms with arguments depending solely on 8, in these three arguments are

placed in single-entry tables in Sect. VI.

All the terms, not so far included in tables, which arise from additions to the

elements are expressed as additions to the true longitude. If b sin B be such a

term present in the argument of an elliptic or solar term a sin A in longitude,

where a, b are expressed in seconds of arc, the resulting addition to the true longitude

(since a is always small) is

{sin (A + B)
- sin (A

-
B)} + 206265.

If b cos B be an addition to y in the coefficient of the term a sin A in longitude,

where a contains the factor y
2

, the addition to the true longitude is

ab {sin (A + B) + sin (A
-

B)} -r- (206265^, y = -04488.

Certain of the terms so arising have been placed in the double-entry Table 49,

Sect. Ill, of the third form.

After all the larger terms (those over about 0*4, in general) have been included

in these various tables, along with such smaller terms as could be included without

altering the forms of the tables, there still remained a very considerable number
of minute terms which it seemed desirable not to neglect but which would have

required many tables. The plan adopted was their summation in blocks for a

period of years sufficient to satisfy the needs of the ephemeris up to the year 2050.
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These
'

remainder
'

terms were first classified according to their periods long,

and approximately one month, a half, a third, . . ., of a month.

The sums of the terms of long period were formed by a method explained in

Chap. IX at lo-day intervals from the time when /' - o near the beginning of

every year from 1800 to 2050. The results from 1900 to 2050 are contained in

the Table P 39.

A term a sin A with a period of about one month was expressed in the form

<i sin (<4
-

/) cos / + a cos (A -/)sin/. The coefficients of sin /. cos / were then

expressed as a factor of Table 30, III, and an addition to the argument of that

table, respectively, in the manner explained above for the planetary terms con-

taining the argument /. The argument A I has a long period. All the terms

in each of the two portions were then summed at lo-day intervals and the results

are given in Tables P 41, P 40.

A term a sin A with a period of approximately half a month was expressed in

the form a sin (A zD) cos zD + a cos (A 2D) sin zD and treated similarly with

respect to Table 31, III ; the results are given in Tables P 43, P 42.

The terms with periods approximating to a third and a quarter of a month were

placed in double-entry tables of the fourth form. The two portions arising from

the terms with periods of nearly ten days were summed at lo-day intervals from

the epoch 1900-0 and the results placed in Tables P 46, P 47, Sect. VI. Those

arising from the terms with periods of nearly seven days were summed at 14-day
intervals from 1900-0 and tie results placed in Tables P 48, P 49. It is to be

noticed that Tables P46 P +g run continuously at the given intervals from

1900-0 and not from the time when /' = o in each year as with Tables P 39 P 45.

A few small terms with shorter periods were neglected. These can be found

by noting the terms in the lists of Chap. I which have no reference numbers

attached.

The tabulation of the mean longitude together with the three terms of very

long period is explained below in the portion dealing with the arguments.

Tabulation of the Latitude.

The Latitude has three portions respectively denoted by S, N, and C; to be

summed with N are the
'

principal
'

terms having the arguments S, 38, 58.

The division of the terms in latitude into these three parts was so made that

all the large solar terms in S have coefficients which are nearly the same as those

of a number of terms with the same arguments in longitude. The latter are

contained in the single-entry Tables 23 39, Sect. III. The sums of the values

from these tables are kept separate in the computation of the longitude so that

they may be taken en bloc directly into S. After these large terms have been

taken out of S, the remaining solar terms are placed in double-entry tables of the

first form with D as the common argument, with the exception of two small terms

which are placed in single-entry tables and two other terms which are expressed

as an addition, depending on the day of the year, to the argument of Table 15, IV.

With the tables from the longitude is also included the mean longitude. There
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are still to be added to S the value of -- 8, which is found amongst the tables of

arguments, and certain terms arising from planetary and other sources (see below).
A single-entry table gives the values of the principal terms depending on the

argument S. The solar terms contained in N are placed in single-entry tables of

the same form as the single-entry tables in longitude. Also included in N are

four double-entry tables of the third form containing certain terms arising from

planetary and other sources (see below).
The sums of these are to be multiplied by i + C. The solar terms in C are all

small and are placed in double-entry tables of the first form with D as the common

argument. Further terms in C are dealt with below.

The methods of dealing with the terms due to planetary and other non-solar

actions require some more detailed explanation.
In the first place a number of planetary terms in longitude have been included

in the latitude through the additions to the arguments and coefficients of Tables

30, 31, 32, III, taken over from the longitude into S. If a small term b sin B has

been added to the argument of the solar term in longitude, a sin A (where a, b

are expressed in seconds of arc), it produces a term (ab
-=-

206265) sin B cos A in

the true longitude. Now the principal term in latitude is approximately 18519" sin

(F + portion from the true longitude). The small addition to the true longitude
therefore causes an addition to the latitude of

->- . -Tz- sin B cos A cos (F + portion from the true longitude) .

We may, with sufficient accuracy, here confine the portion from the true longitude
to the terms a^ sin / + a% sin zD + #3 sin (zD 1), and cos (F + these terms) is,

also with sufficient accuracy,
/

cos F sin F fa sin / + a^ sin zD + a^ sin (zD /)].

Here a^
= 22640", 0%

= 2370", 0%
= 4586", and each must be divided by 206265.

The products of sines and cosines are to be expressed as sums of shies and we then

obtain the terms in latitude which have been included through the portion taken

into S from the longitude. The presence of a term b cos B in the coefficient a is

similarly treated ; the corresponding terms in latitude will be obtained by replacing

sin B cos A in the above formula by cos B sin A . When both sets of terms thus

found are subtracted from List \e, which gives the planetary terms in latitude, it

is found that a large number of these terms have been accounted for.

From this new list three groups were extracted, placed in double-entry tables

of the third form (Tables 30, 31, 32, Sect. IV) and included with the tables

constituting N.

Of the terms added to the elements which have not been taken over from the

longitude, the principal are the Great Venus, the empirical, and the terms

depending on the argument a , in so far as these are additive to F = L &.

For the first of these there is a small portion in 3 which is placed in Table P 44,

Sect. VI; apart from this portion the Great Venus and the empirical terms are

additive to F in the same way as to L and therefore the Tables P 23, P 24, used in
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the longitude, are also available here. But all the terms in /.,
- u which depend

on the argument a and are thus additive to F or S have been combined in Tables

P 34. P 35 and in Arg. 83. The similar terms additive to y and therefore to C
have been combined in Tables P 36, P 37 and in Arg. 84 ; these have required the

factor 2y/i85i9 in preparation for addition to C. The manner of formation of

these tables containing the terms with argument - a is explained at the end of

Chap. IV.

These same terms, present in the elements L, a, y, also sensibly affect

certain of the terms in N. The largest of them have been placed in the double-

entry Table 29, Sect. IV, of the third form which is included with the tables

constituting N.

Finally, from all sources, a number of very small terms still remain; these

have been dealt with in a manner similar to that adopted for the remainder terms

in longitude. They were first expressed as additions to the latitude when not so

given, and separated into classes according to their periods. It was then seen

that the great majority of them had periods of approximately a month, and that

those of other periods could be neglected with very small resulting errors. The

magnitude of the maximum error caused in the latitude by the neglect of any term

in S or C can be found as follows: divide coefficients of terms in S by n and

multiply those in C by 18000; the resulting coefficients are those of terms in the

latitude expressed in seconds of arc. These remainder terms of monthly period

are expressed in the form asin A <** a sin (/I F) cos F + a cos (A F) sin F,

where a is given in seconds of arc. Then a sin (A F) after division by 2y = -0898

is an addition to S, while a cos (A F) after division by 18519 is an addition to

C. The argument A F is of long period and the two groups of such terms

were summed at xo-day intervals from the time when /' o in each year from

1800 to 2050; the results from 1900 to 2050 have been placed in Tables P 44, P 45,

Sect. VI.
Tabulation of the Parallax.

The terms in sine parallax are those tabulated. All the solar terms not

neglected, with four exceptions, are placed in single-entry tables and in double-

entry tables of the first form with D as the common argument. Two of these

exceptions are accounted for by an addition depending on the day of the year to

the argument of Table 13, V, and the other two by an addition to the factor of

Table 15. V.

The planetary and other terms due to non-solar action are practically all

accounted for in the following way. A term 6 cos B of period approximately a

month can be expressed in the form b cos (B /) cos / b sin (B I) sin /. The

single-entry Table 15, V, contains the term 186" cos /. Hence b cos (B I) cos /

can be treated as a factor, b cos (B I) + 186, of this table and - b sin (B /) sin /

as an addition, b sin (B 1) * 186, expressed in the proper units, to its argument.
It is found then that if we take the portions which form additions to the factor

and argument of Table 30, III, and apply them to Table 15, V, in the parallax,

all the outstanding monthly terms from all sources are sufficiently accounted for.

6 a
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The same is true of the terms containing the lunar arguments 2D, 2D I. The
modifications for actual application are as follows. Arg. 30 of Table 30, III, and

Arg. 70 of Table 15, V, are the same within the limits of error, but the former

argument is divided into half as many more parts as the latter. Hence the addition

to Arg. 30 must be multiplied by 2/3 before application to Arg. 70. In the same

way the periods of Args. 32 (Table 32, III) and 71 (Table 17, V) are the same, but

the ratio of their division into parts is 335 : 109, so that the corresponding factor

is 109/335 or 1/3 with sufficient accuracy. Finally, Arg. 31 (Table 31, III) has half

the period of Arg. 33 (Table 16, V), but an addition to D is an addition of twice

the amount to 2D, so that these changes cancel one another. However, the division

of the arguments is in the ratio 3 : i so that the factor to be applied is 1/3.

The Empirical Term.

Mention must be made of a special treatment of the empirical term. It is

applied directly to the mean longitude and to the arguments I, 2D, zD I of

Tables 30, 31, 32, III, and to F = L & so far as this is additive to S. It is not

applied directly to other terms in the coordinates although it affects them to a

small amount, in fact, to nearly the same extent as the Great Venus term, which

has been included to the degree of accuracy adopted throughout. Indirectly, it

is carried into S with the tables from the longitude and into the parallax through
the presence in Args. 70, 33, 71 of the additions to Args. 30, 31, 32. The omissions

in any case are all of short period and no omitted coefficient is so large as o :

'o3

in longitude or latitude, and is insensible in the parallax to the adopted degree
of accuracy.

The reason for these omissions, in comparison with many other smaller terms

which have been included, arises from the facility with which any change shown
to be desirable in this term may be made. Under the present plan, it is only

necessary to change Table P 24 and then to compute again Tables P 27, P 30,

P 33 which are deduced from P 24 by constant factors, independent of the term,

after the constants which are added to render those tables positive have been

subtracted. (See Chap. X.)

Degrees of accuracy.

In the lists of Chap. I the coefficients in longitude are given to o'ooi and this

degree of accuracy was adopted in computing the tables. In general, coefficients

less than o"oo3 were neglected. In printing, the last place has been cut off so that

the unit for computation is o"oi. These standards have been in general adopted
for the arguments and for other portions which were not directly additive, that is,

the number of places was such that the error should be less than 0*005 in any table

for finding the true longitude. Some concessions were made in a few cases, but

nowhere does the error exceed o"o2.

The same degree of accuracy was adopted for the latitude. This demands that

the terms in S be computed to o'oi and printed in units of o:'i ; that the terms in

C be given in units of io~ 6
having been computed one place further; and that

the terms in N be computed to o"ooi and printed in units of o"oi. The chief
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concession consists in the fact that C is multiplied by the factor 18519 and that them-
fore the initial error of any one number is raised from 0*005 to o-'oi.

In the parallax, the computations were made in units of o-'oooi and printed
in units of o-'oox.

In order to utilize arguments which are common to two or more tables and
at the same time to avoid unnecessary tabulation, in certain of the tables the values
are given for every second and in others for every fourth value of the argument.
In all cases, however, the variations printed are those for unit change of the

argument, and these variations are given in the same units and to the same degree
of accuracy as the function itself; since every terminal figure is liable to an error

of half a unit, the maximum error in any interpolated value is a unit and a half

in the last place for those tables in which the values are tabulated for every fourth

value of the argument.
A slight loss of accuracy is also caused in some of the tables where one column

of variations serves for several columns of the function. All these errors are

unsystematic and can be treated as accidental. They fall in with the general
scheme for such errors and are accounted for in a general manner in Chap. V
which gives the probability of error for any single place computed from these

tables, due to accumulations caused by the arithmetical operations. It is supposed
that, in accordance with the usual practice, the last place in each coordinate will

be cut off before publication in the Almanacs, so that the final longitude, latitude

and parallax are printed to o-'i, o-'i, o-'oi, respectively.

Tabulation of the arguments of the single-entry tables.

Let any argument be expressed in the form

a9 + Oyd + a^P -f ajP - 1296000" i,

where a , at , a,, a, are given in seconds of arc, d is the number of days elapsed
since the epoch 1900-0 and is an integer so chosen that the argument is less than

360. Divide by a certain number b, nearly equal to a, and expressed in seconds

ofarc,andput . _ _

The coefficient of is the period expressed in days and we have seen above that

it is to be so chosen that the ratio of this period to half a day is that of two integers
and that (a l b)/b shall be small. To find this ratio convert 1296000/^1 into a

continued fraction; this is the ratio of the period at epoch to 0*5. Amongst
the convergents choose that one which gives the necessary division of the half-day
as explained above. The numerator of the convergent is then the number of

divisions of the argument for which the function is tabulated while the denomin-

ator is the number of parts into which the half-day is divided; half the ratio is

the adopted period expressed in days. On division of 1296000 by this period we
obtain the divisor b.

An argument A expressed in this form can therefore always be obtained by
adding to the value at epoch, expressed in days, the number of days since the
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epoch, the secular variation which consists of the three small terms having as

coefficients (a^ b)jb, az jb, a3/b, and by subtracting a sufficient number of

multiples of the adopted period to render A positive and less than this period.
For the sake of brevity of notation put

A =
OQ + d + a^d + a

2d
2 + a3d

3
pi

so that p is the adopted period expressed in days. Divide d into three parts such

that d = dl +d2 +d3 .

Here dl will denote the number of days contained in the maximum integral

number of centuries present in d; d2 the number of days present in the maximum

integral number of years present in d d
; and d3 is the remainder. If d be

negative, dt is to be so chosen that d2 , d3 are positive.

Substitute this expression for d in A and divide A into three parts such that

A = A} + A% + A3 ,

where

A 1
= d1 + *& + 02^2 + a^3 + (2azd1 + 303^2) (dz + d3) + 303^ (d2 + ds)

2 -
ijp

.42
=

^2 + <*o + 0^2

h> h> h being integers so chosen that Alt A z ,
A9 are each positive and less than p.

The tabulation of A 1 is made by giving for the beginning of each century the

portion of A
1 independent of dz + d3 and giving separately the coefficients of

(dz + d3) and of (dz + d3)
z

. The portion of A z independent of d3 and the coefficients

of d3 ,
d3

z are given for the beginning of every year of the century 1900 2000.

And the values of A 3 are given for the days from the beginning of any year. This

is possible because d1 is zero during the twentieth century, while d3 is zero at the

beginning of any year.

It is evident that, in finding the argument at any date, the first part of At

will be constant during any given century while the second and third parts must

be multiplied by the number of days and by the square of this number, respectively,

elapsed since the beginning of the century. Similarly, the first part of Az is con-

stant during any year while the second and third parts are to be multiplied by
the number of days and by the square of this number elapsed since the

beginning of the year. The term o^3 in A 3 can always be neglected. In the

tabulation it is convenient to express dz + d3 in Al as a fractional part of a century :

its coefficient must therefore be multiplied by 36525 and that of (dz + d3)
z
by

365252. Similarly d3 in A2 is expressed as a fractional part of a year so that its

coefficient must be multiplied by 365-25 and that of d3
z
by (365-25)2.

Some terms of very long period are added to certain of the arguments, these

terms being such that tabulation at century intervals is sufficient. Their

coefficients, being given in seconds of arc, must be divided by b before addition

to the argument A. Suppose these terms have been so tabulated and the first

and second differences formed. Then the three parts additive to A^ are the

coefficients of n, n 1
,

2 hi Bessel's formula of interpolation less the corresponding
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coefficients for the twentieth century, and the part additive to A t is the latter

portion wlu'ch lias been subtracted from that additive to A ; here is the fraction

of the century denoted above by (d^+ dj + 36525. By this device we succeed
in keeping the values and rates of change for the twentieth century wholly in Att

and those for other centuries in A lt but additive to .-!,.

Tabulation of the arguments of the double-entry tables.

The tabulation of the arguments of the double-entry tables is made on the

same plan as that of the single-entry. Let A be the first or vertical argument of

such a table. Then A is expressed in days as before. There is, however, no

advantage in any special period for the vertical argument of double-entry tables

of the first three kinds; we therefore use the period at epoch and tabulate the

argument by centuries, years of the twentieth century and days as before. Let

The second argument B is conveniently expressed in parts of the circumference

through division by 1296000. Thus

where i' is the number required to make B less than unity.

We desire the value of B when A = o. The latter equation leads to

d - a,' + ,' + ,' + o,'.T

Substituting in the expression for B we find

-',
where, in each case, we can stop at the third power of *'.

The values of B are to be tabulated for integral values of '. This is done by
centuries, years and days in exactly the same manner as the single-entry arguments.
We put i 4- + H where , is the number of times A has passed through
zero in an integral number of centuries from the epoch, i, the number of times it

has passed through zero in an integral number of years after 1900-0 and 4 the

remainder ; t
'

is always so chosen that B is positive and less than unity. The formulae

are the same as those for the single entry tables if we replace d by '.

Each argument, however, is here expressed as a decimal fraction of four right

angles. It is convenient to divide this circumference into an integral number of

parts and to express B in the same way we must multiply it before tabulation by
this number. The latter has been so chosen that the last tabulated unit of the

coefficient of shall differ from the true value by as small a quantity as possible.

This number is found by converting ft', or io/3,', or io*0,', *nto a continued

fraction. The denominator is then the 'period' of B expressed in parts, while the

numerator is approximately the addition to be made to B whenever A passes

through zero ; the changes produced by the third and fourth terms of B are always
insensible during a single period.

The special features of the arguments of the first three different kinds of double-

entry tables will be found in Chap. IV where the values of the argument are

obtained.
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The Calendar.

The arguments must be related to calendar dates, the centuries and years of

which do not progress with a uniform number of days, since common years contain

365 days while leap years contain 366 days.

Following the usual practice, the day o-o of common years will be taken to

be Greenwich noon of January o (i.e. the noon preceding January i) while day o-o

of leap years will be Greenwich noon of January i. There are therefore 366 days
in the years next preceding leap years and 365 days in other years. The num-

bering of the days in both kinds of years agrees in the months after February.
In the twentieth century, every fourth year from 1903 to 1999 inclusive will

contain 366 days, the remaining years having only 365 days; there are therefore

36525 days in this century and the same is true concerning the centuries

commencing with the years 1500, 2300, 2700 in the Gregorian Calendar. All other

centuries in this calendar will contain 36524 days. Since the extra day in the

centuries containing 36525 days is always added at the end of the century we can

still use the values for the twentieth century as additional to the values for all

centuries.

In the Julian Calendar all the years divisible by 4 are leap years and every

century contains 36525 days. The date 1900 in the Gregorian Calendar is the

same as the date 1900-0 + 13' in the Julian Calendar.

If p be the (integral) number of centuries from 1900 and rfx the number of days
in the p centuries, the values of dt may be symbolically expressed as follows:

Julian Calendar, d1
= 36525^ + 13,

Gregorian Calendar, ^ = 36524^ + integral part of J (p + 3) or of \p,

according as p is positive or negative.

If p' be the number of years from the beginning of any century, the value of

dz is given by
dz
= 365/' + integral part of \p' , p' = o, i, . . . 99.

The tabulation of the arguments for 366 days will serve for both kinds of years,

the values for the last two half-days being used only in the years preceding leap

years.



CHAPTER IV

DESCRIPTION OF QUANTITIES CONTAINED IN THE TABLES

Tht Tables of Sect. II.

Table i is for the conversion of calendar days into days of the year and decimal

fractions of the year and for the conversion of hours, minutes and seconds to

decimal parts of a day ; the latter part of the table is not needed for the ephemeris.

Table 2 contains the portions to be added to the values of the arguments and

of L, 8, m, given in Table 3, for centuries other than the twentieth.

Table 3 contains the values of the arguments and of L, a ,
o for the beginnings

of the years of the twentieth century. The periods and number of parts in 0^5

of the single-entry arguments are shown, as well as the periods and
'

additions
'

for the double-entry arguments.
Table 4 contains the portions to be added to the values of the arguments and

of L, a, m, given in Table 3, for the days from the beginning of any year.

Table 5 is for the conversion of seconds of arc into degrees, minutes and

seconds.

The general method by which the arguments and L, a, m are expressed in

terms of the time has been explained in Chap. II. The numerical values of the

quantities which have been used in the construction of Tables 2, 3, 4 will now be

given.

Arguments D, 1-22.

Arg. D. From List \0, Chap. I,

D - 350 44' 23*67 + 16029 6i637*93/, + 6-"o5/,' + o-*oo68/f
- 12 96ooo",

where i
(
is the number of centuries of 36525 mean solar days from 1900-0 and

is an integer so chosen as to render D positive and less than 360.
The adopted motion of D in a mean solar day is the coefficient of t

t
divided by

36525 or 43886-"69782 15*. The expression of D in days is obtained by dividing

the above value of D by this motion. We find

D = 28^77098 83 + d + 0^00013 7855^ + </ooooo 01549 3/f
-

29^53058 81812 31,

where d is the number of days from 1900-0. The coefficient of $ is the period.

The argument of the tables is D = D + 15'. The value of D is tabulated in

days and decimal parts of a day.

In order to obtain the arguments 1-22 it is necessary to find the dates on

which D = 15* or D = o*. For this it is convenient to use t -= ioo/, so that /

represents the number of years of 365-25 days from 1900-0, and to express the

Zeros are added to the initial values expressed in seconds of arc and centuries in order to carry

the computations to the required number of significant figures.

7
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coefficients as decimal fractions of the circumference or four right angles. From
the equation D o we find, by continued approximation or otherwise,

/ = 0-07877 067 + 0-08085 O344O 972' 2-4672 x io- 13 i
z

2-242 x io- 19
i
3

.

Args. 1-22. These are combinations of the arguments I D, I', 2F 2.D.

From the values in Chap. I, we find, expressed in terms of / and parts of the

circumference,

I D = 0-848242006 + 0-88699 26358 8/ + 2-952160 x io- 9
/
2 + 3-4722 x io- 14

/
3

,

/' = 0-99576 6204 + 0-99997 36041 7/
-

4-16667 x io- 11
/
2 -

0-9259 x io- 14
/
3

,

2F 2D = 0-11396 3349 + 2-10749 50518 5/
-

9-86111 x io- 10
ft 1-2346 x io~14

1
3

.

Substituting the value of / in terms of i previously found we obtain the

following values of these arguments when D = o :

/ D = 0-77837300 + 0-07171 36597851 + 1-9079 x io- 11
i
z + 1-815 x io~17 i3 ,

/' = 0-91699761 + 0-08084 82099 85?
~

0-05191 x io-u i
2

0-512 x io- 17
z
3

,

2F 2D = 0-94795 455 + 0-17039 17001 37 0-69659 x io- 11 i2 0-700 x io~ 17
i3 .

The circumference of each argument is divided into a given number of parts.

Hence after it has been formed from the above expressions according to the

description given in col. 2 of List iia below, it must be multiplied by the number
shown in col. 3. The results are given in the succeeding columns.

LIST iia. Arguments 1-22 expressed in terms of multiples of the period of D.

No.
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To find the values for the beginnings of other centuries we note that either

1236 or 1237 tero values of D are passed over in each century according to its

value at the beginning. The choice is obtained from the value of D in Table 2:

when D increases from one century to the succeeding century the number is 1236,

when it decreases the number is 1237.

Similarly for the years of the twentieth century. Turn to the value of D in

Table 3: when D increases from one year to the next the number is 12, when it

decreases the number is 13.

In Table 4, where the interval is 30*. every period of D is shown with the

resulting additions to the arguments 1-22.

Arguments 23-47, 5I-**, 7*-78. 82-84.

These are the single-entry arguments. To a number of them have been added

certain terms of very long period shown in List iij, Chap. I.

In List ii/3 are given the full descriptions of these arguments, together with

the values used in the tabulation, expressed in parts of the circumference (indicated

by the letter 'r ') and in Julian centuries of 36525 days. The notation used for the

periodic terms is, at epoch 1850,

5,
- sin (20-2/, + 41-1),

s,
- sin (/ + 37 -- loV - 2'6t

t + 33) - sin (76 o + i6 ;

23/, + o-oiztf),

s,
- sin (4/)

-
3/ + 2$M - 2$T + 67) - sin (233-9

-
&Q7*,

- o-o#3-

The method for finding the period to be adopted is described in Chap. III.

List iiy gives the number of parts into which the half-day for each argument is

divided, the adopted period expressed in days and parts and also in parts alone,

and the addition to the adopted period necessary to find the period at the epoch

1900-0. In the cases of Args. 58, 78, 82, 83, 84 no division of the half-day was

necessary, and the period is expressed in days only.

In order to obtain the arguments in forms ready for tabulation it is necessary
to express them in days and parts of a day. The coefficients of /* in List iiS are

the epoch values. The terms given involving t], t*, /f and constituting the secular

variations, are expressed in parts per century; the periodic additions are also

shown. To get the values on any day we must further add the number of days
since the epoch and subtract the necessary multiples of the adopted periods shown
in List iiy. This process was carried through with the arguments expressed wholly
in terms of the parts of each, the final step being the conversion to integral multiples
of a half-day and the remaining parts. But since Args. 58, 78, 82, 83, 84 require
no division of the half-day, the process was carried through in days and decimal

fractions of a day.

Arguments 83, 84 contain functions of the time denoted by ^, ^, respectively.
An investigation at the end of this chapter shows how these are obtained.
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LIST tip. Single-entry Arguments in terms of t and parts of the circumference.

No.
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LIST iiy. Divisions and periods of the single-entry Arguments.
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LIST US. Expressions for the single-entry arguments in parts of a half-day and centuries.

The number of days from the Epoch 1900-0 is to be added to each argument.

No.
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The argument is tabulated with reference to Arg. 30 in the same manner as

Args. 1-22 with reference to D. the value of at epoch being o.

Args. 49, 50. By definition, and by the values in Chap. I,

Arg. 49 - 2F 4- o - o?
ii/.

- ior
3 -f /o

- 977004" + 347 2O9i3*27/ + o-'ooooS/* - 12 96000" 4- 7^0

- 0^75386 + 26^79082 814* 4- 6^05 x xo- 10
/
1 - i + 7*.o

- 10*2776 + /o 4- d + f.2 x ID-*/.* - 13*63339 7151,

the argument being expressed in days by the methods previously used and the

coefficient of / being used to find the period. The argument is tabulated from this

expression in the same manner as D.

Arg. 50 is the value of / when Arg. 49 7^0. From the third of the above

expressions for Arg. 49, we find

t - - 0-028139 4- 0-0373262071 ii - 2-73 x io-M ,

and thence from the given value of /,

Arg. 50 - 0^82252 + 13-25552 37928* 4- 3^42 x io- f
(*

- 0^44952 -f 0^49477842641 4- 4-42 x io-" i
1

- 45*402 + 49^97262 1071 4- 4*46 x io- 10
1*.

the circumference being divided into 101 parts. The addition to Arg. 50 whenever

Arg. 49 passes through zero is 50*00 with sufficient accuracy during a run of a year,

and this addition is adopted in Table 49, III.

The period of Arg. 49 is 13*6334 and 101 of these make 1376*97. The half-day

of Table 49, III, is slightly diminished so as to make this period 1377*00 with an

insensible error in a run of a year.

Arg. 50 is tabulated in the same manner as Arg. 48, the value at epoch being
obtained with i = i.

Args. 63, 64. By definition and by the values in Chap. I,

Arg. 63 - 2D - F - a + o-i/. 4- 97 4- 16*0

29o675
r63 4- 147 33592^980* 4- o-"ooo496/

1 - 12 96000" 4- i6?o

- 0^224287 4- n'3685i 25757! 4- 3-82 x io-w / - 4- 16^0

- /259 + I0̂ + <* + ^23 x I0~* ** - 32^12821 35691,

which is tabulated like D.

Arg. 64 is the value of / when Arg. 63 = 16^0. Proceeding, as before, with

Arg. 63 we find

/ = - 0-01972 88 4- 0-08796 22548*
- 2-61 x io- 1*

*.

Whence, with the value of / previously given, and since we can always subtract

any multiple of the circumference,

Arg. 64 =- 0^561004 4- 0^16598576131 4- 2^19 x io- 11 1*

- 19-6351 4- 5*80950 1651 4- 7-67 x io-w i
1

,

the circumference being divided into 35 parts. The addition to Arg. 64 when

Arg. 63 passes through zero is 6?o with sufficient accuracy during a run of a year,

this being adopted in Table 29, IV.
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The period of Arg. 63 is 32^1282 and 35 of these make 1124*49. The half-day
in the table is slightly diminished to make this 1124^50 with an insensible error

in a run of a year.

The value at epoch is obtained with i = o, and the argument is tabulated like

other honzontal arguments.

Args. 65, 66. By definition and by the values in Chap. I,

Arg. 65 = L+ V -T = 550113" + 181 362577588*
- 12 96000"

= 0^42447 o + 13^99402 6049* *

= 11^0788 + d 26^10042 30472',

which is tabulated like D.

Arg. 66 is the value of V - T when Arg. 65 = o. Proceeding, as before, with

Arg. 65 we find

* = - 0-03033 2 + 0-07145 90637 85*.

Hence

Arg. 66 = 0^675196 + 0^62551 23052* = 0^656222 + 0^04469 85237 3*

= 29?53oo + 2^011433568*,

the circumference being divided into 45 parts. The addition to Arg. 66 when

Arg. 65 passes through zero is 2?o with sufficient accuracy during a run of a year,

this being adopted in Table 30, IV.

The period of Arg. 65 is 26^1004 and 45 of these make 1174^52. The half-day
of the table is slightly increased in order to make this 1174^50 with an insensible

error in a run of a year.

The value at epoch is obtained with i = o and the argument is tabulated like

other horizontal arguments.

Args. 67, 68. By definition and by the values in Chap. I,

Arg. 67 = L + 3F - $T = 291428" + 171 65630*7898*
- 12 96000" *

= 0-22486 7 + 13^24508 549* * = 6^2010 + d 27^57626 59582*,

which is tabulated like D.

Arg. 68 is the value of V - T when Arg. 67 = o. Proceeding with Arg. 67, as

previously with Arg. 65, we find

t = 0-01697 74 + '7549 97OI4 6*.

Hence, with the value for V - T given above,

Arg. 68 = 0^66457 6 + 0^04722 59923* = 27^912 + 1^98349 i68t,

there being 42 parts in the circumference. The addition to Arg. 68 when Arg. 67

passes through zero is 2?o with sufficient accuracy in a run of a year, this value

being adopted in Table 31, IV.

The period of Arg. 67 is 27^5763 and 42 of these make 1 158^20. The half-day

of the table is slightly increased so as to make this 1158^00, the error being

insensible in a run of a year.

The value at epoch is obtained with i = o and the argument is tabulated like

other horizontal arguments.
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Args. 69, 70. By definition and by the values in Chap. I,

Arg. 69 - 20 - F + 3F -
37* - 122 1975" + 170 9595 1 '4282*

- i296ooo"
- of

94288 2 + 13:19132 0546*
- - 26*1071 + d - 2/68866079151.

which is tabulated like D.

Arg. 70 is the value of V - T when Arg. 69-0. Proceeding as before, with

Arg. 69, we find

/ - -
0-071477 46 + 0-07580 74217 41.

Hence with the value for V - T given above

Arg. 70 - 0^630486 + 0^04741 84751 2 - 2674804 + 1*99157 5955.

there being 42 parts in the circumference. The addition to Arg. 70 when Arg. 69

passes through zero is 2*0 with sufficient accuracy in a run of a year, this being

adopted in Table 32, IV.

The period of Arg. 69 is 2/6887 an^ 42 ' tnese make 1162*93. The half-day
of the table is slightly decreased in order to make this 1 163*00, the error being
insensible in a run of a year.

The value at epoch is obtained with i o and the argument is tabulated like

other horizontal arguments.

Args. /', 79, 80, 81. From Chap. I, in decimal parts of the circumference and

in days,

/' - 0^00423 38 4- (i
r 0^00002 6396) / -

1*546 + d 365*25964 iii.

Args. 79, 80, 81 are given their values at the times when /' o nearest to the

beginning of the year. Within the range of dates for which the arguments are

tabulated, these times are obtained by giving to i values equal to the integral

number of years from 1900-0 and /' is tabulated with this in view. When /' o
we have

/ - 0-00423 39 -f 1-00002 63965 31.

The three arguments have their circumferences each divided into 73 parts, and
to 7 is added the periodic term shown in Chap. I. From the values in that chapter
we have

Arg. 79 - V - T > 0:6751955 -f 0:62551 23052* - 0:677844 + 0:62552881661
= 49^4826 + 45^66360 36i,

Arg. 80 - T - J - o 33 sin (38-31. + 134)
- 0:61568 45 + 0:91567 96035* + 0:00092 sin (38 3/. + 314)
- 0:61956 1 + of

91570 377421 + 0:00092 sin (38'3/. + 314)
- 45^2280 + 66^84637 5521* + 0*067 sin (38-31. + 314),

Arg. 81 - T - M = 0^46096 97 + 0^46830 74885* - 0:46295 3 + 0^46831 985021
- 33?7955 + 34- 18734 9o6.

These are tabulated with o, i, ... 99 for the years of the twentieth century
and with i in multiples of 100 and without the constant term, for the centuries.

For the periodic term in Arg. 80 it is sufficient to take the value for the middle of

. i. 8
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any century. Hence for the twentieth century we use the value 333 of its argument
and for other centuries the value 0^067 {sin (38^3^ + 333) sin 333}. These

arguments need no change during a run of a year.

The Mean Longitudes L, 8, w.

The Mean Longitude, L. To the adopted value of the mean longitude given in

Chap. I must be added the three terms of very long period, namely,

+ 0*840$! + o"3ios2 + o"o4os3 ,

where slf s2 , ss have the significations given in the description of List ii/S above.

These terms were tabulated by centuries and the first and second differences

computed in the manner explained in Chap. III. The values of the terms at the

beginning of the century, and the portions to be multiplied by the fraction of the

century and by the square of this fraction are, for the twentieth century, + o :/

93i,
+ 0*198, o"o56. After the tabulation by centuries of the three terms, these

quantities must be subtracted from the century values and from the parts

multiplied by the fraction of the century and by the square of this fraction, since

the value for a year in any century other than the twentieth is obtained by adding
the value for that century in Table 2 to the value for the corresponding year of

the twentieth century, and since in Table 2, all values for 1900 are to be zero.

It is also necessary to subtract the sum of the constants which have been added
to the tables of Sect. III. This sum is

39814*369 + 1488*80 (- 0-00248 oooo^) = 39814*369
-

3*69222 44. .

Hence, for the purposes of tabulation in Table 2,

L = + 17325 64409
:

'752224*c + 7*i4OO*c
2 + o"oo68o*c

3

+ 0*8405! + o*3ios 2 + o :

'o4os3 o"93i o'ig8n + o"o$6n
z

,

where n is the fraction of any century; and for tabulation in Table 3,

L = 9 33758"272 + 17325 64409*9504 + 7"o84*
2 + o"oo68/c

3
.

For tabulation in Table 4, the second term of the latter expression is alone

used.

The node, a. The node is only needed with the negative sign and therefore

- 8 is tabulated. The treatment is precisely the same as that of L but one less

place of decimals is required. There is only one long period term, namely 0*635!

and the three portions of this for the twentieth century are 0*49, 0*14, +0*03.
The sum of the constants to be subtracted from 8 is

-
562*39

- 425*80 (- 0-00248 0004,)
= -

562*39 + i-"o5598A, .

Hence, for the purposes of tabulation in Table 2,

- s = 6962910*174024,
-

7*48o4,
2 - o"oo8o4,

8 -
0*6355, + 0*49 + o*i4

-
o"o3n

2
;

and for tabulation in Table 3,

- Q == 363502*11 + 6962910*034,
-

7*454
2 - 0*0084.

3
.

For tabulation in Table 4, the second term of the last expression is alone used.

The perigee, w. The longitude of perigee is not needed in finding the place of
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the moon by these tables; but it is given in many almanacs and has therefore

been tabulated here. The only addition made to it is the term of very long period,
-
2*ios, ; the three portions of this for the twentieth century are 1*64, o-*47.

+ o-'ii.

Hence, for Table 2,

o . 146 48522*52/<
- 37r

i7<."
-

o-'o45/.*
-

2*10$, + 1*64 + o-'47n
- O-'IIH".

and for Table 3,

- 12 0358476 -f I4648522*05/. - 37*o6/.
t -

o-*O45/.
f

.

The second term of this last expression is alone used in Table 4. The values are

given to the nearest second.

The terms contained in the Tables of Sections III-VI.

Lists iii-vi which follow show the terms which have been included in the

tables of the succeeding sections. The notations for the arguments of the terms

are the same as those of Lists io-iij. The reference numbers also correspond to

those in the lists referred to so that the method of disposal of all terms can be

found from either set. The constant which has been added to nearly all the tables

so that the values may be always positive is shown. The arguments of terms which

contain numerical angles are reckoned from the epoch for which they were

computed, namely 1850-0, except those in P 22-P 38 where the epoch is 1900-0.
In List iii, the coefficients are given in seconds of arc. In the tables of Sect. Ill

the unit is o-'oi, the computations having been taken one place further. Certain

terms in List it; are to be added to the arguments and coefficients of certain terms

in List ia; these produce the four terms shown in List iii under Table 49*; the

epoch of the arguments of these four terms is 1850.
In List iv, the coefficients of the terms in S, N are given in seconds of arc to

one place further than in the tables, the latter being expressed in units of o-'i and

o-'oi, respectively. The coefficients of the terms in C and the tables included in C
are expressed in units of 10-*, the extra place to which the terms are carried in

the list being indicated by the figure following the decimal point. Table 29! of

the list is like Table 49 in List iii.

In List v, the coefficients are given in seconds of arc, the unit of the tables of

Sect. V being o-'ooi.

In List vi, the coefficients of the terms in Tables Pi, P 2, P 3 are given in

seconds of arc, the tables being expressed in units of o-'oi. The coefficients of the

terms in Tables P 4, P 5, P 6, and the tables themselves are given in units of

ofooi of Arg. 30. Similarly terms in P7, P8, Pg and the tables are given in

units of io- T of the values in Table 30, Sect. Ill; terms in P 10, P u, P 12 and

For centuries very distant from the twentieth, each value / in this table requires the addition

of (/- 50) x o-oo65/. where tt fa the number of centuries from 1900-0.

t For centuries very distant from the twentieth, each value / in this table requires the addition of

-
(/
-

30) x o-oofo/,, where /, is the number of centuries from 1900-0.
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the tables in units of o?oi of Arg. 31 ; terms in P 13, P 14, P 15 and the tables in

units of io~ 6 of the values in Table 31, Sect. Ill; terms in P 16, P 17, P 18 and
the tables in units of ofoi of Arg. 32 ;

terms in P 19, P 20, P 21 and the tables in

units of io~6 of the values in Table 32, Sect. III.

The units of the coefficients of terms in Tables P 22 to P 33 are shown, the

superscript letter
'

c' denoting, as usual, a division of the corresponding argument.
Tables P 22-P 24 are in units of o:'oi

;
Tables P 25-? 27 in units of o?ooi of Arg. 30 ;

Tables P28-P3O in units of o?oi of Arg. 31, and Tables P3I-P33 in units of

o'oi of Arg. 32.

The method of formation of Tables P 34, P 35, P 36, P 37 and Args. 83, 84

requires special explanation. The Arg. F, the non-periodic part of S, contains the

following terms added to the elements in F = L & (List ii?) :

+ 7*26 sin a -
95

:

'g6 sin a 15?58 sin (a 2-34, + 276^2)

i"86 sin (a o?

9^ + 290-1),

where the epoch is 1850-0. These were expressed in the form a sin 8 + b cos 8 ,

where a, b vary slowly with the time and were tabulated by centuries. The final

form of expression for tabulation was

92"3i (i + <') cos
(

a + 280 47' + <f>) + lod'o,

in which <f>, <f>' vary slowly with the tune and were tabulated by centuries, the

constants being so taken that
<j>
= <' = o at 1900-0. The values of <f>' are contained

in Table ?35; the term 92^31 cos (Arg. 83) + 100" being placed in Table P 34,

the approximate period 6800*00 being used.

The angle is tabulated like those of the single-entry tables and is added to the

values in Table 2, Sect. II. The adopted period is the same as that of Arg. 82
= a + 90 and we have to add to the tabulated values of Arg. 82, 190-'47' + <f>,

or in days, since
<f>
was supposed to be expressed in degrees, this quantity multiplied

by 6800/360. Hence Arg. 83 = - a + 280 47' + < = Arg. 82 + 3602^8 + <f>

d
.

The period to be added or subtracted is the same as that of Arg. 82, namely,

6798*36.
The principal characteristic of sin S is y and the constant part of its coefficient

is 18520" which is approximately 2y. Amongst the terms added to the elements

are the following, additive to y (List it)):

-
4*318 cos a 0*698 cos (a 2?

3*fl + 276-2)
- 0*083 cos (a o-gte + 290?!).

These are treated like the corresponding terms in S and are finally expressed in

the form

4*474 (i + ^') cos (- a + 189 57' + ^),

in which <f>, <!>' vary slowly with the time and are tabulated by centuries, the con-

stants being so taken that ^ = ^' = o at 1900-0. The values of ^' are given in

Table P 37.

The term is placed in C and therefore requires the factor 2 x io- 6
/i852O.

Table P 36 contains the term 483-1 cos (Arg. 84), expressed in units of io-6
, the
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approximate period 68oo?o being used. The angle is tabulated like Arg. 83 and

we find in the same way,

Arg. 84 a + 189 57' + + - Arg. ,82 + 1887*4 + +*.

The period to be added or subtracted is the same as that of Arg. 82, namely

6798-36.
These are the only terms in which it is necessary to take account of the

portions *'$, ,
-

tfgt, in the arguments. Where these terms enter elsewhere

these portions have been put equal to rero at 1900-0. See, however, the footnotes

on p. 59 of this chapter.
Table P 34 is given in units of o-'i and the factor Table P 35 in units of the

values in P 34. The terms in P 36 and the table itself are given in units of io~*,

the factor Table P 37 being given in units of the values in P36. The term in

Table P 38 and the table itself are given in units of io~4 of the values in Table 15,

Sect. V.

In these last two groups of tables and in the tables P 39-P 49, terms which

arise from substitution of terms added to the elements from List iij in the arguments
and coefficients of other terms are shown in the same manner as those in Table 49,

Sect. III.

The terms constituting Tables P 39-? 45 and the tables themselves are

expressed in the same manner and the same units as those of Tables Pi, P 4, P 7,

P 10, P 13, P 16, P 19, respectively. Tables P 46-? 49*1 are all expressed in units

of o-'oi. The terms in Tables P 46, P 47 are tabulated at intervals of 10 days, the

manner of obtaining the values for the intervening half-days by means of

Table P 464 P 470 being explained in Chap. II and again in Chap. V. The

terms in Tables P 48, P 49 are tabulated at intervals of 14 days, the values for

the intervening half-days being obtained by means of Tables P 480, P 49^1 as

explained in the same chapters. The days in the argument of Table 49 are properly

1-75, 1575, ...; these are printed and used as 2, 16, .... with sufficient accuracy.

Besides the reference number showing the origin of each term in the Tables P 39-
P 49 a signification letter (Sg.) is attached. The letters were used in the

computation of the tables and are necessary when the extensions of the tables

after 2050 or before 1800, according to the methods explained in Chap. XI, are

to be made.

The Tables T 50, T 51 T 52, for the transformation to right ascension and

declination, are explained in Chap. VIII and Tables U 53-U 58, for interpolation

to hours, are explained in Chap. IX.
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LIST iii. Terms included in the Tables of Sect. III.

TABLE i. Args. D, I. TABLE 4. Args. D, 4.

Ref.
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TABLB 9.

Krf

No.

AKP.D. 9.

LIST iii (cont.).

is*

*53

97

'54

9
*55
99

/5<

'57

Tenn

+ 0:003 *o(V-
+ -o88*0(j/-
- -002*0(3/-r 4-

+ -68i*o(y-n
- -oa3*B(3/-r-

<x>s*0(v-r-<
800

- D)

-4i3*o(F4-r)
-oi3*o(2F4-r- /J)

TABU 10. Arfi. D. 10.

tot 4- -oo*o(aF4.r4-4D)

39
I//

4-3-000

TABUS ii. Arg*. D. n.
ltd - -on *n(2f -/' +4/>)

4- oaoo(a/r
4-r-3/))

x/4 - -076*0(aF-r)
77J * 1-440*0 (if -r -2D)

4- a -ooo

TABLB 12. Args. D, 12.

136 4- -OI2BO(2F4-r+/4-2D)

187 4- -a63*0(aF4-r4-/)
rM 4- -o59*o(iF4.r4-/-2D)
/9 - -014 *o(aF+r 4-/-4Z))

4- -400

TABLB 13. Args. D, 13.

04* 4- 002*B(2F4-r-/4-4D)
toy 4- -o65*o(aF4-r-/4-aD)

MO 4- -007 BO (2f -t-T -/-4D)
4- -600

TABLB 14. Args. D. 14.

Z9f - -ooa*0(tF4-/-r 4-4D)

196 -

'97 ~

198 4- -ooa*o(2F4-/-r-iD)
799 4- *oi8*o(aF4-/-r-4O)

4- -400

TABLB 15. Args. D. 15.

194 -

193 - 4ao*0(aF-/-/'4-aI>)
/9 4- -083 io(2F -/-/')

797 - -o83*o(aF-/-r-aD)
190 - ooa*0(aF-/-r-4D)

4- -600

TABLK
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TABLE 18. Args. D, 18.

Ref.

No. Term

97 - o."oi8 sin (2F + / + 4.D)

98 - -992sin(2F + / + 2D)
230 + -045 sin (2F + /+ D)
331 + -024sin(2F + /- D)
zoo - -179 sin (2F +/-2D)
232 + -o3osin(2F+/-3D)
zoi - -301 sin(2F+/-4D)
233 + -oo2sin(2F+/-5jD)

+ 1-600

TABLE 19. Args. D, 19.

107
106

^37

236

"35

103

134
IO2

003 sin (2F -

on sin (2F-/ + 3.D)

oi6sin(2F-/+ D)
041 sin(2F-/- D)

6-382 sin(2F-/-2D)
oiosin(2F-/-3D)

+ 7-000

TABLE 20. Args. D, 20.

174

300

301

177

178

179

003 sin (2F + 2/ + 4.D)

006 sin (2F + 2/+ D)
003 sin (2F+2/- D)
557 sin (2F + 2/-2D)
005 sin (2F + 2/ - 4!))

+ i-ooo

TABLE 21. Args. D, 21.

185

184

302

183
182

181

iSo

005 sin(2F-2/ + 6.D)

+

r

+
+

003 sin (2F-2/ + 3D)
538 sin (2F - 2/ + 2D)

1-298 sin (2F -2/)

459 sin (2F-2/-2.D)
on sin (2F -2! -$D)

2-000

TABLE 22. Args. D, 22.

263 -oo3sin(2F + 3/+4D)
264 -oil sin (2F + 3/ + 2.D)

a65 - ' 33 sin (2F + 3/)

266 + -092sin(2F + 3/-2D)
+ -500

TABLE 23. Arg_. 23.

16 +l65-i45Cos(2D-/'+270)
+ 170-000

TABLE 24. Arg. 24.

14 +24-420 cos (2D + /' + 90)
+ 25-000

TABLE 25. Arg. 25.

32 +109 -667 cos (/+/' + 90)
1177 + 006 cos (/+/' + 90)

+ 110-000

39

1178

33

LIST iii (cont.).

TABLE 26. Arg. 26.

+ 147-693 cos (/ -/' + 270)
006 cos (/ -/' + 270)

+ 150-000

TABLE 27. Arg. 27.

+ 205 962 cos (2D -I -I' + 270)
+ 209-000

Ref.

No.

38

40

7

25
66

143

244

305

3

1172

5

1173

69

20

2

19
I

26

27

24

51

52

104

1174

TABLE 28. Arg. 28.

Terra

+ 14^577 cos (2D+1-1' +270)
+ 15-000

TABLE 29. Arg. 29.

+ 28 -475 cos (2D+/'-/ + 90)
+ 30-000

TABLE 30. Arg. 30.

+22639-500 sin/

+ 769-016 sin il

+ 36- 124 sin 3/

+ I -938 sin 4/

+ -113 sins/
+ -007 sin 61

TABLE 31. Arg. 31.

+ 2369 902 cos (2D + 270)
+ -oio cos (zD + 270)
+ 2400-000

TABLE 32. Arg. 32.

+ 4586 426 cos (zD - 1 + 270)
+ 039 cos (iD - 1 + 270)

-293 cos 3 (2D-/ + 270 )

+ 4600-000

TABLE 33. Arg. 33.

- 125 -154 sin D
+ -4038^13.0
+ 13 -902 sin 40
+ -004 sin $D
+ 127 sin 6D
+ 135-000

TABLE 34. Arg. 34.

+ 211-656 COS (2/ -2D+90 )

+ 22O-OOO

TABLE 35. Arg. 35.

+ 200-000

TABLE 36. Arg. 36.

+ 30- 773 cos (4!) -2/ + 270)
+ 31-000

TABLE 37. Arg. 37.

+ 40-000

TABLE 38. Arg. 38.

+ 15-000

TABLE 39. Arg. 39.

+ i'979 cos (40+1 + 270)
+ 2-OOO

TABLE 40. Arg. 40.

+ 4ii-6o8cos(2F + 9o)
+ 415-000

TABLE 41. Arg. 41.

+ 56-000

TABLE 42. Arg. 42.

+ 39-532 cos (2F-/ + 90)
-004 cos (2F-/ + 9O )

+ 40-000
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LIST iii (cone/.).

TABLE 43. Arg. 43. TABLE 48. Arg> 30. 48.

Rf' Rt No. Tr
No.

99 + 4

4 46-000
J +

TABLE 44. Arg. 44. 4

3 + 3-741 cos (2f" + a0+oo*) **'

+ 6-000 3' + <0>l '

4 -68
TABLE 43. Arg. 45.

/o3 4 9-366 cos <af + a0 -l+oo*) TABLE 49 Argi. 49. 30.

+ 10-000

I^B?.5;*+,V, Iff J,

4 4-000 ,1ti

TABLE 47. Arg. 47.

+ 668-111 co (r 4 oo*)

T~/

1409. V la

S* +

09 4 -04iria(aF4Q -oTiil. -10:34 /)

104 4 -037*a(a/-" + Q -ojll/, - io?3 -/)

176 4 -oo3iin(aF + a -oMil. -10:34 a/)

4 -500

94
4670-000

LIST iv. Terms included in the tables of Sect. IV.

Tables of terms in S. Tables of terms in S (cont.).

TABIE i. Args. D. i. TABLE 3. Args D. 3.

li - 0:06 sin (/' +60) 393

363 4 -33 Ma (r 430) 393 + 3a *(''-

3*3 4 17-93 sin <f 4 0) 397

4 -sa stall*- 0) 399 + '33tn(r-/- 0)

4 -09 sla (/'
- iD) 400 -17-14 sin (/*-/ -10)

4 -a9ln(/'-3D) 4<o' 4 -04 rin (r -/ -3/))

40* - 1*33 tin (f-J -40)

40j - -o6ria(r-/-60)

371 - 04tn(jT440) 44 -04 sin {

373 - i -69 sin (aT 4 a0) 45 - ''

j74 - -04in(zr+ 0) 406

J75 - -66 sin i/' 47
376 - -04 sin (aT- 0) +30-00

- I6 '' 01 TABLE 4. Argi. D. 4.

%*9 - ^sS(3r-a0) ** - <>7n<' +
j;*40)

4/0 4 14 sta (a/ +/* 4 0)
TABLE 2. Args. D. 2.

4,,
- 10-58 nnfzV+r)

jlo - -30 sin (r 4/4 40) 41* 4 oasia(a/4/'- 0)

jf/ 4 -o>sia(r+/ + 30) 4*3 - 7-63 n (a/ +f -;

jj - II -74 sin (/" +/ + a0) 4/4 4

384 - 3-5ln^'+') **

j5 - -12 n (/' + /- 0) -25-00

J7 +

joo -

J9/ -

391 -

f 30-00

B. L
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Tables of terms in S (cont.) .

TABLE 5. Args. D, 5.

Ref.
No. Term

417

418

419

420

4*1

422

4*3

424

+ OT22 Sin (21 I

+ 3-33 sin (2/-/'-

+ 11-69 sin (2l-l')
- -37sin(2/-/- D)
- 1-17 sin (2l-l'-2D)
+ -04 sin (2/-/'-3>)

D)

425 + 06 sin (2/
- /' - 6D)

+ 20-00

TABLE 6. Args. D, 6.

437 - i 25 sin (2/' + /)

438 - 6-12 sin (2l'+l-2D)
439

+ 10-00

TABLE 7. Args. D, 7.

440

441

44*

443

444

- 2-40 sin (21
- 2 32 sin (2l'-l)
- i 82 sin (2/'

- / - 2D)
- -12 sin (2/'-/-4D)
+ IO-OO

TABLE 8. Args. D, 8.

- 57sin(3/+/'-2.D)
08 sin (3; + 1' -40)

426

427

4*8

429

430
+ 2-OO

TABLE 9. Args. D, 9.

431

43* + -96sin(3/-/')

433 - -23sin(3/-r-2>
+ 2-00

TABLE 10. Args. D, 10.

470 + -io sin (2F + 1')

471

4^2
+ 3-00

TABLE n. Args. D, n.

473

474 + -i6sin(2F-/')
475 - -o6sin(*F-/'- D)
476 + i 30 sin (2F - /' - zD)
477 + 08 sin (2F - /' - +D)

+ 2-00

TABLE 12. Args. D, 16.

313 +12 -35 sin D
314 + 3 -46 sin 20

1289 + -05sin2D
315 - 4-41 sin 30
316 + -13 sin 4!*

317 - 13 sin $D

LIST iv (cont.).

Tables of terms in S (cont.) .

TABLE 12 (cont.).

Ref.
No. Term

318



TERMS IN THE TABLES OF SECT. IV

LIST iv (con/.).

Tables of terms in S (cond.).

TABLE 13. Args. D. 19.

No. Term

460 - 0:71 tin (iF-l + tD)

461 + o6ia(*F-f+ D)

Tables of terms in N (concl.).

TABLE 28. Arg. 62.

lUf. No. Term

60* +srooooM(s/ +aD-
ft-ooo

4*3 +

4*4 +

4*5 +
: O-OO

3

-/- D)
-'-/>)

Addition* to Arg. 19.

. fo + Of091 ria r

TABLE 16. Arg*. D. 21.

'J75.
*4<>t.\

1401.1407.} (S9J

1408. 14<>9.
{
597

141 3. *4'4. U

TABLE 29- Args. 63, 64.

*oo

- -oil

-f

+ -301

O -o-io/, -9-7 -f

469
* a-oo

TABLE 17. Arg. 51.

-f 73 co (a/? + a/-a +oo)
+ -73

TABLE 18. Arg. 52.

-35

Tables of terms in N.

TABLE 19. Arg. 53.

60j + *a.*37i co (rt - F ~F + 170*)

f 93-000

TABLE 20. Arg. 54.

604 + 10-983 cot (iD + r-F + 90*)

f 11*000

TABLE ai. Arg. 53.

595

506

59*

599

397

600

6ox

+ 330-000

TABLE 22. Arg. 36.

-( 4*000

TABLE 23. Arg. 57.

+ 6 ooo cot (40 -F-l + 270*)

+ 6- ooo

TABLE 24. Arg. 58.

Arg. 59.

- 2I-OOO

TABLE 25.

+ 44-297
+ 43-eoo

TABLE 26. Arg. 60.

+ 30-398 co (aD -F+/ + 270*)
+ 31-000

TABLE 27. Arg. 61.

+ 24-649 co* (2; -F + 270*)

f 23-000

TABLE 30. Arg>. 63. 66.

/7
/*j*

ijo
1131

+ -oo5in(f. -f 3K -

-l- -006 rinft +4^-47 + 283*)

+ -009 tin (.- 3^-37 + 183*)
+ -014 tdn (L - a K - aT 283*)

+ -O27fan(i. + V -

- -017 tan/-

+ 01 5 tin (L -

- oo6fan(t -2K + 2T-HOJ*)
+ -003 tin (L -

+ -103

TABLE 31

-f

Args. 67, 68.

*)

1*37
/*>

1*9*

1144

-f O09r*n( +5^-77 + 233*)

-f 023tn(.+4K-6r + 233*)

+ -074 tin (L+ 3^-37 + 31.6)

> -oiSran (/. +2K -4T + 7J*)

-t- -oio tan (/. + K- 37 + 73*)

+ -008 tin (Z.
- aT -f 73*)

+ -007 ran (/. -27")

-f -006 tan (L - V - T + 73*)

+ -O04ln(l. -aK-f 73*)

+ -169

TABLE 32. Args. 69. 70.

2193

;/94

1/93

- -023 HB (2D -

+ -046 iin (aZ>
-

-f -oi9n(2D -F + 2K-2T)

1:98
itoo

+ -oi2ma(2D -F -V + T)
- oi7
+ -138

Principal terms.

TABLE 33. Arg. S.

605 +18518:311 m S

607 - 6- 141 ran 38

607* + -004 tan 55
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Tables of terms in C.

TABLE 34. Args. D, i.

LIST iv (cont.).

Ref.

No.

527

528

529

530

531

532

533

534

535

536

537

53*

539

540

541

542

Term

o-3cos(/' + 6D)

2 i cos (/' + 2D)
-4COS(/' + D)

70 -3 cos I'

2-9 cos (I'-zD)
i -7 cos (/' -3D)

22-5cos(/'-4D)

-9COS(/'-6D)

- 2-OCOS2/'
- 40-1 COS (2/'

- 2D)

+ 2OO-O

TABLE 35. Args. D. 2.

543

544

545

546

547

548

549

55<>

55'

55

4 cos (/' +/ + 3D)

- 1-2 cos (/' + / + D)
+ 24 -9 cos (/' + /)

+ -3 cos (/' + /- D)
+ iio-9cos(/'+/-2D)
+ -6cos(/' + /-3D)

+ 200-0

TABLE 36. Args. D, 3.

553

554

555

55*

557

55*

559

560

56i

562

563

564

565

+ -3 cos (I'

+ 7'9cos(/'

3cos(/'
- 23-8 cos (/'

+ I I COS (/'

+ 36- 7 cos (P
+ 9cos(/

/

- 82-6cos(/'
+ '2COS(/'
- 6-ocos(/'

3cos(/'

2COS(2/'

+ 2OO-O

/ + 6D)
;+ 4D)
I + 3D)
I + 2D)
1+ D)
/)

/- D)
J-2D)

1-6D)
-2/+2D)
-2/-2D)

-2cos(2/+;'+ D)

TABLE 37. Args. D, 4.

566

567

568

569

570

57J

572 - -8 cos (2! + 1' - 6D)
+ 30-0

Tables of terms in C (cont.).

TABLE 38. Args. D, 5.

Ref.

No. Term

573 - i-ocos(2/-J'+4D)
574 - 1 1 5 cos (2l

- 1' + 2D)
575 - 8-2 cos (2/-/')

576 - -2COS(2f-/'-2D)

577 - -6cos(2Z-/'-4D)

57* + -2cos(2;-/'-6D)
+ 30-0

TABLE 39. Args. D, 6.

586 . + -8cos(2/'+/ + 2D)
587 + -4COS(2/'+/)

55* + 6-3cos(2/'+/-2D)
5*9 - i-7cos(2/'+/-4D)

+ 10-0

TABLE 40. Args. D, 7.

590

59X

592

593

594

- 8 cos (2l'
- 1 + xD)

+ i -5 cos (zl'-l)
- 5 7 cos (2/'

- / - xD)
- -5coa(2l' -1-+D)
+ IO-O

TABLE 41. Args. D, 8.

579 + 6cos(3/+/'

580

5i
582

+ -3cos(3/+/'-2D)
+ 2 cos (3!+ 1' -^D)
+ 10-0

TABLE 42. Args. D, 9.

583 - I-2COS(3/-/'+2Z>)

584 - i-4cos(3/-f)

5$5 + 2 cos (3*
- /' - 2D)

+ 10-0

TABLE 43. Args. D, 16.



TERMS IN THE TABLES OF SECT. V

LIST iv (concl.).

Tables of terms in C (con/.).

TABU 43 (co*/.).

Rel.

No. Twin

Sot - o-aco*(a/+&D)
JOJ - 3-90

5*5

9*
59
3/0

51*

5"
5*3

f

f

- fooM(a/- D)

- i-6oM(a/-jD)
- i6-6eo(a/-4D)
+ -40M(a/-3D)
- 4-ocw(aJ-6D)

20MJ2/-8D)

Tables of terms in C (concl.).

TABU 43 (conel.).

M,
No.

5*5

5/9

3"

53
3*

- 70-6 coj/
- -je(y- D)
+ i3-8oM(3/-2O)
+ 2-lcot (3/-4D)
- i a CM (4/ + a/>)
- 7 -8oM4*
+ a-8oo(4/-ai>)

C<MSl
+ )c<M(5/-aO)
+ 700-0

LIST v. Terms included in the tables of Sect. V.

TABU i. Arga. D. i.

610 - 0:0053 OM (F -f 4!))

660 + -0027 cot (/* + 3D)
6j/ - 3000 OM (/' + aD)
661 + -1494 cos (f + D)

66*
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TABLE 6. Args. D, 6.

LIST v (cont.).

TABLE n. Args. D, 17.

Ref.
No.

682

683

684

685

Term

-o."oio6 cos (2/' + J)

+ -0484 cos (2l' + l-2D)
+ -0044 cos (zl'+l-^D)
+ OO02 COS (2.1' + / - 6D)
+ -1000

TABLE 7. Args. D, 7.

690 - 0003 cos (2/'
- / + 4.0)

6Sp - -0212 cos (2l' -2 + 2D)
6SS + -0196 cos (zf'-Z)

687 + -OII2COS(2/' -1-2D)
686 + 0005 cos (2l' -I- 4.0)

+ -0500

TABLE 8. Args. D, 8.

720 - 0006 cos (3; + /' + 2D)
721 - 0097 c s (3l + 1')

722 -
0045 cos (3/ + /' - 2D)

723 + 0006 cos (3* + /' - 4!))

724 + -0005 cos (3/ + /'-6D)
+ -020O

TABLE 9. Args. D, 9.

725

726

747

728

+ -oii5cos(3/-/')
- -ooi7cos(3/-/'-2>)
+ 0002 cos (3/

- /' - 4.0)

+ -0300

TABLE 10. Args. D, 16.

612

613

655

656

657

658

659
618

619

703

704

631

705

706

633

634

664

665

744

745

667
668

746

670

716

718

7/9

763

765

+ 0007 cos (/ + 6D)
+ -0433 cos (/ + 4.D)
- 0003 cos (/ + 3.D)
- 1093 cos (/ + D)
+ -on8cos(/- D)
- 0386 cos (/- 3.D)
- 0003 cos (/

- $D)
+ -0086 cos (1-6D)
+ 0002 cos (/

- SD)
- oioocos(2f+ D)
+ -0155 cos (2/- D)
- -3039 COS (2/-2D)
-

-oo88cos(2;-3JD)
- 0008 cos (2!

- sD)
+ 0109 cos (2/-6D)
+ -0002 cos (2/-8.D)
+ -0007 cos (3/ + 4D)
+ 0243 cos (3; + 2>)
- -0009 cos (3/+ D)
+ -0017 cos (3/- D)

+ 0074 cos (3;
- 4>)

- -ooozcos(3/-5))
+ 0002 cos (3/

- 8D)
+ -0018 cos (4/ + 2JD)
- -0130 cos (4/-2D)
+ 0002 cos (4/

- 6D)
+ 0002 cos (5/ + 2Z>)
- -0012 COS (5/-2.D)
+ I-OOOO

Ref.
No.

651

652

714

653

715

654

Term

o"ooo9 cos (zF + 2D)
0124 cos 2F

0071 cos (zF - D)
1052 cos(2F -2D)
0017 cos (zF -3D)
0031 cos(2F -4!))
2000

756

694

757

695

758

696

759

697

TABLE 12. Args. D, 18.

-0002 cos (2F + 1+D)
-ooio cos (2F+/)
-ooio cos (2F +1-D)

+
+

-0002COS(2f+/-3D)
-0014 cos (2F+1-4D)
-0002 cos (2F + l-sD)
-0002 cos (2.F +/-6D)
1000

TABLE 13. Args. D, 19.

762 + -0004 cos (2F -/ + 3D)
701 - -01 12 COS(2F-/ + 2.D)

761 + -0006 cos (2F-/+ D)
700 - -7136 cos (2F-/)
699 - -0481 COS (2F-/-2.D)
760 - -0002 cos (2F -I -3D)
698 - 0005 cos (zF - / - 4.0)

(a) Addition to Arg. 19.

741,743 + of091 sin/'

TABLE 14. Args. D, 21.

739 - o -0004 cos (2F-2/ + 4D)
738

737

736

0141 COS (2F - 2l + 2.D)

0004 COS (2F -2.1)

0053 COS (2F - 2,1 - 2D
02OO

TABLE 15. Arg. 71.

615 + 1 86 -5398 cos/

630 + io- 1657 cos 2/

666 + -6215 cos 3*

7x7 + -0401 cos 4/

764 + -0026 cos 5/

+ 200-0000

TABLE 16. Arg. 33.

627 - -978 i cos D
610 + 28-2333 cos z>
626 + -0023 cos 3D
609 + -2607 cos 4!)

608 + -0032 cos 6D
+ 30-0000

TABLE 17. Arg. 72.

6x6 + 34-3117 cos (2/J -/)

632 + -3722 cos 2 (zD -I)

669 + -0046 cos 3 (2D -/)

+ 40-0000



Ref.
No.

614
618

tfj

7J5

6*9

1 1 RMS IN THE TABLES OF SECT. VI

LISTV (cond.).

TABLE 18. Arg. 73.

Term

+3:0861 c<w (

+ -0034 co*3 (aD +/)

+ 3-1000

TABU 19. Arg. 74.

+ 1-9178 co (D -/*)

+ -ooiScot a(a> -O
+ 2-0000

TABLE 20. Arg. 75.

+ -0090

TABLE 21.

-I-

+ -3000

Arg. 76.

I

No.

TABLE 32. Arg. 77.

+ 0:6008 co (40 -
/)

f -6100

TABLE 23. Arg. 78.

+ 0066 cotjr + aF-a/) +180*)

+ -oiio

TABLE 24. Arg. Sum of preceding inequalities,

rinn+lrin'll where

tin II -(Arg. -884:330X1 --000048)
6/r + 3422:540

LIST vi. Terms included in the Tables of Sect. VI.

766

7*7

7*9

770

77'

77

77J

775

77

779

77*

780

781

7*3

74
7*5

7*7

7*
7*9

79*

79*

79*

793

794

TABLE P I . Args. /', 79.

+o:8aaln{K-r + i8o*)

046 tin (4 V - +T + 8o*)

+ -oo8ln(9K-9r + i8o')

+ -ooottofioK-ioT + iSo*)

oio tin (jV -aT + r + 354)

-3r-r + i68:o)

004 tin (3 V - $T - r + 169*)

+ ooatin(3'-3r-ar + 140:3)

+ -026 tin (4^-4^-^ + 135*)

+ oo9n(5r-5r-ar + 3aa)
+ -004 tin (6K-6T- 2^ + 132*)

4. .oaoain(3K-5r-3'' + i>3*)

4.1-752

950
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LIST vi (cont.).

Ref. No.

TABLE P 3 (cont.).

Term

1066
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LIST vi (con/.).

+ lo-o sin (a V - tT +0:4)

asta(ur-nr)
j an (K-T+I" 4-i8a)

TABLE P 10. Arp f. 79.

Rf. No. Tnn

'35

'34

'33

'3*

830

'59
860

86z

'43

'46. '3

'47

48.'S7

'55

'34

'33

85*

30

867
86*. 866

863

864

86s

4- asta(3K-3r4.r + 339')

3 sin (6K -67 -r +338')

4-a8-o

a sin UK -47 -aT + 137-)

atia(3K-3r-ar + 3i9*)

4 sin (6K -6T -a/* + 3at)

TABU P ii. Args. /'. 80.

983.986 + ii'6sin(7"-y + i.4)

984.987 4- 9-isln(ar-ay + 180:4)

983. 988 + a sin ($T - $J + 147*)

995

996

989.994

990.993

99*. 99*
zooo

999

997

998

-a/+f + 178*)

-y-r+87')

-a/-r+ao3')

-ay-ar + 359')

+
+
+
+
+
4-

+ 26-2

TABU Pn. Args. /'. 81.

1008 +
1097. 1009 +

zzoo +
zzo8 +

zzoz. ZZ07 +
zzot. zzoi +

B. I.

-astefar-aAf +O

TABU P i a i

No. Twin

i/oj +

zzoj +

x/oo, zizi +

///o +

tit* +

-
3.tf

- IT + 93')

8-1

Argt. f, 79.TABU 1' 13.

o<

ocw(aK-ar + i8o:4)

20-oco(3K -]

39. '40

838.84*
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TABLE P 15. Args. /', 81.

Ref. No. Term

1098 + i-6coa(T-M 4180)
1097,1099 + 16-4 cos (2T-2M + 179)

zioo + 2-0 cos(3T-3M)
TioS + 1-2 cos(2T-2Af +/'

1102, II06 +

1103 +
1104 +

1105 + 2 cos (6T -6M - /' + 49)
1109, 1112 +
mo +

LIST vi (cont.).

IIZI 6 cos (6T - 6Af - 2l' + 273)
+ 29-2

TABLE P 16. Args. /'. 79.

879, 880
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TABLE P zo.

Ref No.

1004. too)

1003. toot

toot, 1007
1001

1009. 70/7
1008. roiS

loio. 1016

toi t. tots

lot*. 1014

1013

. ton

Args. /'. 80.

.

+ 34-8cos(r-j
+ 228-6 cos (27~ -.

+ 3-40M(3r-3/ + i88*)
+ -8 cos (47* -<

+ a-4cos(r
+ 3 -6 cos (sr-3/ + / + !*)

+ -8cos(r-j
+ 6-aco(aT-
+ 99- 4 cos (jT -

LIST vi (COM*.).

6 cos (3!" -3/-

TABLES P 23. P 26. P 29, P 32.

Ref. No.

'J7J

*373\
In 7. as

l

Term

P *3- Addition to Longitude

+ 14^70 tin (36?6j + I3a?86/,)

+ 13-000

P s6. Addition to Arg. 30.

+ ofaoi9 rfn (346*65 + 13*

'17.1 in j

*373\
in 8

1400}

Pa9. Addition to Arg. 31.

4- of191 tin (346.65 + 132.661,)

P 31 Addition to Arg. 32

+ ofa33 ^n (34^63 + U*'

TABLEP2I. Args. /'. 81.

1116. J//9

113*

11*1. IJJO

lit*. 11*9

nt3. itS
11*4, 11*7

11*6

6cos(5T -5^ + 180*)

8cos(ar-3A/+r + i8o*)

8 cos (iT - *M -r + 330*)

"3*. "37
"33. "36
"34
"35

4- io-4cos(aT-aJI/+i79*)
+ 3-3cos(3T-3.V+6*)

4-

+

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

+
4-

4-

4-

4-

9-4COi(6r-6tf -

t-ocos(6T-6Af -

Pai.

4-

4-

TABLES P aa. P aj, P a8. P 31. Arg. 82.

Addition to Longitude

7:6l OEM (O +370*)
8-000

Addition to Arg. 30.

0^1310 cos(O +170*)

0-1444

Addition to Arg. 31.

o?OQ7 cos (0 +370*)

0-107

Addition to Arg. 32.

'371

075) in 7. 15 4-

140*1 +

Ps*.

*37S in j 4-

4-

1401}

in *
P3-

0(085 cos (0 +*7")
0-094

TABLES P 24. P 27. P 30. P 33.

P 34. Addition to Longitude.

IJ74 4- 10:710 sin (340^7 + I40"o/,)

+ 11-000

P 27. Addition to Arg. 30.

1374 in 7. *5 + 0(1502 sin (240. 7 + 140:01, )

4- -1543

P 30. Addition to Arg. 31.

+ 0(143 n (*4-'7 4- >4.',)
+ -147

P 33 Addition to Arg. 32.

+ 0(1 76 sin (240. 7 + 140:01, )

+ -181

/TABLE P 34. Arg. 83.

92:31 cos (a +79:22 +*)
'375.1376.} +^.0,,
1407, 1408. \

'49
TABLE P 35. Arg. Date.

Factor of (P 34 - ioo.*o)

TABLE P 36. Arg. 84.

483-3 cos (a + 170:05 + *)

TABLE P 37. Arg. Date.

Factor of P 36

TABLE P 38. Arg. 78.

0-317 cos (/* + aF -aD + 180)

'4*3,

'4*5

74<>. 74*

102
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Ref. No.

1048

1376

1047

1382

1385

1383

1379

93i

207

936

1387

1377

"79
1386

1384

1397

907

1150

942

"47
1146

1399

1389

1390

941

1388

1392

1395

1396
812

1055

1054

1398

1378

1391

1381

1380

898

1049

"52
945

1148

"49
884

928

933

374

1045

946

1046

TABLE P 39. Arg. Date.

Terra

:'284 sin (3/ - zT + 2l - zD + 172^5)

282 sin ( Q + 1 ?4/c + 264?o)

240 sin (2T -2j -21+2D +o?i)

LIST vi (cont.).

126 sin (2oF -2IT + /-2.D+267 )

108 sin (26 F - 29T - 1 + 68)

073 sin (3F -$T -21+2D)
025 sin (2F -2D -2/')

040 sin (119% + 152)

038 sin ( -23,)

021 sin (Sn +273)
-i?4<c +2i6)

017 sin (5T-6M-2/ + 2.0+331)
017 sin (D -F +2M + 165)

013 sin (isK -I2T -D +278)
01 3 sin (23 F - 2$T -D +350)
on sin UT-3F+/ -.0+273)

oo8sin(i8F-i7r+F-D-/ + io5)
006 sin (6T - 1 1M + 205)
006 sin (?T - i$M + 161)
006 sin (23 F- 247" -J

006 sin (2/ + a -l?4

003 sin (Q - 4T +239)

oo3sin(48-3r+/-2F + ii3)
003 sin (I7F-I6T-2Z) +7+287)
003 sin (4/ - 2T + 2l -2D + 163)

003 sin (2Sn +297)

042sin(T-Sn+o?4)
008 sin (2T - 2Sn + 180)

004 sin (5T-4F+2/ -2.0+92)
oio sin (2/-2D+3/' + i8o)

o26sin(2f-2F+;')
on sin (T-/+2/ -2.0+2)

Sg.

A'

B'

C'

D'

E'

F'

G'

H'

I'

J'

K'

L'

M'
N'

O'

P'

Q'
R'

S'

T'

U'

VW
X'

Y'

Z'

a

b

c

d

e

f

g
h

k
1

m
n
A

C

D
E
F
G
H

TABLE P 39 (concl.}.
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HOT vi (eon/.)-

to

to

1413 to A

xxo to 8

. 1411 in v

/X7X

1373 to jj

5*

fJ7*to JJ

. 14*3 to /o

xx*7
r 4-70 in

TABLB P 40 (cotut.).

j-4ta(l/-2O4.|3r-8r3l4*)

xxM
f4-Uto

1. 1401 to 8

+ 37-4

-1:4X4.96*)
-aO4-a 4-180')

8 tin ( a/
- 2O - 1 19*. 4- 28* )

5-4 Ma (a/ - iD - 137 + 8K + aa*)

9tia(y-al>4.i6r-i
8M (aF - aiO 4- 4- 180*)

3 taa (a/ - aD 4 aT - s5* 4- 180*)

8 to (a/ - aD 4- 1 19*1, 4- 1 52*)

1 3 tin (/ - *D 4- 18V - t6T 4- a9*)

2 i tin (a/ - aO 4-tT 4- 180*)

4 (to (tl
- aD - a5 4- T 4 a83*)

8ala(a/-aD-5i^a69>
)

-2n(2/-aD-o 4180*)
8 rin (a/ - aO - a 4- t?4l, 4- 84*)

J03J

7.

MX

777

xxyo

"5J.
"55
xrtj

XJ7J 3*. 39

'375 In J*. 39

'373
* 39

'397. *45.|

aeo(aiT-aiK4-/4-i8o*)

6eo(r-S4-i8o*)
2co(2r-aS 4-180*)

4 co(27-aSii 4-aD -a/4-i8o*)

|

in*

375 * 3*. 39

X373 In *x

57

XJ7J to tt

69

'4t// in 8

1376 to *

x<X3 to 9

TABLE P4i. Arg. Date.

4-22'OCO(l8K -
I

4-

4- 2-oco(i/ -aD -274-1/ 4-172*)

4- i-ac<w(aoK-ai7'4-/-aZ>487*)
4- 3-aco(a7"-a/4-aD -a/4i8o*)
4-

4- i

4- a

4- i

4- i

4- 8

4- 4
4> i

4- 4

4- I

4- 4

I* i

I 4- i

4- i

4- l

4- i

4- l

4- a

4- 18

4- 2

4- 4

+ *o)

. + 151*)

St.
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Ref. No.

Z4I3 in 3

7057

7050

9^5. 937
zz6o

zz6z

248

273

"59

1373 in 51
267

273. 275

7373 in 76

279

205

7375 in 76

7373 in 76

7375 in 76

947

Z373 in 57

250

579

7763

278

948

290

Z4oy, 1413 in 57

7295,7295,7296

LIST vi

TABLE P 43. Arg. Date.

Term

12-8 cos 8
2-8 cos (2l -2D -27 + 37 +353)
3'6COS(2/-2O -

4'8COS (2/-2O -

4-0 cos (7 -Sn + 180)

2-OCOS(27-25)
12-8 cos (4/

- 40 +/'

II -6 cos (2/ + 2F -4JD+/')

3'2COS(2/-2O+3O
i2-ocos(2F-2O-/-i67 + l8V + i%+209)
1-6 COS (2D - 2/ + 3f)

5-6 cos (2/-2F+/' + i8o)
4-8 cos (I8K-I67 -/ + !%+/' +209)
I2'OCOS(2F-2/+r + l8o)

1-6COS(2F-2O+2J')
2 -4 cos (a +/' + i8o)
4-8 cos (/ + I67-I8F -i%+/' + 331)
2-4 cos (a -/')

12-0 cos (/ + 167 - iSV - i% +2F - 2O +331)
8-0 cos (4/ -40 - /' + 180)
1-2 cos(i8V -167 +7-20+209)
1-2 cos(7-2S + i03)

(cont.).

TABLE P 44 (concl.).

-20+40)

+ 6-4 COS(2F-2D -8)
+ 172-8

1204

1254

72*7, 72*5
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LIST vi

TABLE P 46. Arg. Date.

Tabulated every ten day* from 1900-0.

Ref. No

tjo + 0:009 an (2F + D -3/ + !*>)

013 sin (tf > aD -/ - aT + 180*)

013 sin (tT - a V -*-aD +/ 180*)

**J
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Disposal of the Constants in the Tables of Sects. II-VI.

The constants which have been added in most of the tables must be subtracted

in some manner. When the sum of the values extracted from the tables is to be

added to an angle which requires tabulation, the sum of the constants can be

subtracted from the angle before the latter is tabulated. Many of the tables require

multiplication by a factor k proportional to the time; in these cases the sum of

the constants multiplied by k is subtracted from the mean motion of the angle.

Where there is no angle present in the sums, the constants must be subtracted by
the computer ;

if any of the tables require the factor k, the constants of those tables

must be subtracted before the values are multiplied by k.

List vii contains a summary of the constants which have been added and the

manner of their disposal, the constant of each table having been given in Lists

iii-vi. Table 30, Sect. Ill, contains no added constant, but since the instructions

to the computer require the addition of 30 ooooo to each value in the table before

entry, this constant must be included. The term Ref. No. 606, not hitherto

included, is inserted as a constant in C, the coefficient given in List i/3 being
divided by 18517 before insertion.

The change to the adopted constants of eccentricity, inclination and parallax.

It was pointed out in Chap. I, that the values of these constants used in

constructing the tables were not the same as those finally adopted. It remains

to show how the changes have been made.

Constant of eccentricity. The coefficient of the principal elliptic term in Longitude
used in the tables is 22639-500 while that finally adopted is 2263g"55o. This term

is contained in Table 30, Sect. Ill
;
the only other term which needs this correction

is the evection, contained in Table 32, Sect. III. The factor for correction in both

cases is I + -05
-=-

22640 = i + -00000221. The same factor is applied to the

corresponding terms in the sine parallax. The changes have been included with

the constants as shown in the Factors for these tables in List vii.

Constant of inclination. The coefficient of the principal term in Latitude (when

expressed as a sum of harmonic terms) used in the tables is i846i
:

'35o while that

finally adopted is 18461-400. To the required degree of accuracy, it is sufficient to

add 0*050 to the coefficient of the principal term with argument S and therefore

to add to C, -05 4- 18517= + -0000027. This amount has been subtracted from

the sum of the constants present in C as shown in List vii.

Constant of parallax. The tables for the sine parallax were constructed with

the value 3422*700 for the constant term of this coordinate; the adopted value

for this constant is 3422*540. These correspond respectively to the values

3419*596, 3419*437 of ~* (E + M)~* = i/a, where n is the mean motion of the

moon and E, M, the masses of the Earth and Moon.
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Denote by 8 (sin II) the portion of the sine parallax which is deduced from

the Tables 1-23 of Sect. V. The sum of the constants in 8 (sin IT) is 284*350.

Hence with the value of I/a used in the tables

sin n - 3138-350 4- 8 (sin 0).

Hence with the adopted value of i/a,

sin n - {3138-350 + 8 (sin II)} 34i9'437 + 34i9'59-

The parallax is obtained from the equation n - sin II + J sin* n. Table 24,

Sect. V, is constructed from this and the previous equation with 8 (sin II) as argument

and thus furnishes the parallax with the adopted value of i/a.

LI. "
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LIST vii. Disposal of the Constants in the Tables of Sections II-VI.

k = 0-0000248/. Table numbers prefixed by
' P '

are from Section VI.

True Longitude.

Sums of Coasts.

Tables Units of ofoi

i-i5,III 10980-0(1+*)
16-22, III 6360-0

23-29, III 70900-0 (i +k)

30-39, III 3764300-0

40-46, III 57700-0

47, III 67000-0 (i +*)

48, 49, III 76-8

P 46-P 49 128-4

Pl-P3 361-8

P 22-P 24 3400-0
P 39 229-9



CHAPTHR V

PRECEPTS FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE ANNUAL EPHEMERIS,
WITH EXAMPLES

The general procedure to be followed in order to find the Longitude, Latitude

and Parallax of the Moon is shown under the heading
'

Notation and Arrangement.'
In this scheme the phrase 'sum of values from tables ..." is abbreviated to 'sum
of tables ....' and the number of the section in which the tables are contained

follows each group, with the exception of those in Sect. VI all of which are prefixed

by the letter P. The instructions to be followed in the use of the tables are con-

tained in the succeeding paragraphs and are illustrated by examples from the

ephemeris for the year 1923. At the end of the chapter, estimates are made of the

accumulated errors to be expected.

Notation and Arrangement.

The computations at intervals of half a day.

k = -
-0000248 x number of years from 1900-0.

2, = sum of Tables i to 22, III + k (sum of Tables i to 15, III) + Cor. to Table

ii, III.

2, = sum of Tables 23 to 29, 31 to 39, III + (Table 30, III + 3000000) + k (sum
of Tables 23 to 29, III) + L + An + Alt + A,, + A 14 + A15 + Ala .

2, = sum of Tables 40 to 49, III + k (Table 47, III) + 2U + 2, + sum of

Tables P 46 to P 49, VI.

True Longitude = 2j -f 2,, in units of o-'oi, + nutation*.

24
= sum of Tables i to 16, IV + k (sum of Tables i to n, IV).

S = sum of Tables 17, 18, IV + ^ 2, + 2^ + 2^ s, in units of 0*1.

2j = sum of Tables 19 to 32, IV + k (sum of Tables 19, 20. IV --
3400) - 69871.

2, = sum of Tables 34 to 43, IV --
1400, in units of io~4.

2, - 2, + Table 33, IV.

Latitude = 27 + -^ x S<l 4 l8
in units of o-'oi.

IOOO IOOO

2g sum of Tables i to 14, V + k (sum of Tables i to 9, V -
6000).

2, = sum of Tables 15 to 23, V + k (Table 19, V - 2000) + 2, + Bn + B,t + B,,
+ B,4 + B,B 4- B16 , in units of o-'ooi.

Equatorial horizontal parallax = Table 24, V, Argument 2,.

Tables for the nutation are not given; the values applied to the Sun should be used.

II 2
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The computations at intervals of ten days.

Sj = sum of Tables P i, P 2, P 3, P 22, P 23, P 24, P 39 + sec. var. L.

EII
= = TuW (sum of Tables p 4. P5, P 6, P 25, P 26, P 27, P 40) + sec. var.

Arg. 30 + diff. from tab. Arg. 30.

S'u = rsW (sum of Tables P 4, P 5, P 6, P 25, P 26, P 27, P 40) + sec. var.

Arg. 71 + diff. from tab. Arg. 71.

S12
= = rsW (sum of Tables P 7, P 8, P 9, P 41)

-
-400.

S'12 == Table P 38.

sis
= =

yfor (sum of Tables P 10, P n, P 12, P 28, P 29, P 30, P 42) + sec. var.

Arg. 31 + diff. from tab. Arg. 31.

(sum of Tables P 10, P n, P 12, P 28, P 29, P 30, P 42 - 130) + sec.

var. Arg. 33 + diff. from tab. Arg. 33.

(sum of Tables P 13, P 14, P 15, P 43)
-

-400 + -000045 x no. of

years from 1900-0.

S'14
= S14 .

Sis =
r&T7 (sum of Tables P 16, P 17, P 18, P 31, P 32, P 33) + sec. var. Arg. 32
+ diff. from tab. Arg. 32.

s'is
=

sihr (
sum of Tables P 16, P 17, P 18, P 31, P 32, P 33) + sec. var. Arg. 72

+ diff. from tab. Arg. 72.

Sj8 roW (sum of Tables P 19, P 20, P 21) -683 + -000017 x no - f years from

1900.

2'ie
= 216 .

5^7=^ (sum of Tables P 23, P 24) + sum of Tables P 34, P 44 + (Table P 34
-
1000) x Table P 35 + sec. var. of (L - a).

Sjg == sum of Tables P 36, P 45 + Table P 37 x Table P 36.

The secular variations are those of Table 3, II.

At intervals of half a day.

Au = Sn x v, Table 30, III Bu = S'n x v, Table 15, V
v ,

Table 30. Ill ,y ,
. Table 15, -200000

A.JO = .iiio X JOia == V^12 T +-f isJ X -

IOOOO IOOOO

AU = S18 x v, Table 31, III B18
= S'13 x v, Table 16, V

^,, Table 16, -30000A14
= S14 x f, Table 31, III B14

= S'14 x -

A16
= S15 x v, Table 32, III B16

= S'16 x v, Table 17, V
Table 17, -40000A16

= S le x f, Table 32, III B16
= S' ie x

-

jj, S12 , S14 , S16 are carried to three places of decimals, S13 , S 15 ,
S'al to Z'16 to

two places. The A< , B, are computed to the nearest unit.
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To find the A rgutnents from the Tables of Section II.

The values to be found from Tables 2. 3 are those for the beginning of any year

always called day o-o; this day is Jan. 0*0 in common years and Jan. i-o in leap

years (or Jan. 0-5, Jan. 1-5 if the beginning of the astronomical day shall be changed
to midnight).

For the years 19001999, these values are found in Table 3.

For centuries other than the twentieth, turn to Table 2 and multiply the num-
bers in column (a) by the fraction of the century and those in column (6) by the

square of this fraction and add to the value for the beginning of the century*;
the sum is to be added to the value for the corresponding year of the twentieth

century in Table 3. When these fractions change in the course of the year, any

changes are to be added to the secular variations in the E, .

D. To the value D at the beginning of the year (Month o) add an integral number
of half-days such that after the subtraction of a period of D, the value of D lies

between 0^25 ; this gives the half-day of the year when Month i begins and the

value of D on that date. To these add 29*5 or 30^0 and subtract a period of D
from the resulting value of D, so choosing the added days that D again lies between

0^25 ; this gives the half-day of the year when Month 2 begins and the value of

D on that date. Continue the process to the end of the year, obtaining each value

of D to three places of decimals.
--' 1- Each time a period of D is subtracted, add to each of the Arguments i to 22

the 'addition for a period of D' shown in the heading of Table 3, subtracting a

period of the argument when the computed value exceeds the period; this gives

the values of the arguments for the several months. In testing with the values for

the beginning of the following year, differences of two units in the last decimal

place may be neglected, except in the case of Arg. i where the difference of four,

five, or six units (and, in fact, all such differences) may be distributed through the

year by inspection.

jiljy
The Arguments 23 to 47, 51 to 57, 59 to 62, 71 to 77 are given in two parts, the first

of which is an integral number of half-days and the second a
'

column number '

; in

each argument, 0^5 is equivalent to an integral column number which is given at

the top of Table 3. If the computed column number for the beginning of the year

exceeds the value for 0^5, subtract this value and add 0^5 to the first part; if, in

subtracting a period, the column number becomes negative, add this value and

subtract 0^5 from the first part. No further computation of the arguments is needed,

but in order to test them occasionally during the year, Table 4 (which is not otherwise

needed for the arguments in the computation of the annual ephemeris) may be

used to obtain the values at any intervals (120 days will be found convenient).

The value at any number of days from the beginning of the year given in this table

is to be added to the value at the beginning of the year, previously found ; the sub-

traction of a period and the adjustment of the column number is made as before.

*
(a), (b) are always given in units of the last tabulated place of the argument.
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Args.

55- The addition to Argument 55, given in a footnote on pp. 19, 28, II, is to be

noticed.

78. Argument 78 is given to the nearest half-day.

For the double-entry Tables 48, 49 of Sect. Ill and 29, 30, 31, 32 of Sect. IV,
the values of the arguments are needed only for the beginning of the year ;

for use

in Table 48, Sect. Ill, the column number of Arg. 30 must be converted into

fractions of a day through division by 660. The vertical arguments 49, 63, 65, 67, 69
48. 50, and the horizontal Arguments 48, 50, 64, 66, 68, 70 are obtained for the beginning

of the year from the tables of Sect. II in the same manner as D and the double-

entry Arguments i to 22, respectively. The tables in which they are used are so

arranged, however, that no further computation of the arguments is necessary.
The testing at intervals is done by computing the arguments at intervals from
the values in Table 4 to be added to those at the beginning of the year.

so I?'
^e horizontal Arguments 79, 80, 81 of the tables in which /' is the vertical

argument are tabulated to correspond to the dates when /' = o nearest to the

beginnings of the years. If /' is negative, = a, at the beginning of any year, the

horizontal arguments correspond to that period of /' which begins a days after

the beginning of the year. For centuries near the twentieth, /' is small at the

beginnings of the years and as its period is nearly a calendar year, no change of

the Arguments 79, 80, 81 is needed during the year.

It is necessary to subtract the value of /' at the beginning of the year from

Arguments 82, 83, 84, and 78 when used in Table P 38, so that their initial values

shall correspond to the time when /' = o.

L. - a. The values of L, 8 at the beginning of the year are found in the same manner
as the arguments. To these values are to be added the motions for successive

half-days given in Table 4; these are used when the computation is made from

Table 4, II, by writing the former on slips and adding directly to the latter on to

the computing sheets. For performing the same process with an arithmometer, the

half-daily additions are given to more places of decimals so that accumulated error

may be avoided. The secular changes during the year are added separately in the

computation of S10 , S17 .

23-78. In carrying Arguments 23 to 78 through the year and testing by comparison
with the following year certain differences will always occur in certain of the

arguments, because the periods used differ slightly from the actual periods, but in

every case where this difference causes a sensible change in the function it has

been included in the secular variations. The only arguments which may cause

trouble are those in which only the nearest column number is given, namely
48, 50, 51, 52, 62, 64, 66 68, 70, 75 or in Argument 78 which is given to the nearest

half-day. In Argument 75 the difference may be four column numbers, in the

others one or two ; in Argument 78 a difference of a day may occur.
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The Tables of Sections III, IV, V.

. 'ft The tables may be entered on to the computing sheets in any order except

30, 31, 32, III, and 15, 16, 17, V, which must await the formation of ,,, , ,

'

n , '. E' 18 , respectively.

The half-days of the year should be numbered consecutively on the computing
sheets; transformation to calendar dates is made at the end of the work by means
of Table i, Sect. II.

i-xi. ut The four groups of Tables i to 22, Sect. Ill, i to 16 and 34 to 43, Sect. IV,

143. iv and i to 14, Sect. V, have the vertical Argument D and all or some of the horizontal

Arguments i to 22. The computations are made for a period of D (synodic month)
at a time; for interpolation purposes the period (29*5306) is extended from 0*5

to 30*5. The headings for each month on the computing sheets are these 63 values

of D; the nearest days of the year may be put at the foot so that after the inter-

polation to date the values correspond to the proper days of the year.

Take out the values for each half-day of D, interpolating for the horizontal

argument with the given variations; whether the function is tabulated for every

value, for every alternate value or for every fourth value of the horizontal argument,
the printed variations in all cases correspond to unit change of the argument. The

horizontal arguments at the top are to be taken with the values of D at the left ; and

those at the bottom with the values of D at the right. Test the sign of the variation

by comparison with an adjoining column, since the sign given corresponds to only
one of the two columns for which its numerical value is the same. The last month

of each year should be completed to save labour in the work for the next year.

5- *v Tables 15, Sect. IV, and 13, Sect. V, have additions to their arguments denoted

in each case by (a) and tabulated according to the day of the year (properly the

time since /' was zero, but the difference is insensible for centuries near the twentieth) ;

these additions merely alter the interpolating factor by o-oi every few days.

The entries from each table may be tested by comparison of those at the end

of one month with the corresponding values at the beginning of the succeeding

month ; for this purpose it may be noted that the change in the interpolating factor

for D is only 0-06.

n. in The correction for an error in Table n, III, is made in the following way.
The correction has the values 2, i, o in the adopted units. Insert on

consecutive half-days, in the order + 2, 12 entries; + i, 7 entries; o, 6 entries;

-
i, 7 entries; - 2, 12 entries; i, 7 entries; o, 6 entries; + i, 7 entries; + 2,

12 entries; and so on in cyclical order.

The starting place for these entries is obtained from the following table. Find

in one of the columns with headings
-

2, -f 2, the horizontal argument for the

month of Table n (Arg. n); the number on the same line in the column with

heading D gives the value of D in that month on which the series of entries - 2

or + 2 begins. From this place the entries can be made backward and forward in

the cyclical order given above.
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Table for finding the correction to Table n, Sect. III.

Table
Numbers

23-47. HI
17-32. iv
15-23. v

-2
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part is at the top and at the right when the second part is at the foot. The

interpolating factor is to be multiplied by the value of t; on the same line in the

column headed 'v' and the product added to the value for the half-day. The

sign of v given in the table is that to be used when descending a column and is

reversed on ascending; it should be tested by comparison with adjoining columns.

The sign is always first plus and then minus throughout every column or vice

versa. The value of v is the rate of change per unit change of the column number.

The values for the successive half-days following day o^o are obtained by
following down when the column number is at the top and up when it is at the

foot. When the end of the column is reached, the value for the next half-day is

the first value in the column indicated by the succession number (abbreviated

'succ.'), the interpolating factor remaining the same. This column is followed

down (or up) until its foot (or top) is reached when the succession number indicates

the next column to be followed; and so on to the end of the year. Enter on the

computing sheets (in red ink) each new column number, as it is reached, in the

left-hand top corner of the space for the day on which it begins. A sufficient test

against the accidental omission or repetition of any value may be made by com-

paring the argument at intervals of 120 days as explained in the precepts for

finding the arguments.
In ascending to the top of the column headed o, the succession is down the same

column; if the first value is placed in square brackets, it is not to be repeated on

the return.

In tables where the column is too long for the page, the word 'cont.' indicates

xhat the column in the next block with the same number is to be followed; this

may be indicated by the letter c on the computing sheets.

In Table 24, Sect. IV, no column number is necessary and interpolation is made . iv

between successive half-days which follow one another continuously through the

table.

In Table 28, Sect. IV, no variations are given since they are less than 0-5 per *. iv

unit change of the column number.

Tables 30, 31, 32, Sect. Ill and 15, 16, 17, Sect. V are entered on the sheets 30. 3.3a.nj

for forming 2,, 2,, without interpolation with the integral portions of the column

numbers. Before using the latter certain integral additions are made after the

formation of ,,, S,3 , E,8 , 2',,, E',,, S'16 ; the method for finding these additions

is explained below. The values for successive half-days are then obtained as in

the other single-entry tables except those in Table 30, Sect. Ill, which require 30. in

the addition of 3 x 10* to every value*. The columns in Tables 31, 32, Sect. Ill, 31. s. in

headed '/' are only needed in forming A14 , Aj,.
The double-entry Tables 48, 49, Sect. Ill and 29, 30, 31, 32, Sect. IV are . 49. in

different in construction and use from the other double-entry tables. First choose

the column corresponding to the value of the horizontal argument for the

beginning of the year; the tabular vertical argument nearest to that for the

beginning of the year is obtained by taking the sum of the day portions at the

Note the remark at the bead of the table.

B. I. I -
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top and side and this gives the line for starting. Twice the difference between the

computed and tabular vertical arguments is the factor for interpolation between

successive values in a column; this factor is constant through the year. No hori-

zontal interpolation is necessary or possible. The continuation for
'

successive

half-days is then made as with the single-entry tables. In testing with arguments
formed at intervals, an error of a unit in the column number combined with an

error of a small fraction of a day in the vertical argument may appear, but the

functions should agree within a unit; this is due to the fact that in passing from

one column to the next, the fraction of the day changes. If by changing at the

outset to one of the two columns adjoining that given by the argument, the fraction

Numbers of the day is rendered very small, no sensible error will be caused by the change.
33. iv The argument of Table 33, Sect. IV, is given in multiples of 100"; the complete

period of the table being the circumference of 1296000", this or a multiple of it

must be subtracted from the computed value of S when necessary.
2 4. v Enter Table 24, Sect. V, with 9 as argument, subtracting the tabular argument

next below 9 from Sg; the difference divided by io3 is the number of seconds to

be added to the value of the parallax opposite the tabular argument.

The Tables of Section VI.

Pi-P2i The Tables Pi to P 21 are double-entry with /' as the vertical argument,
tabulated at intervals of io days from I' = o* to /' = 370".

Obtain the 38 values for the year with the horizontal Arguments 79, 80, 81,

forming the differences between adjoining columns and interpolating for these

arguments.
The interpolations to date for /' and to half-days are not -made until various

other tables have been inserted in S10 to S18 and S'n to S'16 ; hence all tables in

these sums must commence at the time when /' = o nearest to the beginning of

the year.

P22, Pz5, Tables P 22, P 25, P 28, P 31, ?34, P 36 are single-entry tables of ordinary
f rm requiring interpolation between successive numbers in a column.

. ?37 The factors obtained from Tables P 35, P 37 are constant through the year.
P 38 Table P 38 is given at 5-day intervals and is to be added to S12 after the

interpolation to halves has been performed. Since S12 + S'12 is needed only to

two places of decimals, P 38 = S'12 is only given to this degree of accuracy.
P23 . P24 , The values in Tables P 23, P 24, P 26, P 27, P 29, P 30, P 32, P 33 are given

\g. p 30! at intervals of a year beginning at o?o of each year. For years other than those

tabulated add or subtract the proper multiple of the period from the date. To

find the values at intervals of io days, direct interpolation for the insertion of

36 values at equal intervals between those for successive years and the placing of

these together with the end values under the dates /' = o", lo*, . . . 370" is sufficiently

accurate. For centuries very distant from the twentieth, choose these 38 values

to correspond to the nearest dates when /' = o", 10",

P39-P45 The values in Tables P 39 to P 45 are given at lo-day intervals from the time,

nearest to the beginning of each year, when /' = o. No interpolation is required.
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For dates outside the period 1800 to 2050*. the values must be computed by the

methods given in Chap. IX. Numb

The values in Tables P 46, P 47. P 48, P 49 are given for specific days in each P6-P49

year shown by the sum of the day arguments at the side and top. (For dates outside

the period 1800 to 2050* they must be computed by the methods given in Chap. IX.)

These tables are of special form ; the values at half-day intervals are obtained by
means of the instructions which follow.

In Table P 46, the values are given at lo-day intervals throughout the period P v

1900-2050. Enter these on the computing sheets. To obtain the intermediate

5-day values, subtract half the sum of the adjoining lo-day values from 78. To

obtain the values for the five half-days before and after any 5-day or lo-day value

enter Table P 460 with that value, the values before and after being the same. P6
Table P 47 is treated with the help of Table P 46a precisely like Table P 46. p7
In Table P 48 the values are given at intervals of 14 days. Enter these on the PS

computing sheets under the proper days of the year. To obtain the values at

intervals of 7 days, interpolate to halves. To obtain the intermediate 3'5-day

values, subtract half the sum of the adjoining 7-day values from 50. To obtain the

values for the three half-days before and after any 3'5-day or 7-day or 14-day

value, enter Table 480 with that value ; the values before and after are the same. P s

Table P49 is treated with the help of Table P^ga precisely like Table P48 ;
but the P 49

values before and after thatwhichconstitutes the argument of 1*490 are not tne same. P 9

After the tables needed for the formation of "& to E,,, E'n to Z',a have been

entered the results are summed and interpolated to halves, with second differences

if necessary, so as to give the values at 5-day intervals from the time when /' = o.

To these are added the secular variations from the beginning of the year as shown

in the scheme of arrangement, and in the cases of ,,, S, 3 , S, 5 , Z'n , S'13 , X',-, tne

fractional parts of the column numbers of Arguments 30, 31, 32, 71, 33, 72 respec-

tively and finally negative integers sufficient to reduce the sums approximately
within 0-5. Care should be taken to mark the place where the integer is changed.
All the sums are then entered on to the proper half-day computing sheets. The

value for the half-day of the year nearest to the date when /' o may be taken

with sufficient accuracy to be the value for /' o, and thereafter the values for

successive 5 days follow one another to the end of the year. They are then inter-

polated to tenths in order to obtain the values for successive half-days.

Small discontinuities in some of the SM, ... S, 8 may be noticed between the

end of one year and the beginning of the following year, but the only sensible

effect is in the Longitude and it is less than the average accumulated errors due

to the numerous operations.

The integers subtracted from , E^, 2j6 , Z'n , S'u , S'J6 must be respectively

added to the column numbers of Arguments 30, 31, 32, 71, 33, 72 before entry of

Tables 30, 31, 32, Sect. Ill, and Tables 15, 16, 17, Sect. V. These are the additions y>-3*.

referred to in the precepts for those tables, which can then be entered without
l!

interpolation as previously explained.

The tables contain the values for 1900 to 2050. Those for 1800-1900 will be published later.

12 2
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The six sums Sn , S13 , ]5 , S'n ,

'

13 , S'15 are factors of the variations in

Tables 30, 31, 32, Sect. Ill, 15, 16, 17, Sect. V; these variations can be entered by
the use of the arguments previously used to enter these tables.

The six sums S12 , S14 , S16 , S12 + S' 12 , S'14 , S'16 are the factors of the values

in the same tables, after the constants added to those values in forming the tables

have been subtracted
;
the degree of accuracy needed is shown in the scheme of the

definitions of Au to A16 , Bu to B16 . Table 30, Sect. Ill, has no added constant;
in Tables 31, 32, Sect. Ill, the columns/ (available for several columns of argu-

ments) give the values to the needed degree of accuracy; the values needed from
Tables 15, 16, 17, Sect. V, are obtained by subtracting the proper constants from
the numbers already entered on to the computing sheet for finding S9 , the proper
number of digits being dropped.

After the pairs of values needed to find Au to A16 ,
Bu to B16 have been entered

the products may be found from Hedrick's Interpolation Tables and entered on

the sheets for S2 and S9 respectively.
Cotsworth's Tables will be found to be more convenient for obtaining the

products of io~ 3 S7 by io~3
(Sg + S18) since some of these factors contain more than

three significant figures. Where the latter is the case, the first figure of the factor is i

and the product may be found from the tables in the form (a 1000) b + looob,

where a, b are the respective factors.

Accumulated Errors.

Every number printed in the tables is liable to an error ranging between plus
and minus half the last unit tabulated; a similar error will occur in each inter-

polation. Hence in summing the entries from n tables, the accumulated error

will in general range between (2n)
= n, in the last digit of the sum. In

testing for errors of computation by means of differences, it is desired to know
the probability of an error of k units in the last place of a sum from n tables

after interpolation. The following table is deduced from Schlesinger's solution*

of the problem. An error of k units denotes an error lying between k \ units

or between k units
;
n is the number of tables used in the sum.

Number of errors equal to or greater than k units to be expected in

1000 sums from n tables.

n\k
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For
, , w - 22 and the average number of sums in which the error is 3 units

or more is about i in 5; in 4, i in 8; in S,, i in 25; in 2,, I in 10. But these

probabilities are somewhat increased by the use of every second and every fourth

value of the argument in certain of the tables. If other sums be differenced for

testing, their probabilities of error may be read off from the table.

An approximate value for the probability in the final result for the longitude

will be obtained by taking - 50. This gives i error in 8 of 5 units or more and

i in 18 of 6 units or more. Owing to the nature of the computations the same results

will be approximately true for the latitude. For the parallax, we take n 25

and get errors of 4 units or more in every nth sum and of 5 units or more in

every 36th sum, on the average.
These results can only be regarded as rough guides in testing for errors by

means of differences up to the fifth, which should be formed for each coordinate

except the parallax for which fourth differences will be found to be sufficient.

As a matter of fact, the number of large errors will be found to be greater than

that given by the table. Several causes contribute in producing large errors,

besides that mentioned above. In certain of the tables the variations change
rather rapidly, so that the error of half a unit assumed as the limit in the inter-

polations will occasionally rise to a little over a unit. In other cases as, for example,
in the factors of the C terms in latitude, an accumulated error will be multiplied

by a factor greater than unity. However they arise, these errors are all un-

systematic and much smaller than those of observation. It is not always possible

to judge whether an apparent large irregularity revealed by the differences is due

solely to accumulation. Many terms of very short period are present in the

tables and at times these may cause the higher differences to be apparently more

irregular than would otherwise be expected.

The probable error of a single place in longitude, latitude and parallax is

about o-*O2, <>O2, o-"ooi5 respectively. After the last place in each coordinate

has been cut off the probable errors may be taken to be o-*O4, o-*O4, o-"oo3,

respectively. These results are due solely to the actual computation of the

quantities which have been placed in the tables. If we take account of the

accumulation of similar errors in the theory and of doubtful values of certain of

the constants, the respective probable errors may rise to o-'i, o-'i, o-'os.

These estimates refer only to the motion of the moon as affected by gravitation

and by the great empirical term within about a century of the epoch.

Examples of the computations.

The following examples have been extracted from the computations for the

year 1923. In selecting portions to be printed, it was desired to exhibit different

features which arise rather than to give the whole work for a few dates. Thus

the sums 2,, 4, 2, 2g illustrate cases where the month does not start with

D = 0^5 and where the factor for interpolation to date changes sign through
o or 0-5. Every part of the necessary written work is illustrated, any computations
not illustrated in the examples being performed mentally or by means of tables.
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For the interpolations, Hedrick's Interpolation Tables have been found to save

much time. They are also most convenient for finding the products A,, B<.

Cotsworth's Multiplication Tables should be used for the set of products mentioned

on p. 92 above. No other Tables in addition to those printed in this volume are

necessary. An Arithmometer can be efficiently used by any one in finding the

half-daily values of L, 8, while a Comptometer, in the hands of a practised

operator*, will be of assistance in performing the numerous additions.

The longitude and latitude are left expressed in seconds of arc since they are

easier to difference in this form for the purpose of testing the calculations. The
transformations to degrees, minutes and seconds can be made directly on to the

sheets for transformation to right ascension and declination by means of Table 5,

Sect. II.

* A computer may make efficient use of the Comptometer without experience of the machine for

adding long columns of figures. One column of digits should be added at a time, the 5, 4, 3 keys on

which the first, second and third fingers of the right hand are placed, being alone used. The digit 6

is added as 3 + 3, 7 as 3 + 4, etc. The digits i, 2 are added in combination with the next following

digit. After one column is finished, the fingers are passed to the 5, 4, 3 keys on the next column of the

machine and the same process is repeated. By proceeding in this way, the complete sum may be

formed without taking the eye from the computing sheet.
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Arguments. 1923. All arguments tor 0*0 are found in Table 3. Sect. II. The second column of the first block gives the day of the year on which
D is nearest to zero and the third column gives the value of D on that day. Month 13 is the name in month o of 1914.

Month

i

I

-

'

9
10
II

ll

Argument
N
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Formation of A,,, ..., A,,, Bn , .... B16 . Half-day values. In the first column of each pair are the values of 2U , 2'n , ..., 2',, from the

previous page interpolated to tenths; in the second columns are the quantities which they multiply to produce An , ..., B]e . Since

2'i> 2
'i

are respectively equal to 214 , 216 , the latter are not repeated. Since the first value on the previous page is that for 2^5,

extrapolation is used to find the five previous values of the 2, or they may be obtained from those of the previous year.

In the second columns, t; stands for the variation in the respective tables, this variation being taken out with the arguments
used for the respective tables in 22 , 2,; / stands for the values in the same tables with a number of figures cut off as shown by
the negative power of 10 and, where necessary, the constants of the tables subtracted, or else for the columns tabled / in the tables.

The horizontal lines below the values for 42^0, 362^0 in the column for A I5 show two places where the column number of Arg. 32
has been changed by a unit.
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ComfmUhon oj l
t

. k-- -0000248* 23- --00057. Day 0*0 is Jan. o-o.

Month o. Int. fact, for D- +-0534 xa- +-107-11. I. Int. fact, for D- +-0228 x2- +-046-11.

Tab. Hor. Arg*.
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Computation of 2 Z and the Longitude. The arguments for <A> are shown as in 2S ; the fractional parts of Args. 30, 31, 32 are included
in Au , A1S , A15 ; the additions to their integral parts are obtained from inspection of 2n , 2ls , 2lt . To every value from Table

30, the number 3000000 has been added. Those values of Au , ... , A,, which are negative are placed for convenience of addition
in the block to the left of the space for each half-day. The longitude is obtained in units of ol'oi

The change of column number in Table 32 on day 42-5 is shown by the
' + i,' changing the column number to 263. With

this, A,, changes from -in to + 20.

Tab.
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of 2,. The arguments are shown as In I,. The letter
''

in Table 24 indicates the tMginnlng of a fresh column
in the printed table. Day 366-0 is day 0*0 (Jan. i-o) of 1024.

Tab.
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Computation o/2g .

Month i. Int. fact, for D, +-046. Month 2. Int. fact, for D, --016.

Tab.



CHAPTER VI

THE COMPUTATION OF A SINGLE PLACE.

The construction of the annual ephemeris of the Moon requires the arguments
to be calculated only on day o of the year and at certain other dates specified in

the instructions of Chap. V. In this chapter, precepts are given for obtaining the

arguments and thence, the place of the Moon at any date. For a modern place,

these precepts are additional to those of Chap. V. For the computation of an

ancient place for which a much lower degree of accuracy may be adopted, the

precepts of this chapter are intended to be complete, so that reference to other

parts of the introduction should be unnecessary.
Illustrations of the computations are afforded by an example in which the

arguments needed for a certain ancient place are computed to their full degree of

accuracy in order to illustrate the additional work necessary for a modern single

place. But the values extracted from the tables of Sects. Ill to VI are only taken

out to the degree of accuracy needed for the ancient place.

Precepts for the formation of the A rguments at any date.

Transform the calendar date and the time of day to days of the year and a

fraction of a day and to a fraction of a year by Table i, Sect. II. Transform also

the years and fraction of a year after the beginning of the century to a fraction

of a century.
From Table 2, II, take out the values of the arguments and of L, a for the

beginning of the century, noting that for centuries B.C., as well as A.D., the remain-

ing number of years must be positive (e.g. 381 = 400 + 19) ; multiply the

numbers in column (a)* by the fraction of the century, and those in column (&)*

by the square of this fraction. To the sum of these add, from Table 3, II, the

values for the beginning of the corresponding year of the twentieth century,

multiplying the numbers in column (a)* by the fraction of the year and adding in

the results.

Add further to Arguments D, 23 to 47, 30 (p. 37), 49, 51 to 63, 65, 67, 69,

71 to 78, L, a, the values from Table 4, II, for the integral number of half-days

of the year to date. From the same table add to Arguments I to 22, the values on

the same line as that used for D. Similarly to Arg. 48, add the value on the same

line as that used for Arg. 30 in the preceding column. Argument 50 is to be similarly

treated with respect to Arg. 49 ; Arg. 64 to Arg. 63 ; Arg. 66 to Arg. 65 ; Arg. 68 to

Arg. 67; Arg. 70 to Arg. 69. To Argument /', add the days of the year and the frac-

tion of the day to date, and to Args. 82, 83, 84 add the number of days and fraction

of the day to date since /' was zero.

These are expressed in units of the last tabulated place of the argument.
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Add further to Arguments D, 49, 58, 63, 65, 67, 69, 78, the fraction of the day
to the nearest decimal place required in each, and to Arguments 23 to 47, 51 to 57,

59 to 62, 71 to 77, this fraction of the day, reduced to column number and decimals

of a column number by multiplying twice the fraction of the day by the number of

parts in half a day for each of these arguments as shown in the headings of the

columns of Table 3, II.

If necessary, subtract one or more periods of D from that argument, so that it

may become less than the period of D. To each of the Arguments i to 22, add the

same multiple of 'Addition for a Period of D' given in the headings of Table 3, II.

The pairs of Arguments 30 and 48, 49 and 50, 63 and 64, 65 and 66, 67 and 68, 69
and 70, /' and 82, 83, 84, are treated in the same manner as D and any one of the

Arguments i to 22. When necessary subtract multiples of the periods of the second

arguments so as to render their computed values less than their periods.

From the single-entryarguments subtract the necessary multiples of their periods.

If, in any argument, the resulting column number is negative, add, from the heading
of Table 3, II, the value for 0^5 (or a multiple of it) and subtract 0*5 (or the same

multiple of 0*5). Similarly if the resulting column number is greater than the

value for o?5, subtract the necessary multiple of that value and add the same

multiple of 0^5. These adjustments are required to bring the argument within the

values for which the function is tabulated.

When the arguments for the date have been obtained, the tables of Sects. Ill

to VI are entered and the results are computed in the manner explained in Chap. V,
for finding the place at day o of any year. One change is to be noticed. Since the

secular variations of L, a , and of Arguments 30, 31, 32, 71, 72 from the beginning
of the year have already been accounted for in the formation of these quantities,

they must be omitted from S10 , S17 , Sn , S13 , S16 , S'11( S' 15 , respectively.

The precepts given in Chap. V for continuation for successive half-days are not

needed in the computation for a single place unless it be required to find also the

variation for a small change of the time. To obtain this variation, extract from

the tables of Sects. Ill to V, the values for the half-days preceding and following

the given date. Four consecutive values should be extracted from the double-entry
tables which have D as the vertical argument so as to permit of the interpolation

from the tabular to the computed value of D. Three consecutive values from the

tables of Sect. VI are sufficient for all purposes. In the single-entry tables of

Sects. Ill to V, if the value at the date is that for o?o in any table containing suc-

cession numbers, the value for the previous half-day will be obtained by finding the

computed column number of the argument amongst the succession numbers and

using the value next to that succession number. If the value at the date is the last

of any column, the value for the following half-day is obtained by means of the

succession number as explained in Chap. V. The additional labour of finding the

values for the two extra half-days is very small compared with the rest of the

work. The variation of any coordinate for a small change in the time is obtained

by multiplying the mean of the final first differences for that coordinate by the

ratio of the change to half a day.
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The Commutation of an A ncient Place.

The probable errors of ancient observations are so large that considerable

abbreviations may be made in computing a position from the Tables for comparison.
If the aim be to obtain the Longitude, Latitude and Parallax with probable errors

due solely to computation and omission of about 5', o-'s, o-'os, respectively, we
can omit coefficients of terms or of groups of terms which are respectively less

than 2', o-*2. o-*O2. Errors of 10*. i". o-'i will be rare and indeed much larger
errors will not interfere with the accuracy of a comparison with such observations.

Omissions of certain tables require changes in the constants in order to avoid

systematic errors. The precepts which follow are so arranged that the respective
coordinates may be computed in units of i", o-'i and o-'oi, instead of the units

employed in the Tables.

Precepts.

Form the arguments and L, 8 , as explained in the earlier part of this chapter,

omitting Args. 8 to n, 13 to 15, 20 to 22, 48 to 52, 63 to 70, 75, 78, /', 79 to 81.

Two places of decimals may be dropped in the arguments up to 47 inclusive and
one place in the remainder, but mistakes are more easily avoided if they are all

computed to the full number given in Sect. II. The additions to Arg. 19 on p. 46
of Sect. IV and p. 33 of Sect. V may be omitted.

Add o?8 to Arg. 30, 1^3 to Arg. 31, 3^4 to Arg. 32, o?5 to Arg. 71, i?i to Arg. 72,

in order to account for the constants of omitted tables.

Compute the Longitude, Latitude and Parallax from the following scheme,
which is constructed on the plan that the last two digits of every entry from the

tables of Sect. Ill and the last digit of every entry from the tables of Sects. IV,

V, will be dropped. The dropping of digits from the tables of Sect. VI is indicated

by the divisors 10 or 100. The last two digits of L and the last digit of a are

also dropped. The phrase 'sum of Tables...' is an abbreviation for 'sum of values

from Tables ....'

Notation and Arrangement.

k = - -0000248 x time in years from 1900-0.

E! - Sum of Tables i to 7, 16, 19, III + k (Sum of Tables i to 7, III),

L, = Sum of Tables 23 to 29, 31 to 39, III + (Table 30, III + 30000) + k (Sum of

Tables 23 to 29, III) + L,

,
- Sum of Tables 40 to 47, III + k (Table 47, III) +^ (Sum of Tables P 22,

P 23, P 24, VI) + E, + 24 + 9k,

in which formulae the last two digits of the values from all the tables of Sect. Ill

and of L are supposed to have been dropped ;

True Longitude* = S, + 5^ in units of i".

5^ = Sum of Tables i to 7, 12 to 15, IV + k (Sum of Tables i to 7, IV),

The Nutation is not included.
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S = S2 + 4 +^ (Sum of Tables P 23, P 24, VI) + ^ Table P 34, VI

+ f Tables P 35 (P 34 - 1000), VI - 8 + 19 + 9k,

in units of i";

E5
= Sum of Tables 19 to 28, IV + k (Sum of Tables 19, 20, IV 340) 6980,

56
= Sum of Tables 34 to 38, 43, IV 129,

57
= S5 + Table 33, IV,

in which the last digit of all values from the tables of Sect. IV and of S3
,
has been

dropped ;

Latitude = S
7 +^ S7

x^ (S6 + ^ Table P 36 + ^ Tables P 36 x P 37)
in units of o"i.

8
= Sum of Tables i to 7, 10 to 13, V + k (Sum of Tables i to 7, V 595),

S9
= Sum of Tables 15 to 19, 21, 22, V + k (Table 19, V 200) + S8 + 9,

Equatorial Horizontal Parallax = Table 24, V, Arg. Sa ,

in units of o-"oi; the last digit of all values from the tables of Sect. V has been

dropped.
The following tables have been omitted: 8 to 15, 17, 18, 20 to 22, 48, 49,

Sect. Ill; 8 to n, 16, 29 to 32, 39 to 42, Sect. IV; 8, 9, 14, 20, 23, Sect. V; and
all of Sect. VI except P 22, P 23, P 24, P 34, P 35, P 36, P 37.

Digits in the Arguments may be dropped to correspond with those dropped
from the Tables.

Most of the tables contain two sets of arguments : arguments at the top are used

with those on the left and arguments at the bottom with those on the right. The
succession numbers are not needed except when the variations for a small change
in the time are to be computed as explained in the earlier part of this chapter.

In entering the double-entry tables which have D as the vertical argument,
take as vertical arguments three half-day values nearest to the computed value of

D, preceding and following, and interpolate, when necessary, for the horizontal

arguments with the given variations. After summing the four groups S1; S4 ,

Sg , S8 , interpolate the sums to the computed value of D, by using as factor twice

the difference between the computed and tabular values of D.

Each single-entry table is entered on the line given by the integral number of

days and half-day and in the column given by the column number of its Argument.

Interpolation is made between adjacent columns by means of the printed
variations. In tables where no column number is used, interpolation is made
between successive values.

Table 30, III, requires the addition of 3 x io6 to each value or 3 x io4 after

the last two digits have been dropped. The sign to be used is shown in a note at

the head of the table.

The printed variations for both double- and single-entry tables are always those

for unit change of the argument whether every value, every second or every
fourth value of the argument is tabulated. The sign of the interpolated portion

should be checked by comparison with an adjoining column.
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The argument of Table 33, IV, is given in multiples of 100"; the complete

period of the table being 1296000", this, or a multiple of it, must be subtracted

from the computed value of S when necessary. The sign of the value is shown by
a note at the head of the table.

Table 24, V, is entered with 2, as argument by subtracting the tabular

argument next smaller than , from ,; the difference divided by 10* (or by 10*

when the last digit of the argument is dropped) is the number of seconds to be

added to the parallax opposite the tabular argument.
The method of obtaining the variation for a small change of the time is explained

on p. 102.

Example.

The example which follows gives the complete computation of the Longitude,
Latitude and Parallax of the Moon for the date of a lunar eclipse recorded by
Ptolemy in the Almagest. It is the same date as that adopted by Newcomb as an

example for finding an ancient place of the Sun in his Tables of the Sun.

B. J.
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Example. The Moon's place at 381, Dec. 12, 6* 56"*.

Date = -
400.7 + 19* 346^6* 56'" = - 400 + igr 346^28 = - 400^ + 19^948 (Table i, II).

Computation of the Arguments: the tables are in Sect. II.

Tab.
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.11

Tab. Arg



CHAPTER VII

TRANSFORMATION TO RIGHT ASCENSION AND DECLINATION

(TABLES T 50, T 51, T 52, SECT. VI.)

Let A, ft denote the longitude and latitude of the Moon, a, 8 its right ascension

and declination and o the obliquity of the ecliptic at date. We have

sin 8 = sin w sin A cos ft + cos o> sin ft,

cos 8 sin a = cos <a sin A cos ft sin o> sin ft,

cos 8 cos a = cos ft cos A.

The first and second of these may be written

sin 8 = sin o> cos ft (sin A + tan ft cot CD),

cos 8 sin a = cos w cos ft (sin A tan ft tan o>).

Put o> = o> + do) and <a
ft

= d<a sin 2ft cosec 2w . Then if we neglect squares of

dca and <a
ftt

it is easy to show that

sinS = sin 01 cos ft {sinA + tan
(ft ca^)

coto> } (i),

sin a = cos ai cos/J {sin A tan
(j8 + <a

e)
tan w } sec 8 (2)

which with cos a = cos ft cos A sec 8 (3)

constitute the three equations to be used.

Equation (i) furnishes 8. Equation (2) is used to find a when A, and therefore

approximately a, lies between o and 45, 135 and 225, or 315 and 360. Equation

(3) is used to find a when A lies outside of these limits. The loss of accuracy which

results from attempting to find an angle from its sine when the latter is near + i

or i is thus avoided.

In order to shorten the computations three tables are given in Sect. VI.

Table T 50 gives t
f
with arguments ft, dca ; Table T 51 gives tan

( o^) cot o>

with argument ft <a
? ; and Table T52 gives tan (0 + o^) tano> with argument

ft + <a
e . The value o> = 23 27' o"oo has been chosen as convenient for the present

century. Table T 50 has a range of 50" for faa
; since the sign of w^ is equal to

the product of the signs of dca, ft, this range makes the table available for about

80 years from 1918 which may be extended to 190 years by adding the line

for dta = 50" whenever dta exceeds 50". For dates outside of these limits, the

tables must be recomputed with another value of o> .

The double-entry Table T 50 is so arranged that an easy interpolation for the

argument is alone necessary. In Tables T 51, T 52 practically the whole inter-

polation is performed by adding two numbers present in the tables.

For the transformation of a single place this method has no special advantages.

Precepts.

From Table T 50 find ca
ft

with the latitude as horizontal argument and the

difference du> between the obliquity at date and 23 27' o :'oo as vertical argument,

disregarding signs ; attach to <a
ft

the sign of the product of the signs of the arguments ;
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t
t
is printed in units of o-'oi. Interpolate for between the numbers corresponding

to the even seconds of d<o and add on, from the upper part of the table, the number

corresponding to the nearest tenth of a second in the first decimal place of d<o.

Errors of two or three units in w^ are unimportant.
From Table T 51 find the function, which is expressed in units of the seventh

decimal place, with ft w
f
as argument, attaching to it the sign of /3 ,.

The

difference table permits of interpolation to hundredths of a second of arc of the

argument without difficulty. Errors of two or three units in the function are

unimportant. Add the natural sine of the longitude A and take the logarithm of

the sum. To this logarithm add log cos o, log cos 0. The sum is log sin S, from

which the declination 8 is obtained.

From Table T 52 find the function which is expressed in units of the seventh

decimal place, with /5 + w
t
as argument, attaching to it the sign opposite to that

of the argument. This table is to be used only for dates when A lies between o

and 45, or between 135 and 225, or between 315 and 360. The nearest unit in

the function can be obtained from the difference table without difficulty. Add sin A

and take the logarithm of the sum. To this logarithm add log cos o>, log cos ft and sub-

tract log cos 8. The sum is log sin a from which a, the right ascension, can be found.

When A is not between the limits mentioned add log cos A, log cos /5 and subtract

log cos 8 to find log cos a, from which a is found.

Gifford's Table of Natural Sines to every seccnd of arc is convenient for finding

sin A, and Shortrede's Tables of Logarithmic Trigonometrical Functions to every
second of arc for obtaining 8 in degree measure and o in time. Little extra labour

is caused and accumulating errors are avoided by using A, /3 to the computed degree

of accuracy, namely, oroi.

In the following examples, which are arranged in forms convenient for the

ephemeris, the figures in italic type remain unchanged through the year; dot

changes slowly. The sign of sin a is that of line 4, the sign of 8 is that of line 5,

and the quadrants in which a, A lie are close enough to prevent confusion.

Examples.

X

ft



CHAPTER VIII

INTERPOLATION OF THE HALF-DAILY VALUES OF THE RIGHT ASCENSION AND
OF THE DECLINATION TO HOURLY VALUES. (TABLES U 53 TO U 58, SECT. VI.)

An interpolation to twelfths with fourth differences is required.
Denote two consecutive half-daily values of either coordinate by F and Flf

the first, third and fifth differences between F , F! by A', A'", Av and the second

and fourth differences lying on the same lines as F , Fx by AQ", Aj", A^, A^.
Bessel's formula for any value Fn lying between F , Fj may be written

FB = F + nA' + i n (n
-

i) {Ao" + A/' - ^ (n + i) (2
-

) (A^ + V)}
+ * (n

-
i) (n

-
|) {A'"

- ^ ( + i) (2
-

n) A'}

as far as fifth differences inclusive.

The required values of n are 1/12, 2/12, ..., 11/12. For the first six of these,

(n + i) (2 )/i2 has the values

and the same values for the latter six, taken in reverse order. Their range is small.

If we use the value 318/1728 instead of any one of them, the errors of the whole

coefficient of AO
IV + Aj

lv will be

TWWff- T9532' ddB3Z'S'
~~

&95321T'
~

TFWSsS'S'
~ W535'

The largest of these produces an error less than (\lv + A^J^oo, and this

produces errors which are never greater than 0*0015 in right ascension or than

0*02 in declination.

The coefficient of Av is always less than -ooi and the corresponding maximum
errors caused by the neglect of Av are always less than ofooi and o"oi, respectively*.

The formula may therefore be written

Ffl
= F + A' + i n (n

-
i) {Ao" + \" -

0-184 (A,,* + A^)}
+ \n(n- i) (n

-

Put n = p/12 and replace Fn by Fp . We easily find

F,+ i
- Fp

= A A' +-(Ao" + A," - 0-184 (Ao" + A,")} + A'".

By giving to p the values o, i, ... , n, we obtain the twelve hourly first differences

which, by continuous addition to F , yield the hourly values.

The terms involving A', A'" are combined in the double-entry Table U 57,

Sect. VI, which has, as arguments, A'" and the remainder after A', expressed in

units of o'oi or o"i, has been divided by 12. In this table, the sums of the two

terms for p = o, i, 2, 3, 4, 5 are given for each pair of arguments, the values for

* The formula shows, nevertheless, that AT can be included with A"' by means of the common
factor o-n.
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p ii, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6 being respectively the same. The second term is placed in

the single-entry Table U 58, Sect. VI. having AO" + A,"
- 0-184 (V + A,

1
*) as

argument; the values of this term, for p o, i, 2, 3, 4, 5. are given, those for

P ii, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6 being numerically the same but having opposite signs. The

Tables U 53 to U 56 are constructed to facilitate the division of A' by 12 and the

multiplication of AO* + AI* by 0*184.

Precepts.

Table U 53, Sect. VI, gives the minutes and integral number of seconds of the

quotient after division of A'* in right ascension by 12. The division of the

remainder of A', expressed in units of o?oi, is obtained from Table U 55. Denote

the whole quotient by q and the remainder after the second division by r.

Table U 54 gives the minutes and tens of the seconds of the quotient after

division of A' in declination by 12. The units and tenths of a second in the quotient

q and the remainder r are furnished by Table U 55, the units in this table being
o-'i for the declination.

Table U 56 gives the product of A,,* + A,
|T by 0-184, the units of the argument

and of the product being 0*01 and o-'i for right ascension and declination, respec-

tively. This table is so constructed that when the given argument is not found in

the table, the value opposite the next lower tabular argument is to be used.

The arguments of Table U 57 are A'", expressed in units of o'l or of i", and r.

The former is tabulated in multiples of 5 and that nearest to the given argument
is to be chosen (see below under the sub-head Accumulated Errors). The positive

set of horizontal arguments is to be used when A', A'" have the same sign, and the

negative set when they have opposite signs. The values in the body of the table

are expressed in units of o'ooi or of o-'oi.

The argument of Table U 58 is A,," + A," - 0-184 (Ao* + A,
1

*), expressed in

units of I'o or of i". The values in the body of the table are expressed in units of

o!ooi or of o-'oi. For brevity in printing, these values are divided into two parts:

the first two digits are given in one of the first six columns and the last two in

one of the succeeding fifteen columns. The Arguments are printed in Clarendon

type on every seventh line and the corresponding values are on the six following

lines. To obtain any set of six values, choose the argument next smaller than the

given argument in the first six columns and that column amongst the succeeding
fifteen columns which has as argument the difference between the chosen tabular

argument and the given argument. As usual, a star preceding a value in the

second set of columns indicates that the value on the same line in the first set is

to be increased by unity (e.g., the argument 517, = 510 + 7, furnishes the six

values 987, 808, 628, 449, 269, 90). Interpolation between adjacent columns in

the second set is possible but unnecessary. Give a sign to each of the six values

opposite to that of the argument.
The half-daily values of the right ascension and declination are supposed to

be given to o'oi and o-'i, respectively, but the computations for the hourly values

The notations for the differences are explained above.
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are carried through to o!ooi and o"oi, in order to avoid accumulating errors.

Hence, after finding q and r from Tables U 53 to U 56, write a zero after the last

digit of q.

Add numerically the six values obtained from Table U 57 to q when they have

positive signs and subtract them numerically from q when they have negative

signs, and give the sign of q to the results (unless, in subtracting, the value from

the table is numerically greater than q, when the opposite sign is required).

To these six values add algebraically the six values obtained from Table U 58
in order. The results are the first six hourly first differences. The second six

hourly first differences are obtained by subtracting algebraically the six values

obtained from Table U 58 from the six values found in the previous paragraph,
and reversing the order of the results.

The hourly values are obtained by continuous addition of the twelve interpolated
first differences to the half-daily value on the line with AO".

Tests and Abbreviations of the Computations.

Form the second differences of the hourly values, that is, the first differences

of the computed hourly first differences; they should differ by an amount which

changes very slowly. Also, the last addition of the twelve first differences should

give F! exactly to 0*001 in right ascension and to o"oi in declination, that is, the

last digit in the computed value of F1 should always be zero. This arises from the

construction of Table U 57, the last units of the values in this table having been

so adjusted that the sum of each six has the theoretical value which is a multiple

of 5-

In writing down the sums of the values from Table U 57 and q, it is not

necessary to write the minutes, seconds and tenths of a second except for the

first value in right ascension; the same statement applies to the minutes and

seconds in declination. Likewise in using Table U 58, the one or two digits obtained

from the first six columns need to be written for the first value only. In forming
the sums and differences of the six pairs, the last two digits need only be con-

sidered except for the first pair. The test differences are next formed and then

the complete values of the hourly first differences are easily filled in. An exception
to this abbreviation only occurs in the declination when the hourly first difference

changes sign. In right ascension, the number of minutes in columns i and 2 of

the example need never be entered; if the number of seconds is less than 40 the

number of minutes is 2 and if greater, it is i. Each operation should be carried

through the whole year before the next is begun.

Accumulated Errors.

In passing from one half-day to the next, accumulated errors of two or three

units in the hourly first differences as revealed by the hourly second differences

will be frequent; cases where the errors are greater than four units should be

examined. Errors of more than two units between two hourly values within those

for a given half-day should also be examined.
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The maximum errors in the hourly values arising from the method of inter-

polation and the tables will never exceed 0*007 or ^7 and will rarely be greater
than o'oo3 or o-Vj. This is a higher degree of accuracy than that to which the

half-daily values themselves are obtained.

Examples.

In the two examples which follow all the written work which is necessary is

exhibited. The figures printed in italic type in the second columns are omitted in

the actual computations while those so printed in the third columns are written

in after the A." have been formed. In adding to obtain the hourly values, the last

digit is to be dropped; it is convenient to mark first the places where the

penultimate digit is to be increased by unity owing to the accumulation in the

sum of the last digits; this is shown in the examples by the sign +. A comma in

the value of q separates the added digit zero.

1923.

Day of



CHAPTER IX

CONSTRUCTION AND CONTINUATION OF THE TABLES
P 39 TO P 49 OF SECT. VI.

These tables have been completed and printed for 150 years from 1900; their

continuation for the century 1800 to 1900 will be published separately. This

chapter contains an explanation of the methods used in their construction together
with precepts for their continuation after 2050 and before 1800 and the additional

precepts necessary when a single place of the moon is to be computed for any date

outside of the period 1800 to 2050.

Construction of the Tables P 39 to P 49, Sect. VI.

As explained in Chap. Ill the 'remainder' terms have been so arranged that

tabulation at intervals of ten or fourteen days is sufficient. It was explained also

that Tables P 39 to P 45 were more convenient to use if tabulated from the time

when V = o near the beginning of each year.

The period of /' is 365^26 and two periods are therefore equal to 730^52. The
method of formation of the tables demands that only integral multiples of ten

days be used. If we do this, there will be a break of half a day at the end of every
two years. Although this is rarely sensible in the function, since it is only one-

twentieth of the interval, a correction to the argument of each term would be

required in order to avoid accumulation after several such periods. This break is

avoided by making the interval 1/73 of two periods of /', that is, io"?oo7. It is

true that the intervals of tabulation do not then exactly correspond to multiples
of ten or five days after the time when /' was last zero. But if we take them to so

correspond, the maximum error is only one-fortieth of the interval and the first

differences of the function are never so large as to make this error sensible. In

the first year of each biennial period, the computed values can therefore be taken

to correspond with the values for each ten days after /' = o; in the second year,

these values fall half-way between the ten-' day
'

intervals from /' = o, and have

therefore to be interpolated to halves before being placed in the tables.

In the explanation which follows, the phrase ten 'days' means the interval of

10^007 and a
'

year
' means a period of /'.

The terms placed in the remainder tables (List vi, Chap. IV) have such small

coefficients that the secular variations of their arguments can be neglected. Each

argument therefore contains a constant part and a part proportional to the tune.

Let its change in ten
'

days
'

be denoted by m (in degrees) and form the convergents

of the fraction #1/360. A convergent is to satisfy two conditions: it must be

sufficiently near to w/36o so that no sensible error shall be caused by its use for

two 'years,' and it must furnish a sufficient number of divisions of the angle so

that every value of the term shall be represented within the required degree of
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accuracy, since in the method used to form the tables no interpolation of any term

is to be required. Suppose the coefficient contains a of the adopted units. The
maximum rate of change of a sine is 2* times the rate at which the angle, expressed
in parts of 360, is described. Hence if every unit of change of the term is to be

represented there must be 2*a or 6a divisions of the 360 which constitute the

range of the angle. In general, this extent of division has been adopted, but since

the computations were made to one place further than that given in the tables, a

division into fewer parts was made for certain of the terms in order to abbreviate

the computations.

Suppose that the adopted convergent is p/q. This means that in a run of q
ten-' day' intervals, p periods of the argument are described, and since />, q are

prime to one another, it also means that there are q divisions of the circumference ;

thus the above criterion for q is its near equality to 6a. The other condition-

that there shall be no sensible error in a run of two 'years' requires that

73 (3fcPl9
~ "0 which is the error of the argument in degrees in two

'

years/
shall give an error of less than a unit in the term.

Let the term be tabulated for each one of these q divisions of 360. It is required
to so rearrange them that there shall be a ten-' day' interval between successive

values. Since p divisions are equivalent to ten 'days,' they must be arranged in

the order o, />th, 2^th, .... subtracting q from this ordinal number whenever the

multiple of p exceeds q. Since p is prime to q, all the q values will be placed. In

this new arrangement, the values are numbered o, I, 2, ..., q i. These will be

called the 'index numbers'; an addition of a unit to the index number advances

the argument by ten
'

days,' the index q being equivalent to o.

It will be necessary to know what is the change in the index number for a

change from one of the q divisions to the next. This is the value of j obtained by
finding the least pair of positive integersj, s which satisfy the indeterminate equation

jp sq i ; for p divisions are equivalent to ten 'days,' and some multiple of the

P divisions, less a multiple of the whole period, is to be equivalent to one division.

Since p is generally small, this is most easily solved by inspection. In particular,
if p = i then s = o, j i ; and if p = 2, q is odd and s = i, j } (q + i).

The computation of the arguments is carried out in terms of the q divisions

arranged in their original order, that is, according to the increase of the argument
expressed in q parts of 360. Any given argument will consist of an integral number
of these parts plus a fraction of a part. Fractions not being admissible, we take the

nearest integral number of parts and multiply it by j to get the index number,

subtracting integral multiples of q if necessary.
In carrying the argument forward beyond the biennial period, there will be an

accumulation of error owing to the use of the convergent instead of the actual

motion. The fraction of a part will therefore alter and at certain dates will pass

through 0-5; when this happens, one part is to be added to (or subtracted from)
the argument and therefore the index number is to be changed by addition (or

subtraction) of the integer j. The dates when this will happen are easily found.

After finding a date when the fraction is passing through 0-5, we compute from the

IJ 2
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difference between the convergent and the actual motion the number of biennial

periods before it will happen again and thence all the dates at which an addition

of y units must be made to the index number. At all other dates the index number

changes regularly, the number q i being followed by the number o. This method,
however, ceases to be useful if the index number has to be adjusted frequently.
It is better in such cases to enter a multiplication table with the error of the motion
at the end of each biennial table as argument and to note where the multiples of

the fraction of a part pass through 0-5 and thus to obtain the dates at which the

index number is to be increased or diminished by _;'
units.

For performing the summation, the special device elsewhere described* was
used. The method of adaptation of this device, which avoids the continual

rewriting of the tabular values of the terms, is described in the precepts below.

It will be noticed that several terms have been divided into two parts. This

was rendered necessary because no suitable convergent gave a value of q small

enough to be conveniently placed on the frame. Two devices were adopted. In

one of them, different convergents, one less and one greater than the actual motion,
were used, the combination being so taken as to give the needed accuracy. In the

other, the same convergent was used, but when the fraction of q was between -25

and -75, for one this fraction was put equal to unity and for the other it was

neglected. When the period of any term is very long, the number q becomes too

large for convenient use. Hence for one group of terms a twenty-' day' interval

was used and the convergent for the motion was so chosen that 73 of such values

(covering four periods of /') could be computed without adjustment of the index

number. A similar device is used in the formation of Tables P 46, P 47. The sums
were interpolated to halves before addition to those with a ten-' day

'

interval. For

groups of terms having very long periods, a 400-' day
'

interval was adopted and the

values at these intervals were computed directly from a traverse table. After summa-
tion and interpolation to fortieths, they were added in with the previous groups.

The Tables P 46 to P 49 differ from P 39 to P 45 in the fact that they are

computed for calendar dates, instead of from the time when /' = o. Hence the

ten-day intervals of P 46, P 47 and the 14-day intervals of P 48, P 49 are intervals

of true mean solar days and their values run continuously at the given intervals

throughout the whole period of computation.
The convergents of certain of the terms of Tables P 46, P 47 are so chosen that

the values for 50 of the ten-day intervals can be computed without adjustment of

the index number. Another group has a 2o-day interval with convergents which

also permit a run of 50 such intervals without adjustment; this group after

summation is interpolated to halves and then added to the previous group. A
single term is computed at intervals of 500 days : the term can be summed with

the former group by putting its values at intervals of 500 days on a band and

keeping the same value throughout the run of 50 intervals. The convergents of

the terms of Tables P 48, P 49 are so chosen that the values for 50 of the 14-day
intervals can be summed without adjustment of the index number.

*
Monthly Notices, R.A.S., vol. LXXII, pp. 454-463.
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The terms which have been used to form Tables P 39 to P 49 are given in List vi

of Chap. IV. Besides the reference number showing the origin of each term, a

signification letter (Sg.) is attached to each term present in a table. These letters

also indicate the interval of tabulation : A to Z and a to y indicate terms tabulated

originally at ten-' day* or ten-day or 14-day intervals; A" to Y" at double these

intervals; and A' to Z', a to n at the long intervals.

The coefficients given in List vi of Chap. IV are expressed in the same units as

those of the actual Tables P 39 to P 49. Partly to avoid loss of accuracy due to

accumulation of errors without greatly increasing the work, and partly owing
to a change of plan in the course of the work, the units used in the calculations

and given in Lists viii, ix are not all the same as those of List vi, Chap. IV. These

units are shown by the factor which each set of sums requires before insertion in the

tables ; the factors are given in the precepts below.

Each term before tabulation has had a constant equal to its coefficient added

in order that all the tabulated values may be positive with certain exceptions
noted below. Table P 40 has had 419 x -132 55-3 subtracted from each sum*;
in Table P 41 the amount subtracted is 45 x 0-4 = 18-0. In Table P 43 the two

terms in A (see List ix) which have 15 as the sum of their coefficients have had

8 instead of 15 added, these numbers referring to the units used in List ix; and,

in the same units, 90 has been added to the term W. In the Table P 44 the sum of

the coefficients of the two terms constituting K (see List ix) is 29 in the units of

that list
;
the constant used is 25 instead of 29. Also in the same units, 5 has been

added to the term Y of this table (to take the place of the constant of the two

small terms ij in List vi, Chap. IV, which have been erroneously included in the

values for 1900 to 2050).

Precepts for the continuation of Tables P 39 to P 49, Sect. VI.

In Tables P39 to P45 the 'year' begins at the time when /' == o nearest to

the beginning of the calendar year and the 'day' is 1/365 of the period of /'. These

'days' are, however, entered as calendar days after the nearest calendar half-day

when /' = o, the error thus caused being insensible. There are three intervals used,

one of 10 'days,' one of ao 'days' and one of 400 'days,' the sums in the two latter

groups being interpolated to 10-' day
'

intervals.

Table P 39.

Group A' to Z', a to n. The third column of the data for this group in List viii

at the end of this chapter contains the angles at the commencement of the 'year'

2050. By adding multiples of the motions in the fourth column, the angles at

intervals of 400 days from this epoch are obtained. The last column gives the

coefficients of the sines of these angles whence, by a traverse table or by direct

calculation, the value of every term at each date is obtained. Add to each value

the coefficient of the term, so that every value is positive and lies between o and

* Owing to an error discovered too late to permit of a change in the sum of the constants of

Table P 40, this subtracted constant has rendered a few of the values in this table negative.
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twice the coefficient. Sum the values for each date, interpolate to halves with

second differences and then to twentieths, so as to get the sums at io-'day'
intervals. The same procedure is used to obtain the sums before 1800, but the

multiples of the motions must be subtracted.

Group A to Y. The period of any term of this group is divided into q/p parts
where q, p are shown in the second and third columns of the table for this group
in List viii; this means that p periods of the term are divided into q parts. The

argument in terms of these q parts at the beginning of the
'

year
'

2050 is given in

the fifth column and the motion in two 'years,' in terms of the same units, is in

the sixth column. The index number i is the argument required and it is computed
'every two 'years.' To find it at multiples of two 'years' from 2050 add the same

multiples of the motion in two
'

years
'

or periods of /' to the value at 2050 in the

fifth column, subtract such multiples of q as will render the result positive and
less than q; choose the integer nearest to this result and multiply this integer by
the value of j shown in the seventh column. After again subtracting multiples of

q, the index number for the date is obtained.

The same procedure is followed for the 'years' preceding 1800, except that the

motions must be subtracted instead of added. In order to assist the computer, the

index numbers for 1800, 2050 are given in the last two columns of the list.

Example. The value of the argument when /' = o nearest the beginning of

the year 2050 for the term K is 36^61 . The motion in two periods of /' is stfbgj.
The values at /' = o for 2050, 2052, 2054,... are 36f6i, 9*31, 64?oo, .... The
nearest integers to these are 37, 9, 64, .... Hence the index numbers are 67, 3, 76,

The terms are tabulated according to index number in List ix, the first value

under the letter always corresponding to the index number o, and the succeeding
values to the index numbers i, 2, ..., q i. An unbroken column of this list

contains 70 values. To assist in finding the value corresponding to any index number
of any term, the second head-line (in Clarendon type) gives the index number of

the value immediately below it.

The value of the term (with its added constant) is obtained by choosing the

value in List ix corresponding to the index number. The values for the succeeding

72 ten-' day
'

intervals are the succeeding values in order from this one, the last under

the letter being always followed by the first. The sums of the values for each

10-' day
'

interval are then formed and are added to the values of the previous group.

Example. The index numbers of the term K at 2050, 2052, 2054 were found

to be 67, 3, 76, The values of the term at 2050 and at io-'day' intervals

thereafter are 31, 26, ..., 31, 36. The values at 2052 and at lo-day intervals

thereafter are 39, 43, ... , I, o. The values at 2054 and at lo-day intervals thereafter

are o, 2, .... It will be noticed that though there is a break in the index number
between the end of the biennial period 2050-2052 and the beginning of 2052 the

values of the term run continuously within the limits of error.

Owing to the use of a convergent, small discontinuities will sometimes occur

between the end of one two-' year' period and the beginning of the next, but the

errors thus produced may either be neglected or may be nearly eliminated by taking
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the mean of the summation forward and a summation backward in time as was

done for testing in performing the tabulation from 1800 to 2050.

After the sums of all the terms in the table, have been formed, the first 38

values of each two-' year' period are entered under the arguments o*, 10*. .... 370*

of that year, the values having been first multiplied by o-i and the nearest integer

taken. The values for the corresponding arguments of. the second year are obtained

by interpolating the last 37 values to halves, that to be put under the argument
o* being midway between the 37th and 38th values, the last digit being cut off as

before. It is advisable to sum the 74th set (which is really the first set of the next

two-' year' period) both before and after the adjustment of the index numbers,

as a test. It is also useful in the interpolation to halves.

The continual rewriting of the values in List ix for the formation of the sums

is avoided by the device referred to earlier in this chapter. The q values of each

term with their index numbers are written in order on cards mounted on an endless

band containing q cards. All the bands constituting the group can then be placed

on the ruler and the frame, and they are then so adjusted that the index number

of each term for the beginning of any two-' year
'

period shows on the face of the

ruler. After summation of the values on the face of the ruler, the latter is turned

so as to carry all the bands to the succeeding index numbers. The values are again

summed and the process continued until all the 73 sums have been obtained. At

the end of any two-year period certain of the index numbers will require change

for the beginning of the next period, which is treated in the same way. The device

is not used for the terms summed at intervals of 400 'days.'

Certain pairs of terms in List viii are bracketed. When these terms have the

same values of q, p and the same initial values expressed in parts, the same index

numbers are to be used if the fraction of a part lies between -25. If, however,

the fraction lies outside these limits, the index number of one term is computed

by taking the fraction equal to unity and the other by neglecting it.

Tables P 40, P 41.

Group A' to R'. The arguments at intervals of 400 days are obtained in the

same way as those of the first group of Table P 39. For Table P4O, use the

coefficients given in the fifth column of the data for Tables P 40, P 41 in List viii

with the sines of the angles. For Table P 41, use the coefficients given in the sixth

column of the data with the cosines of the angles. From the terms in Table P 40,

subtract the constant 419 and from those in P 41 subtract the constant 45. Then

proceed with each set as with the first group of Table P 39, up to the interpolation

to intervals of 10 'days.'

Group A" to O". The index numbers are obtained in the same way as those of

the second group of Table P39- The interval is, however, 20 'days,' and the

index numbers are found at intervals of four
'

years' so that there are still 73 values

which may be obtained without a recomputation of the index numbers. For

Table P 40, these values are obtained from the tabulation of these terms under

the heading for this table in List ix; and similarly for Table P 41. They are found
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and summed in the same manner as those in the second group of Table P 39. After

the summation, interpolation must be made to halves, with second differences if

necessary; the sums for each table are thus obtained at intervals of ten 'days.'
As the first epoch is 2052, the 37 values back to 2050 are obtained by going
backwards from the epoch values in List ix.

Group A to V. The index numbers are obtained from List viii and the values

for each table from the tabulations in List ix, precisely like those of the second

group of Table P 39. A missing term in any of the groups in List ix indicates that

the coefficient of that term is insensible in that particular group.
The three groups for each table are then summed. Multiply each sum for

Table P 40 by 0-132, choose the nearest integer to the result and enter for the

continuation of Table P 40 as explained for Table P 39. Multiply each sum for

Table P 41 by 0-4, choose the nearest integer to the result and enter for the

continuation of Table P 41.

Tables P 42, P 43.

The computation for these tables is similar to that for Tables P 40, P 41. There

is, however, no group with terms at intervals of 20 days. After the sums of the

two groups for each table have been formed, those for Table P 42 are to be

multiplied by 0-0588 and the nearest integer chosen before entry; those for

Table P 43 are to be multiplied by 0-4 and the nearest integer chosen before entry.

Tables P 44, P 45.

The two groups in these tables are treated like the 'first and third groups of

Tables P 40, P 41. The constant 411 is to be added to Table P45- After the sums
of the two groups for each table have been obtained, each sum is to be multiplied

by o-i and the nearest integer chosen before entry. The error noted in the Errata

does not occur in List viii.

Tables P 46, P 47.

In these tables the tabulation is made continuously at intervals of 10 mean
solar days, the epochs for Table P 46 being 13 days after the beginning of the

calendar year 2050 and 4 days after that of 1800, these being the times at which

exact multiples of ten days from the original epoch, 1900-0, occur. For Table P 47,

the epochs are 2*5 later in each case.

The index numbers for the two tables as found from List viii are different, but

the tabulation in List ix is the same. This arises from the fact that the coefficients

and periods of terms present in both tables are the same but that the epochs differ

by 90, and by the motions in 2*5.

There is one term in each table as shown in List viii computed directly at

intervals of 500 days. The coefficient of this is so small that the term may be kept
constant during this period and added as a constant to the Group A to X during
the run of 50 ten-day intervals which can be summed in this group without recom-

putation of the index number.
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The Group B" to Y" is computed at intervals of 20 days, the index numbers

being computed at intervals of 1000 days, so that 50 sums are obtained after each

computation of the index numbers. The work is otherwise the same as that for

the second group of Table P 39. After the sums have been obtained, interpolation

to halves gives them at intervals of ten days.
The Group A to X is computed at intervals of ten days, the index numbers

being computed at intervals of 500 days. The long period term A* is added in with

this group as explained above.

After the addition of the groups for each table, the sums are multiplied by o-i

and the nearest integers chosen. The results are then entered under the proper

days of the years, these being at intervals of ten days from the epochs.

Tables P 48, P 49.

The interval used in these tables is 14 mean solar days and the index numbers

are computed at intervals of 700 days. There is only one group of terms for each

table. The epochs for Table P 48 are g* after the beginning of 2050 and 2* before

that of 1800. The epochs for Table P49 are 1*75 later; this addition, to the

degree of accuracy required, is written and used as 2'. In other respects the com-

putation is the same as that for Tables P 46, P 47. After the sums have been

formed, they are multiplied by o-i, the nearest integer chosen, and then entered

under the proper days of the calendar year.

Additional Precepts for the computation of a single place.

Find from the tables of Sect. II the calendar date when /' was last zero before

the given date and compute the number of days to the date since this time; this

number may be taken to be either calendar days or the 'days' equal to the 1/365

part of the period of /'. Compute also the number of 'days' and calendar days
from the various epochs near 2050 or near 1800, used in List viii.

The arguments and values of the groups of terms which are tabulated at

intervals of 400 'days' and 500 calendar days are then found from the data of

List viii in the manner explained above.

Find the index numbers for the beginning of the next preceding two-' year'

period. Add to each index number the integer ', where the number of days at

the beginning of this period is put equal to lot' + d'. Find the sums for these

index numbers of the terms in List ix and obtain at the same time the sums for

the preceding and following index numbers. Interpolate for d' days.

For the groups in Tables P 40, P 41 which are computed at intervals of 20 days
the method is the same except that the number of days from the beginning of the

preceding four-' year
'

period is put equal to 20*' + d'.

For Tables P 46 to P 49 a similar procedure with the respective intervals of

10 days, 20 days and 14 days and respective periods of 500 days, 1000 days and

700 days is followed, but no interpolation between the final lo-day or 14-day sums

is to be made.

The rest of the work, including the various constants to be added and the factors

to be used, is the same as that given in the preceding precepts.

B. I. 16
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LIST viii. Data for Tables of Remainder Terms.

The symbol d' stands for 1/365 of the period of /'.

Data for Table P 39. Data for Table P 39.

sg.
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LIST viii (coni.).

Data for Table* P 40.
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Data for Tables P 44, P 45-

LIST viii (cont.).
Data for Table P 46.
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Data for Table P 47.

LIST viii (concl.).

Sff.
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LIST ix. Tabulation of Remainder Terms according to Index Number.

Terms in Table P 39.

A



TABULATION OF REMAINDER TERMS

LIST ix (conl.).

127

Q

Terms in Table P 39 (concl.).

R S T V X Y Y

10 25 10 16 65 135

Tenn in Table P 40.

i
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LIST ix (cont.).

Terms in Table P 40 (concl.).

A
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LIST ix (con/.)-

Terms in Table P<i.

'
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LIST ix (cont.}.

Terms in Table P 41 (concl.). Terms in Table P 42.

E
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LIST ix (con/.)

Terms in Table P 42 (contl).

131

E
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LIST ix (cont.).

Terms in Table P 43 (concl.).

B
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LIST ix (cent.).

Terms in Table P 44.

133

A
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LIST ix (cow/.).

Terms in Table P 44 (concl.). Terms in Table P 45.

a
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LIST ix (cent.).

'

Terms in Table P 43 (concl.). ia Tfcbhi P 46, P 47.

XY
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LIST ix (cont.).

Terms in Tables P 46, P 47 (concl.).

O"
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LIST ix (cornel.).

Term* in Table* P 48. P 49.

A



CHAPTER X

CHANGES OF THE FUNDAMENTAL CONSTANTS

Future observations or investigations of past observations may demand small

changes in the values of the constants which have been adopted in this work.

The following precepts have been devised to facilitate the computations.

Arguments i to 22.

The total change in any one of these arguments is equal to

-.. . ., A motion of Are. in a per. of D
Direct change in the Arg.

- -
.

&
,

K - x change in D.

Suppose that one of the Arguments L, w, a, L' or w' receives an addition

/ (te) expressed in seconds of arc and Julian centuries. Then the direct changes in

D and in any one of the horizontal arguments i to 22 are p.f(te ), /*'/(/), where p
has the values i, o, o, i or o according as the addition is to L, w, &, L' or n>',

and p' is the corresponding integer for the horizontal argument, according to its

composition. To express the change in the units used for Arguments i to 22, we
must divide by 1296000 and multiply by the number of parts into which the

argument is divided. Hence the formula for the change hi the argument is

/(/) (p' x no. of parts in Arg. p x 'addition for a period of D'} -f- 1296000.

In the precepts which follow, the factors of f(te )
have been tabulated ready

for use. The factor 1000 has been introduced in order to avoid numerous zeros

after the decimal point.

Precepts. Let the addition to L, w, a, L' or w' be denoted by
1000

( + ajtc + aj* + aJ
s
),

where a , alt a2 ,
az are expressed in seconds of arc and te is the number of Julian

centuries from 1900-0. Then the change in any one of the Arguments i to 22 is

given by q (a + a
v
te + aj? + a3t*),

where q has the values given in List xa, according as the change is in L, w, Q,

L' or ro'. If more than one of these angles are changed, add the corresponding

changes in the arguments.

LIST xa. Values of q for Arguments i to 22, due to a change in L, w, Q, L', to'.

Arg.
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Arguments D, 23 to 47, 51 to 62, 71 to 78, /', 82, 83, 84.

For an argument expressed in days and parts, the change, expressed in seconds

of arc, must be multiplied by the number of parts in a period and divided by

1296000. For those arguments expressed in days only, the change is multiplied

by the period in days and divided by 1296000. In the precepts with the List x/3.

the change is made by means of the product of two factors.

Precepts. Let the addition to L, w, a, L' of w' be denoted as before. Then the

corresponding change in any argument is given by

qi (a + a,/, + ajt
* + a,*.').

where q, i have the values given in List x /3. If more than one of the five funda-

mental arguments are changed, multiply the changes by the proper factors and

add; then multiply by the factor q. The results will be found expressed in parts

except for those arguments which are expressed in days only.

LIST x/3. Values of q, i for D, /' and the single-entry arguments.
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coefficient of the principal elliptic term in longitude to the sum ioooS12 , in the

notation of Chap. V, which constitutes a factor of Tables 30, Sect. Ill, 15, Sect. V,

and add 44 per i" of change to the terms, ioooS16 , iooo' 16 , which constitute the

factors of Tables 32, III and 17, V, respectively.

Change of the Moon's Inclination.

An addition of i" to the adopted coefficient of the principal term in latitude

(i846i"4OO, when the latitude is expressed as a sum of harmonic terms) requires
an addition to the factor of the principal term with Arg. S of 1/18520 = -000054.

Hence the Precept : Add 54 to 26 (Chap. V) for each second of change in the

coefficient of the principal term in latitude.

Change of the Constant of Parallax.

The adopted constant of sine parallax is 34i9"4363, corresponding to the value

3422^5400 of the constant term in the sine of the Moon's equatorial horizontal

parallax. Any change is made by multiplying the computed parallax by the

ratio of the new constant to the adopted constant.

Changes of the Constants of the Parallactic Terms.

These are computed with

a E-M ... i ._.._-.. i E
a.-. ;

= -00251273 with ~ = 34i9"4363, ^ = 8'8o549, w = 8l-53-
a' E+M

Any probable change will affect only Table 47, Sect. III. After the new a 1 has been

computed, multiply the values in this table by the new
,
+ 0-00251273, subtract

67000 times this fraction and add 67000.

Change of the Ellipticity of the Earth's Figure.

The adopted value is 1/294. An addition of a units to the denominator of this

fraction is approximately accounted for if we multiply the coefficients of the terms

affected by i 2^/294. The tables which require this factor are P 22, P 25, P 28, P 31,

P 34, P 36, Sect. VI, with sufficient accuracy. After the products have been formed,

the constants 5-40, i-oa, o-ifl, 0-10, 6-8a, o, must be added to the respective tables.

Changes in the Masses of Venus, Jupiter or Mars.

The adopted masses are respectively 1/408000, 1/1047-35, 1/3093500 that of

the Sun. The first is a factor of Tables P i, P 4, P 7, P 10, P 13, P 16, P 19, P 23,

P 26, P 29, P 32, Sect. VI, the second a factor of Tables P 2, P 5, P 8, P n, P 14,

P 17, P 20 and the third a factor of P 3, P 6, P 9, P 12, P 15, P 18, P 21. If C
be the constant added to any one of these tables (see Chap. IV, List vi), m , one

of the adopted masses, mlt the new value of the same, the value in the table is to

be changed by means of the formula

New value = printed value H C.

m* mo

Change of the Empirical Term.

Substitute for Table P 24, Sect. VI, a table of the new term in units of o"oi

with the added constant noo (n"oo). For Tables P 27, P 30, P 33, substitute the

new table multiplied by the respective factors 0-1403, 0-0134, 0-0164.
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TABLE i. Conversion of Calendar Dates.

Day



CENTURY ADDITIONS TO ARGUMENTS.

TABLE 2 (cont.). Additions to the Arguments for the Centuries of the Julian and Gregorian Calendars.

Ar.
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TABLE 2 (cent.). Additions to the Arguments for the Centuries of the Julian and Gregorian Calendars.

Arg.



CENTURY ADDITIONS TO ARGUMENTS.

TABLE 2 (cont.). Additions to the Arguments for the Centuries of the Julian and Gregorian Calendars.

An. S3 ()
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TABLE 2 (cont.). Additions to the Arguments for the Centuries of the Julian and Gregorian Calendars.

Arg.



CENTURY ADDITIONS TO ARGUMENTS.

TABLE 2 (con/.)- Additions to the Arguments for the Centuries of the Julian and Gregorian Calendars.

Ar.
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TABLE 2 (cont.). Additions to the Arguments for the Centuries of the Julian and Gregorian Calendars.

Arg.



CENTURY ADDITIONS TO ARGUMENTS.

TABLE 2 (con/.). Additions to the Arguments for the Centuries of the Julian and Gregorian Calendars.
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TABLE 2 (cont.). Additions to the Arguments for the Centuries of the Julian and Gregorian Calendars.

Arg.
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TABLE 2 (con/.)- Additions to the Arguments for the Centuries of the Julian and Gregorian Calendars.

Arf.
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TABLE 2 (cont.). Additions to the Arguments for the Centuries of the Julian and Gregorian Calendars.

Arg.



CENTURY ADDITIONS TO MEAN LONGITUDES.

TABLE 2 (cone/.). Additions to L. -
ft, m (or the Centuries of the Julian and Gregorian Calendars.

Longitude*
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TABLE 3. Values of the Arguments for the beginnings of the years 1900 to 1950.

Arg.



ARGUMENTS FROM 1900 TO 1950.

TABLE 3 (cottt.). Values of the Arguments for the beginnings of the years 1900 to 1950.

Art.
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TABLE 3 (conL). Values of the Arguments for the beginnings of the years 1900 to 1950.

Arg.



ARGUMENTS FROM 1900 TO 1950.

TABLE 3 (cotU.). Values of the Arguments for the beginnings of the years 1900 to 1950.

A.g
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TABLE 3 (cont.). Values of the Arguments for the beginnings of the years 1900 to 1950.

Arg.



ARGUMENTS FK<>M iqoo TO 1950.

TABLE 3 (cont.). Values of the Arguments for the beginnings of the yean 1900 to 1950.

An.
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TABLE 3 (cont.). Values of the Arguments for the beginnings of the years 1900 to 1950.

Arg.
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TABLE 3 (COM*.). Values of the Arguments for the beginnings of the years 1900 to 1950.

AT,.
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TABLE 3 (cont.). Values of the Arguments and of L, -ft, r for the beginnings of the years 1900 to 1950.

Arg.



ARGUMENTS FROM 1950 TO 2000.

TABLE 3 (cont.). Values of the Arguments for the beginnings of the yean 1950 to 2000.

Arf.
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TABLE 3 (cent.). Values of the Arguments for the beginnings of the years 1950 to 2000.

Arg.



PLANETARY DOUBLE ENTRY.

TABLE P 12 (concl.). Vert. Arg. /'. HOT. Arg. 81.

Afg.
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TABLE P 13. (Factor of Table 31, Sect. III. Vert. Arg. I'. Hor. Arg. 79.

Arg.



PLANETARY DOUBLE ENTRY.

TABLE P 13 (cond.). Vert. Arg. /'. HOT. Ai*. 79-

Arg
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TABLE P 14. (Factor of Table 31, Sect. III.) Vert. Arg. /'. Hor. Arg. 80.

Arg.
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TABLE P 14 (concl.).
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TABLE P 15. (Factor of Table 31, Sect. III.) Vert. Arg. /'. Hor. Arg. 81.

Arg.



PLANETARY DOUBLE ENTRY.

TABLE Pis (cond.). Vert. AT*, f. HOT. Arg. 81

Am
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TABLE P 16. (Addition to Arg. 32.) Vert. Arg. /'. Hor. Arg. 79.

Arg.
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TABLE 4 (cotit.). Additions to L. - ft for the days of the year.

D.y
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TABLE 4 (cont.). Additions to L, SI for the days of the year.

Day



ADDITIONS TO ARGUMENTS FOR DAYS. 35

TABLE 4 (con/.). Additions to L. -
ft, and to the Arguments for the days of the year.

Day
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TABLE 4 (cont.). Additions to the Arguments for the days of the year.

Arg.
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TABLE 4 (CON/.). Additions to the Arguments for the days of the year.

ATf.
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TABLE 4 (concl.). Additions to the Arguments for the days of the year.

Arg.



CONVERSION TABLE. 39

TABLE 5. Conversion of seconds of arc into degrees and minutes.
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